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HEADQUARTERS EIGHTH INFANTRY DIVISION 
UNITED STATES ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL 
To the Officers and Men of the 8th Infantry Division: 
The proud record of the 8th Division in battle and 
service is unsurpassed. 
You won your battles in the recent war by courage 
and by devotion; by the bravery of the men, and by 
the peerless example of the leaders . 
With great pride in your accomplishments and with 
humility before the heroic self-sacrifice of the officers 
and men of this great Division, I subscribe myself. 
Yours very respectfully, 
h~ 
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., 
24 September 1945. 
2 
Major General, U. S. Army, 
Commanding. 
BRYAnT E. mOORE 
MAJOR GENERAL, U. S. ARMY 
Commanding General, Eighth Infantry Division 
3 
T H E EIGHTH 
Failure to get into action during World War I was no fault of 
the Eighth Infantry Division. It was simply a question of being 
beaten to the punch by the arrival of the Armistice. As a conse-
quence, the Eighth Division was, prior to Normandy D-Day, young 
in both experience and point of service. It was young in service 
for it had been activated first in January 1'918. It was young in point 
of experience because it was just preparing to move out of its 
training camps in France and up to the front lines when that No-
vember morning in 1918 occurred. 
To offset this dual handicap, the Eighth took into its re-activated 
organization, I July 1940, units which had impressive histories of 
long and meritorious service. In some cases this service dated as 
far back as the beginnings of our constitutional government. 
None of the units which now comprise the Eighth Division was to 
be found in the original organization: 13th, 28th and 121st Infantry 
Regiments, Special Troops Units and Division Artillery Battalions. 
So it was that, although the Division, as such, was untried, it hit 
Omaha Beach, Normandy, France, on 4 July 1944, with units of 
highly colorful tradition. 
1 n ACTIOn 
Here, as a member of the VIII Corps, which had gained the barest 
of footholds on the enemy's shore, the Eighth Division had only to 
wait four days before attacking to the south in the La Haye Du Puits 
sector. For the first five gruelling days of combat experience for 
the young, untried Division, it advanced rapidly against stiff, well-
organized resistance, until, on 13 July, it reached the hard-earned 
north bank of the Ay River. The Division dug in and held on until 
26 July, when it effected a difficult crossing of the Ay to establish-
the bridgehead which was to enable the ramaining units of the 
VIII Corps and the Fourth and Sixth Armored Divisions to rupture 
the wall of resistance and spill over into Brittany and Northe.rn France. 
Racing closely behind these pile-driving units, the Eighth Division 
rolled up impressive advances, moving rapidly through Coutances, 
Granville and Avranches, against a Germany Army which was show-
ing the strain by becoming increasingly disorganized. 
Driving relentlessly south from Avranches, the Division had seized 
the key communications city of Rennes by nightfall of 3 August. 
Here, for the next ten days, the Division dug in for the valiant de-
fense of this nerve center which was so vitally important to the sue-
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cess of the Allied offensive. While they were still carrying out this 
tremendous mission, the Division's 121 st Infantry Regiment was tem-
porarily attached to the 83rd Division to take part in the fiercely 
bitter fighting then going on in the St. Malo area. In the course 
of this fighting , the 121st took Dinard by storm on 14 August, sweep-
. ing aside the stubbornly resisting German garrison. 
From Rennes, the Division, preceded by a task force of 28th In-
fantrymen, then made another rapid move to Brest, this time by 
motor. Shortly after noon of 25 August the Division, together with 
other chosen units of the VIII Corps, began the battle for this iron-
bound, seemingly impregnable French port which, with its excellent 
harbor and docking facilities, was to prove to be one of the strong-
est links in the chain that was ultimately to bind the muscles of the 
arrogant monste r, Germany. It was among the bitterest of fighting 
the Division was to experience. And the Division gave an exemplary 
8rH DIVI S I ON MOVES 
IN T O GE RMA N Y 
FOR£5 T 
I, IOOOQ 
account of itself, trading blow for blow with the G e rman garrison of 
50,000 until just a week before the port finally fell . 
Ordered out of its positions around Brest, the Division now moved 
to the Crozon Peninsula, a strongly-fortified finger of war-pocked land 
that continued to menace Brest from the south. In one of its most 
sparkling engage.ments, the Division over-ran the rugged e nemy de-
fenses in short time , completely routing the de-moralized and dis-
organized Germans. In just four days of brilliant in -fighting and 
team-work, the Division cleared the stubborn peninsula , bagging a 
total of more than 7,000 prisoners. 
Dusting off its hands , the Division moved Se ptember 30, on to the 
Duchy of Luxembourg, where it assumed the task of holding a 23-
mile sector of the Our River front. 
Several weeks later, on 16 Novembe r, certain elements of the Di-
vision began to relieve comparable units of the 28th Division in the 
sector southeast of Aachen , Germany. From here, on 21 November, 
the Division began a hard drive through dense , forbidding forests, 
clinging mud and ever-present mines to seize the town of Hurtgen . 
Many casualties and exhausting difficulties were suffered in the Hurt-
gen Forest, for seven diffcult days. After one more day of slow, 
bloody and torturous street fighting, th e town was captured on 28 
November, paving the way for the next offensive: against the town 
of Kleinhau , which was summarily taken the n ~xt day. 
In rapid succession , Brandenberg fell on 3 December and Berg-
stein on 5 December. Other foot troops of the Division fought their 
way through heavily mined woods and dug-in bunkers of concrete 
and logs to reach the Roer River along a six mile stretch, east of 
Bergstein. 
Building efficient all-around defenses, the Division he ld its posi-
tions firmly during the powerful German cou nter-drive in mid-Dece m-
ber. On 21 December, with a bleak Christmas in the offing, elements 
of the Division began a limited offensive, se izing the Roer Rive r town 
of Obermaubach and the remaining enemy-held territory in the Di-
vision sector west of the Roer. 
Well after a New Year's that had bee n as bleak as Christmas, th e 
Division continued to hold . Not until early February did it move 
slightly north to take ove r a Roer River fro nt opposite Duren and 
Niederau, on 23 February, the Division crossed the flood-swollen 
Roer, at the south flank of the great First and Ninth U. S. Army 
combined offensive. Troops of the Eighth Division cleared the stub-
born south half of Duren on 25 February and drove to the Rhine in 
Hurtgen Forest- white , beautifui-DEADL Y. 
•• 
. . 
• 
a brief ten days, taking approximately 50 German towns, more than 
I 0,000 prisoners; and destroying tons of equipment that the enemy 
could ill afford to lose. 
The Division's 13th Infantry was attached to the Third Armored 
Division, cutting another wide, bleed.ing swath to the Rhine, and 
seizing the northern third of the key city of Cologne. 
Still involved in the Cologne offensive, the Division, after six days 
in Corps Reserve, took over the Cologne-Bonn sector of the west 
bank of the Rhine, where it fought and held until the early days of 
the Remagen bridgehead. Then, on 28 March, troops of the Division 
began the move across the Rhine in the · Remagen area. On the 
following day, the entire Division began its attack north of the Sie-
gen area. As a result of this, Division elements crossed the Sieg 
River on I April. After three days of fierce, determined enemy re-
sistance, the city of Siegen fell. 
Two days later, the Division, now integrated into the team of the 
XVIII Corps, began the drive which was to result in the entrapment 
or annihilation of more than 350,000 German troops. In a mere ten 
days, the Division rolled up a satisfying a'civance of .more than sixty 
miles, seizing a total of nearly 200 towns and villages and capturing 
well over 48,000 completely beaten Wehrmacht veterans. With this 
outstanding successful completion of its mission, the Division next 
received orders to occupy and govern the Dusseldorf-Wuppertai-
Wissen-Mulheim area. 
Once again shifting to new commanders, the Division was ordered 
under the control of the British Second Army, with which organiza-
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The troops which followed us e ntered Duren through th~ courtesy of the Eighth Division. 
tion it crossed the Elbe River, early on the morning of I May, at 
Bleckede, which then marked the extreme northeast sector of the 
Allied front. A lightning stab toward the Baltic Sea netted more 
than a hundred German towns before the Division reached Schwerin 
at noon of 2 May. Here, at the capital city of the province of Meek-
CROSSING THE ROER RIVER 
AND ON TO COLOGNE. 
7 
lenberg, the Division halted and stepped aside to permit the British 
troops to sweep on to the Baltic. 
By now, the disorganization and demoralization of the enemy were 
rushing toward a feverish climax, as was evidenced by the large 
bodies of German troops which marched up to surre nder all along 
the roads of advance. So great was the enemy's desire to capitulate 
that, by 4 May, when the final announcement of the surrender of all 
German troops in the north came, the division's bag of prisoners 
reached a grand total in excess of a quarter of a million men. 
By 3 May, elements of the Division had made triumphant and joy-
ous contact with the Russians, thus marking the end of the long and 
• SCHONBERG 
LUBECK 
arduous struggle to convince the hard-headed adversary that he was 
beaten. 
And so, with the complete and ignominious capitulation of all Ger-
man land, air and sea forces, the combat record of the Division in 
World War II was completed. 
The Eighth Infantry Division had come of age in service and ex-
perience . 
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FORT LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI 
* 
I September 1945 
TO: The Officers and Enlisted Men, Eighth Infantry Division Artillery. 
On the eve of my departure from the Division, I shall take this 
method to express to you my deep appreciation for your loyalty and 
exemplary performance on the battlefields of France, Luxembourg, Bel-
gium, and Germany. You were aggressive to the point of daring, and 
technically skilled in handling your weapons to a high degree. 
These accomplishments did not materialize without long hours of work, 
often under most adverse conditions. It was my privilege to command 
you from June 1942 to date. This period took us through the 1942 
Tennessee Maneuvers, the 1943 Arizon•a-California Desert Maneuve'rs, 
North Ireland, and the European Campaigns referred to above. Through-
out this period the Division Artillery showed continuous development 
and on the European battlefield stood the acid test of war with brilliant 
success. You can be proud of your accomplishments. 
Until we meet again, Good Luck. 
~L~ &o-<., 
J. A. PICKERING 
Brigadier Generol, U. S. A. 
Commanding 
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JAmES ARTHUR 
PICKERinG 
James A. Pickering was born in Smith 
County, Miss., on December 26, 1891. Fol-
lowing graduation from the United States Mil-
itary Academy, West Point, N. Y., with a 
Bachelor of Science degree, he was appointed 
a second lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps, on 
June 13, 1916. 
PROMOTION 
He was promoted to first lieutenant on July 
I, 1916; to captain on May 15, 1917; and to 
major (temporary) on July 3, 1918. He re-
verted to his permanent rank of captain on 
February 13, 1920, and was promoted to major 
on April 27, 1921; to lieutenant colonel on 
July I, 1937; to colonel (temporary) on June 
26, 1941; to colonel (permanent) on October 
I, 1944; to brigadier general (temporary) on 
May 23, 1942. 
SERVICE 
He was first ordered to Fort Monroe, Va ., 
moving to Fort Story, Va., in February, 1917. 
He transferred to the Field Artillery on July 
13, 1917, and joined the Fourth Field Artillery 
at Syracuse and Pine Camp, N. Y., from Au-
gust to October, 1917. He served at Camp 
Shelby, Miss., thereafter until November, 1917, 
then enrolled in the School of Fire, Fort Sill, 
Okla., from which he was graduated in Febru-
ary, 1918. He then returned to his regiment 
at Camp Shelby, Miss., accompanying that 
organization to Camp Logan, Texas, in July, 
1918, where he was promoted to major (tem-
porary). He joined the 318th Field Artillery, 
81 st Division, at Camp Jackson, S. C., in 
July, 1918, and sailed for France in August, 
1918. 
He served with his regiment in France until January, 1919, then attended the Army Artillery School at Valdahon, France. After graduation in 
February, 1919, he rejoined his regiment. He attended the Center of Artillery Studies, Treves, Germany, between May and June, 1919, then re-
turned to the United States and joined the First Field Artillery at Fort Sill, Okla. He attended the Motor School at Camp Holabird, Md., between 
August and September, 1919, then returned to his regiment at Fort Sill. He enrolled in the Field Artillery School, Fort Sill , Okla., in January, 
1920, and was graduated the following December. 
He served thereafter as an instructor of the Wisconsin National Guard at La Crosse, Wis., until January, 1922, and as an instructor of the Pennsyl-
vania National Guard at Philadelphia, until October, 1924. He then served for two years with the Seventh Field Artillery at Madison Barracks, N. Y. 
He was an instructor of the National Guard at Philadelphia, Pa., from October, 1926, to May, 1931, when he was detailed in the National Guard 
Bureau, Washington, D. C., in the Operations and Organization Division. 
He enrolled in the Command and General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in August, 1933, and was graduated from the two-year course 
in June, 1935. He then was assigned to the Eighth Field Artillery at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. 
He returned to the United States in August, 1937, to serve as Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics at Purdue University, Lafayette, 
Ind. He was assigned to the General Staff Corps in July, 1940, as G-2 of the Second Armored Division at Fort Benning, Ga. In June, 1941, he was 
promoted to the rank of colonel (temporary) and in January, 1942, he was transferred to the First Armored Corps as G-2 and later Chief of Staff 
under General Patton. 
In May, 1942, he was promoted to brigadier general (temporary) and assigned as Artillery Commander of the Eighth Motorized Division, Fort Jack-
son, S. C. {later redesignated Eighth Infantry Division). In July, 1942, he moved to Fort Sill, Okla., with the Eighth Infantry Division Artillery to 
fire for the Field Artillery School. 
After participating in the Tennessee and Desert Maneuvers in 1942-1943, he went overseas (December 5, 1943) with the Division-Training was 
continued in North Ireland. The division artillery landed on the Normandy beach July 4, 1944, and had its first combat assignment July 5, reinforc-
ing the 90th Infantry Division Artillery. General Pickering commanded the Eighth Division Artillery through the Normandy campaign, during the 
operations in the reduction of Brest and Crozon Peninsula, in Luxembourg, Hurtgen Forest, the Roer to Rhine campaign, the reduction of the Ruhr 
Pocket, and the division's last campaign across the Elbe River to Schwerin Mecklenburg, Germany. 
In addition to the Legion of Merit, he holds the Silver Star, Bronze Star, Legion of Honor, Croix de Guerre with palm, and the European cam-
paign ribbon with four bronze stars. 
HEADQUARTERS E 
UNITE 
OFFICE OF THE 
NFANTRY DIVISION 
S ARMY 
NDING GENERAL 
TO TBE OFFICERS AND MEH OP TiE 8TH DIVISION ARTILLERY: 
In my considered opinion the 8th Division Ar-
tillery stood out far above others in the war against 
the Germans. Your a.ggress ivenes s , your disregard of 
yourselves, your proficienoy, your singleness of pur-
pose, lmew few equals. 
( 
With great pride in your battle achievements, 
and with deepest respect for the officers and men who 
made your feats possible, I subscribe myself, 
Ft. leonard Wood, t:o., 
24 September 1945. 
,.. 
Yours very respectfully, 
4.y~~ 
Major General, TJ. s. Army, 
Co:mmanding. 
r'' 
ACTIUATIOn AnD TRAininG 
EIGHTH DIVISION ARTILLERY 
On the first of June, 1941, the Eighth 
D:vision was formal ly activated at Fort 
Jackson, S. C. The 28th Field Artillery was 
the only unit of the division Artillery which 
had been in existence prier to that time. 
Headquarters Battery, Division Artillery 
was formed from the 28th Field Artillery 
Headquarters Battery, and t his Battalion 
also furnished a large percentage of the 
original cadres for the three light bat-
lal ions. The other members of the original 
cadres were furnished by the 70th, 71 st 
and 83rd Field Artillery Battalions which 
at that time were horse-drawn outfits. 
The light battalions operated for nearly a month with little 
more than their original cadres. It was not until after the 
Fourth of July that most of the men arrived from Forr 
Bragg, and it was the middle of the month before the ma-
iority of the batteries had close to their T /0 strength. 
Brigadier General John Sloan arrived early in June to take 
command of Division Artillery. One of his first announce-
ments was that we would take part in the Carolina maneu-
vers which were scheduled for the middle of September. 
With so little time, and especially since the maiority of the 
men and officers were green, Lieutenant Colonel Thirkeld 
of the 43rd, Lieutenant Colonel Sawbridge of the 45th and 
Lieutenant Colonel Camm of the 56th had a iob whipping 
their battalions into shape during July and August. Although 
the 28th Field Artillery had also undergone a reorganization, 
Lieutenant Colo nel Babcock had a great advantage over 
the other battalion commanders since a large percentage 
of his officers and men had had some experience. 
Carolina maneuvers proved a valuable experience from 
which we profited a great deal. The endless night marches, 
the perpetual dusty roads and the cold nights and mornings 
which came late in November were not too pleasant, but 
learning to endure such things helped to harden us for our 
future iob. The various phases of the maneuver were gen-
erally short and left at least a part of us free for the week-
end. Many of us were fortunate enough to enioy the 
southern hospitality of the numerous small towns near our 
various bivouacs. For most of us the Carolina maneuvers 
offered our initial opportunity to see at first hand the many 
problems which arise in controlling, moving, and coordinating 
a large group of troops in the field. At times it seemed as 
though everything was ut-
early in Decem_ber hopefully looki ng for-
ward to long furloughs and leaves. How-
ever, a few days later we awakened t o the 
bombshell of Pearl Harbor, and even the 
most optimistic of us now realized that the 
so-called "year of active duty" was a thing 
of the past. Most of us sti ll managed t o 
get ho me sometime during th e holida ys, 
but the time was shorter than we had 
hoped. Train ing was accelerated, and 
early in the spring we lost o ur first full 
cadre to the 77th Infantry division. Later 
on we were assigned the mission of coastal 
defense, and batteries we re scatte red from North Carolina 
to Key West, Fla. During t hese six weeks, our battalion 
commanders were able to exercise very little control over 
their widely separated units, and the responsibility placed 
on the individual batteries proved a va luab le experience for 
officers and non -coms alike. 
In Jun~ Brigadier General Sloan left us to take command 
of the 88th Infantry Division. Shortly thereafter, Brigadier 
General James A. Pickering t ook command of the Eighth 
Division Artillery. By this time many of our o lder officers 
had been transferred out of the Division, and all the bat-
tal io ns had had at least o ne change in commander. When 
we left fo r Fort Sill in July to act as schoo l troops , Lt. Col. 
Thomas Woo d was com mand ing the 43rd Field Artillery, 
Maior A. E. Wood, the 45th Maior John C. Nickerson the 
56th and Maior A. A. Green the 28th. 
At Fo rt Sill we really learned what it meant to start 
shooting and keep going all day. The medium battalion 
as well as the lights spen t most of their time with the old 
French 75s. Frequently we were ca lled on to man more 
gun positions than there were batteries in the Divis ion Ar-
tillery. Thus, firing by platoon was a common occurrence. 
Nearly everyone had a chance t o take part in a gun crew, 
and due t o the shortage of officers, many first sergeants 
and chiefs of section functio ned as Executive Officers. It 
was hot and the hours were long. Often we left our tent 
camp at 0500, not to return until around 1900. Consequently 
we were not too sorry to leave forT ennessee Maneuvers the 
second week in September. 
Our guns and vehicles went with us to Fort Sill, and 
then back to Tennessee, and after two train trips, we felt we 
knew all the tricks of loading and unloading. Tennessee 
ter confusion, and we Fort Jackson 
provided us with an end-
less ser ies of rocky roads 
couldn't help wondering 
what would happen if the 
Blue force s were actually 
shooting at us. Fortunate-
ly the mo s t dangerous 
weapons we faced were 
the red, green, and white 
flags which the umpires 
and flag orderlies waved 
continually. Above all the 
necessity for teamwork 
which could only be 
achieved when every man 
did his iob, was forcibly 
brought to our attention 
time and again. 
Maneuvers ended, and 
we returned to Jackso n 
13 
and trails: River-crossing 
tactics were the theme of 
these maneuvers, and the 
many bends of the Cum-
berland River were always 
present. This was our first 
real opportun ity to work 
with armored forces. The 
threat of the Fourth Arm-
o red Division during o ne 
phase never materialized 
and many still believe th ey 
must ha ve spent the week 
in Nashville-which, by 
the way, provided more 
than a little entertainment 
for those fortunate enough 
to get weekend passes. 
Fort Sill, Oklahoma 
However, the Fourth Armored redeemed itself the following 
week after having been spurred on by a few words from 
the Second Army Commander, Lt. Gen. Ben Lear. We 
were ca ught flat-footed and the problem was called off on 
the second day. By that time there were more Red tanks 
in our area than there were in front of us. 
The only person to remain calm during this minor debacle 
was a routemarker from one of our battalions. · He was 
stationed at the main intersection in Lebanon to hold up 
traffic while the remnants of his battalion withdrew during 
the night. It was not long before he found himself con-
fronted by a column of Red tanks coming down the other 
road, but he proved himself equal to the situation by 
directinq tanks through his battalion column one at a time, 
and the Reds never realized what was happening. 
Tennessee maneuvers finished. we passed a few miserable 
weeks of cold rainy weather in Tent Citv just outside of 
Camp Forest. A cold snowy road march ended at Fort 
Leonard Wood, Mo., the first part of December. Here 
we learned the "cold facts" of life as far as working in the 
field during snow and zero weather. 
Later in March we were on the move again, this time by 
train, but without our guns and vehicles-our destination 
Camp Laguna near Yuma, Ariz. 
The Division was dill motorized when we arrived in the 
desert, and the first few weeks we were modern Arabian 
Knights, sweeping across the sand and cactus in varied 
formations with streamers flying from each jeep and com-
mand car antenna. For weeks we survived away from camp 
on one canteen of water a day, trying various ingenius 
devices to ke.ep the water cool. It was difficult to decide 
which was the lesse r of two evils, the fine dust or the hot, 
sweaty goggles and repirators. 
By July we were enjoying maneuvers again, and the 
battle of Palen Pass was on. Even with the help of tanks 
and dive-bombers, and ably assisted by umpires, the 77th 
Division was never able to break through our defensive 
position. After that phase was over, the Seventh Armored 
joined the 77th Division to chase us hither and yon and 
finally into general confusion. 
By the middle of August the desert was a thing of the 
past. We had completed another long train trip and were 
back at Camp Forest again-this time to live in barracks 
rather than tents. Spencer Range with the AGF tests 
occupied us for a while. Before long we knew our time 
had finally come-the Eighth was headed overseas! 
Late in November, we arrived at Camp Kilmer, N. J., 
for a few hectic days before sailing from New York on 
the morning of December 5. Our convoy was large but 
unfortunately the same did not apply to the ships chosen 
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for the artillery. Ten days of .zig-zagging, rough water and 
submarine scares made everyone happy to walk down the 
gang plank at Belfast on the 15th of December. 
Niessen huts were our homes for the next seven months. 
The artillery had two separate camps, Aughentaine and 
Blessingbourne, near the small village of Fivemiletown. The 
43rd and the 28th occupied the former, and Division Ar-
tillery, the 45th and 56th the latter. 
Durinq our stay in Ireland we learned all about rain, 
peat-bogs and marshes. Any time we went into the field 
or out to shoot, half our time was spent winching the guns 
and trucks either in or out of position. It didn't take us 
long to find out that Belfast was the only city in North 
Ireland and even the most fortunate were unable to visit 
there more than once a month. Passes to such places as 
Portrush, Bangor, Londonderry and Omagh helped to relieve 
the monotony and in many cases proved very enjoyable 
in spite of the tea. 
After several months of debating and guessing the in-
vasion date, some of us began to wonder if there was going 
to be such a thing. Early in the spring, however, we awoke 
to the fact that it wasn't going to be very long. Restrictions 
and practice loading became common occurrences. This 
was topped off by a "dry run" which took the 56th all the 
way to Belfast harbor in the middle of the night. On the 
morning of June 6, radios blared forth the news of the 
invasion and speculation ran high as to how soon we would 
join in. There was talk of the Eighth going to Norway, but 
that ended late in June when we sailed out of Belfast Harbor 
in various crafts and headed south towards France and 
action. 
Aerial view of the landing strip at Leonard Wood 
A-WARDS AnD DECORATIOnS 
LEGION OF MERIT 
BRIG. G EN . JAMES A. PICKERING 
HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS BATIERY, DIVISION ARTILLERY 
SILVER STAR 
BRIG. GEN. JAMES A. PICKER ING 
1ST LT. WILLIAM F. POPPENBERGER 
BRONZE STAR 
BRIG. GEN. JAMES A. PICKERING 
COL. R. R. RAYMOND, JR. 
(Wi th Cluster) 
LT. COL. R. B. RICHARDSON 
MAJ. MERLE E. MILLER· 
MAJ. JAMES D. WILLIAMS 
MAJ. IKE B. STEVENS, JR. 
MAJ. PETER C. RUMORE 
CAPT. CHARLES D. ROONEY 
SILVER STAR 
Battery A 
1ST LT. JOHN R. BURCH 
PFC. OAXLEY L. CRAGG 
CPL. NORMAN A. REYNOLDS 
PFC. JAMES B. WILLIAMS 
1ST LT. JAMES B. GARLAND 
Battery B 
2ND LT. WARREN A. BLAIR 
PFC. ANGELO CLAPSIS 
Battery C 
PVT. J. W. GREENWAY 
PVT. JOHN LISONISH 
2ND LT. JOHN A. ROGSTAD 
1ST LT. PHILLIP KLATMAN 
BRONZE STAR 
Battery A 
PFC. JOHN W. McCOY 
SGT. PERCY WATERS 
CAPT. HARRY G. TAYLOE 
1/SGT. RODNEY E. STIMPSON 
1ST LT. SHELBURN E. HILL 
PFC. JOHN P. FORREST 
S/SGT. JOHN T. ANGE 
Battery B 
CPL. UTAH MOSELY 
(With Cluster) 
T/5 ROBERT E. NEARY 
SILVER STAR 
Battery A 
PVT. LEONARD K. BLANK 
CPL. JOHN J. HANEY 
CPL. RALPH W. HEBERLING 
T/5 HOWARD B. DAV IS 
T/5 JOSEPH S. MILKES 
BRONZE STAR 
Battery A 
1ST LT. PAUL G. EVERING 
CPL. WILLIAM H. ALLISON 
CAPT. RICHARD M. LOVELACE 
CPL. WI LLI AM DRAGAN 
T/5 PAUL G. CAM NON 
T /5 ALBERT KAESS 
PFC. CARL E. KIRCHMEIER 
1ST LT. ELDRED A. TUCKER 
S/SGT. MICHAEL DE MICHELE 
Battery B 
T/5 WALTER KANASKWICZ 
T/5 HARVEY LITCHFIELD, JR. 
PVT. LON B. NICKENS 
T/5 ANGELO SALAMONE 
PVT. G EORGE J. GARABALDI 
PVT. CLAUDE R. KELLEY 
CAPT. MANCIL R. WHITWORTH 
CAPT. W ILLI AM H. KOHN 
CAPT. H. W. BACKES, JR. 
CAPT. DONALD J. MERCER 
CAPT. ELMER C. THUSTON 
1ST LT. WILLIAM F. POPPENBERGER 
1ST LT. CHARLES S. WHITE 
CWO HOWARD H. BUCK 
1/SGT. RUSSELL BOWEN 
M/SGT. AUBREY C. CARROLL 
M/SGT. FRANK M . KUB IC 
T/SGT. W ILLI AM F. STAF FORD 
T/SGT. JAM ES G. SKELTON 
S/SGT. EDWARD H. BORGHI 
S/SGT. CHARLES CARC IONE 
S/SGT. HENRY L. KENT 
28TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATIALION 
PVT JACK T. NICHOLS 
CAPT. PAUL H. MABRY 
1ST LT. ELDON F. WILLIAMS 
1ST LT. ANDREW C. WURST 
S/SGT. JOE H. BENTLY 
PFC. ROBERT D. CRON 
CPL. ,W ILL IAM B. DEMERECK 
T/5 W ILBU R K. KANE 
PVT. SHERRILL H. NORMAN 
PVT. EARL H. LA FAYE 
Battery C 
PVT. ROBERT C . MATHIS 
CAPT. LOUIS NOLA 
I ST LT. THOMAS J. SAUNDERS 
PFC. LEWIS B. BUNNCH 
PFC. W ILLI AM L. PIPER 
1ST LT. NORBERT A. HECKER 
CPL. ROGER N. PARENTEAU 
S/SGT. PAUL N. SUTTON 
PFC. OSCAR L. HISTAR 
CPL. JAMES B. WALSH 
2ND LT. JOSEPH W. NORTON 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
1ST LT. EARL E. REAGAN 
T/3 SAM UEL PROFETA 
CAPT. JOSEPH G. K. MILLER 
MAJ. HAROLD L. HUGHES 
PFC. SAMU EL FRONID 
CPL. CASMIR KUCHEMBA 
CWO CLARE NCE J. RUBADO 
S/SGT. LLOYD J. MEYERS 
CPL. PAUL A. PRESLY 
S/SGT. HENRY C. TOWNSEND 
43RD FIELD ARTILLERY BATIALION 
Battery B 
iST LT. CURTIS R. MOSHER 
Battery C 
1ST LT. CHARLES K. VAN ALLEN 
43RD FIELD ARTILLERY BATIALION 
T/4 DANIEL J. LYNCH 
PFC. CARL HARTSFIELD 
S/SGT. FRANK J. GALELLO 
Battery C 
CAPT. WILLIAM K. BREWSTER 
PFC. RUDOLPH F. FISCHER 
T/5 ABRAHAM I. HONIG 
CPL. JOHN A. HOUSE 
T/5 JOSEPH D. BOLAND 
1ST LT. WILLIAM B. LOWANDE 
1ST. LT. GEORGE C. LAZARD 
T/5 HENRY F. PAYNE 
2ND LT. HOLLOWAY GARRARD 
T/5 HENRY F. PAYNE 
CPL. MILLARD THURMAN 
S/SGT. VIXTOR N. MAGLIACANE 
CPL. ELMER F. DISNEY 
PFC. ROBERT N. PRITTI E 
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T/4 WILLIAM F. PARRY 
T/4 WARREND P. FREDERICK 
T/4 WALLACE H. KLUKAS 
CPL. DAVE H. RIDDLE 
CPL. EUGENE R. STANDEFER 
T/5 WILLIAM A. QUERY 
PFC. LESTER C. BRYANT 
PFC. EARL J. DAILY 
AIR MEDAL 
CAPT. CEC IL ELLZEY 
(2 clusters) 
T/SGT. RICHARD DESO 
CAPT. CLARENCE A. PETERSON 
1ST LT. ALFRED M. GROSS 
T/5 CHARLIE R. PARRISH 
M/SGT. JAMES C. DANIEL 
T/5 OTTO VEDA 
T/4 JOHN P. ZBLEWSKI 
T/4 JOSEPH A. STONE 
T/SGT. WILLIAM H. SMITH 
CPL. HORACE L. TUCKER 
T/4 LOUIS J. RUEBESMEN 
LT. COL. FERDINAND J. CHESAREK 
(With Cluster) 
Service Battery 
1ST LT. HUGH McWILLIAMS JR. 
CAPT. DALE A. ROUSE , 
CWO JAMES T. O ' BRIEN, JR. 
S/SGT. ALBERT J. CLEMM 
Medical Detachment 
TIS LEONARD GROSS 
PVT. COLUMBUS J. MEADE 
PFC. EDWARD J. OLIV ER, Ill 
PFC. JOHN M. PISKELL 
CAPT. CHESTER A. PIASECKI 
AIR MEDAL 
MAJ. HAROLD L. HUGHES 
1ST LT. ELIAS S. JENNINGS 
(5 Clusters) 
1ST LT. PAUL R. DUMAS 
(5 Clusters) 
1ST LT. WALTER S. MAKUCH 
(3 Clusters) 
LT. COL. FERDINAND J. CHESAREK 
1ST LT. ROY E. MILLER 
(4 Clusters) 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
MAJ. CHARLES F. GREEN 
CAPT. WILLIAM H. THOMAS 
Service Battery 
S/SGT. JOHN F. WYNDHAM 
SGT. ALFRED A. LUCIANO 
1ST LT. THOMAS E. DAVIES 
PVT. THOMAS GAMBARDELLA 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
CAPT. WOOD N. TAYLOR, JR. 
LT. COL. TH OMAS C. WOOD, JR. 
CAPT. WILLIAM C. WALTON 
(With Cluster) 
CPL. WILLIAM T. DOWD 
SGT. WILLIE J. CASTEEN 
CPL. REGGIE W. VAN HOY 
T/SGT. ARCHIBALD W. DUNLOP 
T/5 JAMES W. HATHAWAY 
S/SGT. ROBERT E. KARL 
T/5 ARTHUR W . LITKE 
T /5 DANIEL A. BRACKET 
PFC. CECIL A. PENNINGTON 
T/5 GEORGE WETAZ 
CPL. JOHN F. CONN 
PFC. HERMAN A. NEWELL 
CPL. HERMAN F. STANLEY 
S/SGT. JOHN B. McLEAN 
PFC. THEODORE A. SElL 
MAJ. MEYER A . EFROYMSON 
T/4 ALFRED HARBOLIC 
MAJ. CHAR LES F. GREEN 
CPL. STEVE DACKO 
PFC. KENNETH I. MOSHER 
•ST LT. WILLIAM R. KOPP 
::APT. ~OOD C. HAMPTON, JR. 
SILVER STAR 
Battery A 
2ND LT. JOACHIM VON ZASTROW 
CPL. HUBERT J. DUPUY 
T/5 ANDREW M. PIERSON 
1ST LT. EDWARD J. NICHOL 
2ND LT. GEORGE L. BROWNING 
PFC. LEROY B. LEICHTENBERGER 
Battery B 
1ST LT. FRANK J. PARKONY 
Battery C 
2ND LT. HAROLD A. DUNHAM 
PFC. HUBERT E. FREEDMAN 
1ST LT. MARTIN J. WEISS 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
CAPT. EVERETT G . OW EN S 
T/5 EDWARD A. SCHERVINSKI 
1ST LT. PAUL J. AYOTTE 
PFC. ORVILLE R. RINE 
MAJ. ERNEST W. RIPY 
CAPT. ALBERT M. FENSTER 
BRONZE STAR 
Battery A 
1ST LT. EDWARD J. NICHOL 
PVT. ROSCOE 0. SMELCER 
T/4 FRANK E. LAVORO 
2N D LT. RICHARD A. GILMORE 
CPL. ALBERT KOSAK 
Battery B 
CAPT. WILLIAM E. WARD 
1ST LT. RALPH J. BURKE 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
CAPT. HARRY L. GENTRY 
SILVER STAR 
Battery A 
CAPT. FRANK S. CARTER 
T/5 JULIUS F. EINEMAN 
Battery B 
T/5 JACK TYLER 
m t~·. J~~~~E~·. P{'J~J:s JR. 
Battery C 
CAPT. RICHARD B. KRUETZER 
I ST LT. ALFRED F. J. EVERSON 
S/SGT. JAMES A. PADGETT 
T/4 THAD N. RAINY 
T/5 CHAR LES P. FOX 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
CPL. JOHN C. CALK IN S 
LT. COL. JOHN C. NICKERSON 
(With Cluster) 
PFC. WILLIAM L. MERRITT 
CAPT. LEWIS L. ATKINSON 
BRONZE STAR 
Battery A 
T/5 JULIUS F. EIMEMAN 
CPL. BALDASARO ABAGNALO 
PVT. JACK V. AMBERG 
SGT. JAMES L. PERRY 
T/5 JOHN E. KNOUSE 
2ND LT. DESERT V. BARRETT 
PFC. EVANS P. GRANT 
CPL. PAUL WOODS 
PFC. EDWARD M. CHURCH 
WO(ig) GEORGE R. LAMBERT 
T/4 CHARLES A. SHULTY 
Service Battery 
WO CARLTON C. STRICKLAND 
T/SGT. THOMAS M. KELLEY 
SGT. JOHN HARGROV E 
M/SGT. McCARTHY HASTINGS 
Medical Detachment 
-..-5 WILLIAM K. KESSLER 
45TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION 
T/4 RAYMOND D. LYONS 
2ND LT. WILLIAM T. FULTON 
PFC. GUY M. JACKSON 
T/5 EDWARD B. MASZAR 
PFC. WINTON N. NORRIS 
T/5 JO E E. AMBROSE 
2ND LT. JAMES H. GILLETTE 
T/4 WA LTER L. SO LLI S 
CPL. HAROLD L. MORRIS 
Battery C 
f~t\/~L:~R~·LINP<fg~~L. JR. 
CPL. EDGAR S. FLEETWOOD 
T/5 CECIL J. ASH LEY 
T/4 JOHN M. LYO NS 
S/SGT. ROLAND S. CARTER 
PVT. WALTER JAGGARD 
SGT. STEPHEN VALOCHM 
PFC. CLAUD E VAUN 
Medical Detachment 
DFC. SAMUEL WAITZMAN 
PVT. CHARL ES P. HUEMMER 
Service Battery 
CAPT. ELMO B. GOOD (With Cluster) 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
PVT. VERNON H . ALVIS 
1ST LT. ED WARD C. WILLIAMSON 
LT. COL. ALPHONSE A . GR EENE 
CPL. EICHARD J. ESTEP 
PVT. HUBERT F. SWEET 
PVT. ENGENE H. GUN NIN G 
CPL. NORMAN E. DAVIS 
SGT. BOOTE 0. LE BLANC 
CAPT. EMMETT G. MILLER 
1ST LT. PHILLIP SMITH 
56TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION 
1ST LT. HARRY E. DAUME, JR. 
PVT. JOHN A. McDE RM OTT 
PFC. JOSEPH M. RAMBIN 
1ST LT. THADEU S S. ZAPALSKI 
S/SGT. LLOYD E. H O BSON 
SGT. BURTON C. STARR 
Battery B 
1ST LT. JOSEPH W. PALMER 
CAPT. PAUL W. WELDERON 
SGT. NATHAN V. TEITELMAN 
SGT. JOHN VANDERFOEF, JR. 
S/SGT. W ILLIAM P. KNOWLTON 
SGT. G EORG E L. PFLUEGER 
CPL. GERALD B. NI C HO LSON 
T/4 C LYD E HUNT 
PFC. EDWARD P. WICKER 
1ST LT. ROBERT M. MILLER 
PFC. VINCENT J. PALORI 
Battery C 
2ND LT. JOHN SANK EY 
1ST LT. PHILIP G. CR IFASI 
T/4 JAMES M. PADGETT 
CPL. WILBUR F. BO LOGNA 
S/SGT. JAMES P. MOORE 
(With C luster) 
T/4 EDWARD F. DUFFY 
CPL. WI LLIAM J. CAMPBELL 
T/4 JOHN A. SUSKA 
1/SGT. HARRY M. ROBERTS 
T/5 WOODY E. EVANS 
1ST LT. ALFRED F. J. EVESON 
CP L. PETER A. PONTE 
S/SGT. LOUIS DILLENBECK 
1ST LT. ALEXANDER FRIDKI S 
1ST LT. EDGAR H. G REENLAND 
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery 
CAPT. WILLIAM E. ROSS 
CAPT. LEWI S L. ARKINSON 
CAPT. PAUL J. DAY 
LT. COL, JOHN C. NICKERSON, JR. 
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AIR MEDAL 
1ST LT. JACK R. KIRKPATRICK 
(4 C lusters) 
1ST LT. BENJAMIN L. PFEFFERLE 
(3 Clusters) 
1ST LT. KENNETH GLOVER 
(6 C lusters) 
1ST LT. WALTER B. HELMS 
iND LT. SAMU EL F. FURGIVELLE 
1ST LT. CHARLES J. URBANSKI 
CAPT EVERETTE C. OWE"'S 
MAJ. JOHN C. SMALLEv 
(With C luster} 
T/5 JOHN J. MASIAi\Z 
SGT. PATRICK J. WELDON 
T/5 VERNON H. ALVIS 
MAJ. ERNEST W. RIPY. JR. 
~/4 FRANK J. FULLER 
CAPT. EDWARD C. WILLIAMSON 
CAPT. LODDIE M. WILLIAMS 
C PL. LORENZO J. CUCCINIELLO 
CPL. ED WARD H. MEDING 
T/5 W ILBUR G. WILLIAMS 
GAPT. ALBERT M. FENSTER 
(With Clusler) 
PVT. FLOYD R. CROWINGSH IELD 
DVT. JOSEPH A. GR UASE 
1ST LT . RAY N. McCLOUGHAN 
T/4 MAURICE S. OWEN 
T/4 DOYLE BRAD FORD 
CPL. RUBIN PARGANENT 
PFC. DO RAS F. SCH ILLIN GER 
CAPT. ROBERT H. STEARNS 
PFC. MARION P. DALEY 
PFC. ELLIS MOORE 
T/5 HUBURT F. SWEET 
SGT. RUSSELL G. KELLER 
T /SGT. FRANK MITTLEMAN 
S/SGT. MELVIN H. TH RALL 
AIR MEDAL 
LT. CO L. A. A. GREENE 
1ST LT . RAY N. McCLOUGHAt-i 
(2 C lusters) 
1ST LT. CHARLES W . DOYLE 
1ST LT. AUSTIN M. WARNER, JR. 
1ST LT. VIN CENT P. SCHUMACHER 
(6 Clusters) 
1ST LT. BERNARD J. COEN 
(6 Clusters) 
1ST LT. EDGAR W. WILLIAMS 
CPL. BECKWITH R. SADLER 
MAJ. RALPH M. W ILTSIE 
(With Cluste r) 
SGT. FLOYD W. JENKINS 
S/SGT. ROBERT J. HAMMOCK 
CPL. DILLARD T. HILL 
S/SGT. JOSEPH V. KENNEDY 
CAPT. PAUL A. SEAMANS 
PVT. W ILLI AM S. WOLFSCHMIDT 
PFC. ANG ELO W. SARUBB I 
PFC. DOMMICK DEFERO 
CAPT. JOSEPH R. RECTOR 
MAJ. AARN I K. KAR IKKA 
SGT. DRANK A. SMERAGLIA 
PVT. PAUL M. TROLLINGER 
SGT. WALTER L. LEWIS. 
M/SGT. GEORGE W. GUI LL 
CAPT. ELY B. SCHOENDORF 
CAPT. ALBERT M. W ITT 
T/5 WILLIAM J. WR IGHT 
Service Battery 
S/SGT. DOMINICK P. BRANCATO 
1ST LT. ER W IN C . BROCKNER 
M/SGT. A LFRED PAISOLLI 
T /4 JOHN G . BLAZU K 
Medical Detachment 
CAPT. CONRAD M. BAHNSON 
AIR MEDAL 
1ST LT. NEAL C. BALDWIN, JR. 
(I Cluster) 
2ND LT. FREDERICK A. GRUBER 
(4 Cl usters) 
1ST LT. C LAUDE W. ATKINSON 
( I Cluster) 
LT. COL. JOHN C. NICKERSON, JR. 
(4 Clusters) 
1ST LT. HERBERT H. NICHTER 
CAPT. JOHN B. MURNIGHAN 
1ST LT. HAROLD F. Ml LLER 
* 
s 
ROBERT B. RICHARDSON 
lieutenant Colonel 
S-3 
T A F 
ROBERT R. RAYMOND, JR. 
Colonel 
E>recutive Officer 
MEYER A . EFROYMSON 
Major 
Assistant S-3 
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ELMO B. GOOD 
Major 
S-1 and S-4 
F 
JOHN F. OTT 
Major 
Assistant S-3 
* 
WILLIAM H. KOHN 
Captain 
Chaplain 
PETER C. RUMORE 
Major 
Surgeon 
HERBERT W. BACKES, JR. 
Captain 
S-2 
DONALD J. MERCER 
Captain 
Assistant S-2 
CHARLES D. ROONEY 
Captain 
Chaplain 
ELMER C. THUSTON 
Captain 
Aide-de-Camp 
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M. R. WHITWORTH 
Captain 
Assistant S-3 
CECIL C. ELLZEY 
Captain 
Liaison Pilot 
CHARLES S. WHITE 
First Lieutenant 
Assistant S-1 
ETO ACTIOn-HEADQUARTERS BATTERY 
On July 4, 1944, Headquarters Battery, Eighth Division 
Artillery-properly known as the artillery "nerve center"-
moved out of · crowded landing craft and began the long 
climb up the hill at Omaha beach and then along the dusty 
Normandy roads that led to combat. 
Marching inland, the battery took up a position near the 
village of La Haye du Puits, prior to jumping off in a 
Seventh Corps attack. Here men and officers got their 
first taste of combat as German guns-88s and bigger-
began almost immediately to drop into the battery area, 
inflicting several casualties. Nonetheless, the battery pro-
ceeded with its duties-chiefly those of maintaining wire 
and radio communication-and played an instrumental role 
in the Eighth Division's seizure of immediate objectives. 
When the First Army's attempt to break out of the 
Normandy Peninsula (the attack began July 26) proved 
successful, the battery moved with considerable speed, fol-
.......... 
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UTAH BEACH 
lowing in the wake of the Fourth Armored Division's rapid 
advance. Along the road that led to Rennes, a sizeable 
Breton city, the battery got its first real taste of Jerry 
strafing when a flight of M E-1 09s chewed up the highway 
with machine guns and cannon and added considerably 
to our roster of Purple Hearts. 
Rennes fell. We rested, d iscovered cidre, tried our luck 
with the French language , then moved to the outskirts of 
Brest and played our vita l part in the reduction of that 
large port. 
Following a qu ick motor march on the l ith of September 
to the Crozon Peninsula, the Division quickly broke enemy 
resistance there and captured General Ramcke the com-
mander of Brest. 
By this time the battery was combat seasoned. Our wire-
men had combined the fruits of months of training with 
battle experience. As a resul they could lay wire and set 
up insta llations quickly and efficiently, untroubled by hostile 
artillery . or sniper fire. Our radio men were veterans at 
maintaining communication with liaison planes and forward 
observation posts. Other sections performed as admirably, 
and the battery, as a un it, could move pos it ions daily with 
maximum speend and a minimum of confusion. 
Crozon captured, we rest ed for three days, then marched 
across France to new positions on the Luxembourg front 
facing the Siegfried Line. Here we bi lleted in houses and 
stood our ground on what was then a relatively slable front. 
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The battery practiced defensive ground maneuvers by day 
and cemented America-Luxembourg relations by night in 
the homes and small cafes in the town of Wiltz. 
Such tranquility could not be expected to last forever. 
On the 15th of November we moved to the already bloody 
Hurtgen Forest, taking up postiion in the town of Rott. 
Here was rain and mud and hectic conditions for our wire-
men. In December it grew cold as we moved forward near 
Germeter-with the command post in a pillbox and the men 
iiving in log covered foxholes. 
Shortly after the Ardennes offensive was launched we 
moved back to the town of Zweifall and later, back to the 
woods again, this time to live in log cabins of our own 
making. 
Christmas and New Year's were spent in the Hurtgen 
Forest. The days passed slowly and finally, on February 6, 
we pulled out of the woods and into new positions in the 
battered town of Merode opposite Duren. 
We performed our duties under tension for about two 
weeks. Then, on February 23, a gigantic artillery barrage 
prepared the crossing of the Roer for our doughboys and 
combat engineers, and within two days elements of our 
wire section were setting up a forward switchboard in the 
town of Duren. 
The battle progressed well. The Division moved with con-
siderable speed, and wire crews and forward parties of the 
battery ran into she llfire that brought back memories of 
Normandy. 
The Division soon reached the Rhine and on the 6th of 
March we were out of action billeted in the town of 
Frechen. We jockeyed from Frechen to a position near 
Bonn; then back to Weiden, a suburb of Cologne-waiting 
all the time for the Remagen bridgehead to be expanded 
and the Eighth called into action once again. 
On the 28th of March we crossed the Rhine. Our 
mission: the elimination of the Ruhr pocket. The battery 
HURTGEN FOREST-
Cold and deadly-We emerged victorious 
For the Quick .... And the Dead .... 
DIVINE SERVICES 
will long remember this whirlwind campaign, if only by 
virtue of such place-names as Hackenberg, Hager, Duez, 
Siegen, Olpe, Milspe and Wuppertal. We displaced posi-
tions daily and our wiremen were continually on the go. At 
Milspe we ran into considerable harassing fire which put 
some of our men out of action. 
The campaign ended as quickly as it had begun. Pris-
oners streamed to the rear, and the battery moved to the 
wealthy Ruhr town of Wuppertal for a few days of rest 
and recuperation. 
But soon higher headquarters called for the Eighth again. 
Our mission involved the crossing of the Elbe River. We 
made a lengthy motor march to the Luneberg-Uizen sector, 
and then followed our artillery units as they broke out of 
the bridgehead across the Elbe which had been established 
on May I. 
Movement was swift and casualties for the entire division 
negligible. Prisoners surrender in droves, and by May 3 
the battery found itself in the picturesque town of Schwerin 
where we performed police duty until the end of hostilities 
on May 8. 
The pleasant days that followed, when we combined trips 
to the Baltic, baseball, and boating with our regular duties, 
were to be the last that the battery would have together. 
Soon our high-point men, most of them Regular Army, 
were removed for speedy shipment home. Later at Greben-
stein and Camp Old Gold, Army of Occupation volunteers 
and other high point men left us. Finally after the long 
trip home and furloughs, we assembled at Fort Leonard 
Wood, where the reshuffling process of the battery con-
Schwerin, we were there from 3 May to 31 May 1945 
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tinued. Yet somehow, the men who trained so long to-
gether, who worked and fought through ten long months of 
combat will never forget the part they played as members 
of Headquarters Battery, Eighth Division Artillery. 
Division Artillery Staff Officers at Grebenstein, Germany 
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-G U n S H 0 T o n T H E WAY 
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The 28th is the medium artillery of the Eighth Infantry Division 
Artillery, and is equipped with 155-mm. Howitze rs, the heaviest 
caliber weapon of the Division. In great measure the history of 
the Division covers the history of the 28th, but as is the case of 
all separate units, it has its own history, heroes and achievements. 
GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY ! These words, signalling another 
round or volley leaving the guns of the 28th Field Artillery Bat-
talion, were flashed by radio or telephone more than eighty thou -
sand times during the battles to overwhelm the German Wehr-
mach!. GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY! To all art illerymen, these 
are magic words, anxiously awaited by the observers crouched in 
their foxholes. GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY! To the infantrymen, 
they are the words of a great battle song, for soon, in a matter 
of seconds, the scream of one hundred pound shells through the 
air above them announces more dead Huns in front of them, and 
easier going after the jump-off. GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY! 
Weary cannoneers, covering their ears, hear the roar of their 
guns, and begin preparations for the next and the next and the 
lext rounds. 
Ever ready, always true, Gunshot-the code name of the 28th 
Field Artillery Battalion is well known throughout the Division and 
in many Corps and Armies. Its reputation did not come t he easy 
way. The story is one of hard work and more work. It is also a 
story of valiant and brave men, who on the battlefield, acquitted 
themselves in actions and deeds that will never be forgotten. Here 
is the story in brief. 
On 5 December 1943, at 3 a.m., on a cold bleak morning in New 
York Harbor, a long line of soldiers carrying staggering packs fi led 
aboard the ship Durban Castle. This British ship, designed to carry 
eighteen hundred, was loaded with three thousand two hundred 
officers and men. Destination-unknown. Packed in like cotton in a 
bale, with half enough bunks to go around, the men were bew il dered , 
tired. Everyone below deck! All men on deck! So it went-up and 
down-still loaded with that terrible horseshoe pack, ammunition and 
carbines. Officers worked frantically to make order out of chaos. 
It took three days of work to make the ship partially livab le-with 
men sleeping everywhere. Aboard, eating English chow for the first 
time, were the men of the Twenty-Eighth Field. Most of them, 
hailing from the South, had little stomach for the strange stuff served 
them called chow. Quite a number couldn't have eaten steak. They 
were di!finitely "out of action." The seas were rough, the going tough. 
The Chaplain's Service became so popular that there wasn't a room 
large enough to hold al l the men. So, twelve days later, Belfast 
Harbor looked beautiful-in the rain. He ll would have looked beau-
tiful, too-anything, anywhere but the Durban Castle! 
The unloading, as usual, was done at night, and the men of the 
28th , groggy but most will ing, filed aboard the trains to take them 
into Ireland-to the place where they were destined to spend six 
wet months-to the Castle Aughentaine, near the small vil lage of 
Clogher, and Fivemiletown in the County of Tyrone. 
No one will ever forget that wet, cold, black morning-the initia-
tion to the horrors of Niessen huts, British stoves, and Irish weather. 
Yet it was such a grand feeling to be off that accursed ship that the 
gripes of future weeks and months were never voiced-everyone 
tumbled into the nearest bunk or just lay on the floors and slept 
their first sleep in two weeks. 
To recount the six months spent in Ireland in heavy training would 
only serve to make everyone mad, but it must be remembered that 
it was there that certain techniques were bui lt up which became 
the gospel on the battlefield. The forward switching central-map 
reading-the build up of the air observers-radio techniaues-sinking 
the guns in the damned Irish bogs-waterproofing everyt hing-alerts 
and more alerts-practice landings-and those two days of sunshine! 
Remember? Even the roads were unaccustomed to such a treat-a ll 
the tar melted. Visits by General Patton and General Eisenhower, 
movies in the mess hall-ball games on the hill-those affairs called 
dances in the Clogher courthouse-Irish beer and whisky-Women? 
What women? 
Everyone was changed after D-Day. Possibly getting out of Ire-
land had something to do with it, but the battalion was unan imous 
in its des ires to hit the beach in France, and it wasn' t long in coming. 
On I July 1944, the 28th Field, half loaded on the Liberty Sh ip 
Ackerson, the rest aboard the passenger liner, Exchequer, sa iled from 
Belfast Harbor headed for France and the war. On t he 4th of July , 
it was reality. Omaha Beach-and ashore again. 
There is something memorable about firsts: the first trip in a 
train, or a ship, for example. The first batt le reconnaissance and 
occupation of position by the 28th Field Artillery will always be 
remembered by all ranks-it seems funny now. Every field had 
something in it. Hell, there wasn't room for another battal ion of 
artillery in it. No defilade! Jerry can pop us off like ducks if we 
go into the only available fields! The weather was fine, though; 
everyone sweated, although some of it was of the cold variety. 
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Gunshot was to re inforce the fires of the 90th Division Artillery , 
already in the line, in the vicinity of the Foret de Monte Castro. 
That night the Battal ion moved into position. The forward ob-
servers went out- in t o the front lines for the first time. No one had 
to order foxho les dug. Everyone was anxious to dig a nice deep 
one-with a roof. Baker Battery caugh t a litt le shel ling. A 6 a.m., 
on the 6th of July, the first round was fired by Battery B. Twenty-four 
hours later five hundred and twelve rounds had been fired, and 
Gunshot was speaking- in a voice of authority. The batta lion was 
proud of its first day's efforts when the 90th Division said of it: 
"The line was held by a handful of Engineers and the fire from the 
28th Field Artillery." Yes, GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY! was begin-
ning to be a popu lar song. 
On 8 July the Division as a whole was committed to action. 
Gunshot, in general support, was very busy. The Germans took time 
out to t hrow a few the ir way, but only succeeded in wrecking one 
gun tire. The foxholes were gett ing better and better. 
No one in the 28th wi ll ever forget the position area near Laulne, 
wh ich was occupied on the 15th of July and where the battalion 
remained until the 27th. Uncounted incidents occurred, many trag ic, 
some funny. Every battery reported heavy she lling. The telephone 
lines were out continuously. Staff Sergeant Chester Saboka, Mess 
Sergeant of Headquarters Battery, had his knee shattered and the 
canteen cup he was holding was atomized by shell fragments. All 
night the Germans harassed the batta lion by she llfire and air bom-
bardment. Building bigger and better foxholes was the most popular 
sport in every battery area. 
On the 23rd of Ju ly, after a few days of relative quiet, the Hun 
cracked back aga in. With a lucky round he hit Battery A's switch-
board with a shell, and Privates Ca ldwe ll and Cunningham were 
wounded . Every battery lost equipment, kitchens seeming ly catching 
most of it. Headquarters Battery had their canned food scattered 
over two fields. One man was wounded by a can of corn ! Captain 
Tayloe's foxho le received a direct hit, but Tayloe wasnt' in it-he was 
borrowing someone else's! The men we re a ll a little shell happy-they 
had the foxho le jump down cold. But the siege was lifting. On the 
26th of Ju ly, the Division jumped the Ay River, and the armor pou red 
across. At St. La, the big breakt hrough was successful. Gunshot , 
licking its wounds, crossed the Ay River and began a series of dis-
placemen t s destined to cont inue right through Normandy and into 
Brittany. 
Cross ing the Ay was a tough job in itself. The infantry was having 
a rough t ime with mines and boobytraps. The 28th Field Artillery 
laid a curtain of fire in front of the doughs and finally, on the 27th, 
they broke out. The rest of the month was devoted to moving south. 
The roads were jammed with armor and men-Remember Countances? 
The armies were on t he move, and the 28th Field Arti llery, along with 
the rest of the Eighth Divis ion, transferred to the Third U. S. Army 
of Genera l Patton, and prepared for t he drive through Br ittany. 
Gunshot was now a veteran outfit, blooded on the battlefield. It 
had given a hundredfold more than it had taken, and all men had a 
Ireland was not alwa ys like this 
healthy respect for camouflage, a hole in the ground, and their own 
weapons. It had been shelled, mortared, and bombed; but aiways 
it delivered the goods. The fiber and backbo ne of a great organiza-
tion had been constructed. 
The Division was engrossed in collecting stragglers of t he Wehr-
mach+ at Rennes, and in fighting t he H un with the 83rd Division at 
St. Malo. On the 16th of August, Gunshot was called upon to help 
the Sixth Armored at Brest. The 45th Field Artillery was already 
there, and reported a very warm reception. So with gleams in their 
eyes and hands outstretched for calvados, wine, eggs, or onions, the 
men of the Battalion hurried to Brest. The fun was over on the 18th, 
when once again, the 28th was in line, hurling she lls at the Boche. 
The 45th was right-Jerry wanted Brest, and d idn't want any Yanks 
around his bailiwick. 
On the 24th of August the Eighth Division was reassembled again 
at Brest, and Gunshot was recalled and placed under Division control. 
The battle for Brest was about to open; a battle destined to last 
a month; to be one of the most bitter and least publicized fights of 
all the battles in Europe. From an art illery standpoint, it was a 
good show. Observation was excel lent, targets were plentiful. 
The attack jumped off at I p.m .. 25th of August. Gunshot fired in the 
preparation and on many targets, but the Hun was well emplaced, 
and was fighting bitterly. Lt. Blair and his party, consisting of Tech 
nician 5th Grade (then Pfc.) N ichols, and Private First Class Clapsis, 
were with the 13th Infantry on their assault on "Hill 88." His gal-
lant actions and those of his party are told in their c itations for 
awards. 
Observation Post duty was quite a lively occupation at Brest. The 
approved solution was to look, then duck quick. As the doughboys 
pressed the enemy back, Jerry grew more desperate and started 
throwing the kitchen sink regularly. The obseervrs were on the 
ball, however, and hundreds of enemy guns , machine guns and mortars 
were destroyed. Later inspection indicated how terrible the fire 
had been. 88-mm. guns were torn from their moorings. Pillboxes 
lay shattered. Kraut corpses were everywhere in evidence. 
On the I Oth of September, after a bitter fight, the Division reached 
its objectives; the first Division of the Corps to do so. But the old 
story, no rest for the weary, applied. The Eighth was ordered to 
the Crozon Peninsula, south of Brest, to clean it up and open the 
harbor. It was to be strictly an Eighth Division show. The real 
test was here. The Hun had had four years to fortify the place, had 
honeycombed it with pillboxes, and was defending it with over eight 
thousand men. 
On 13 September, Gunshot closed in its new area on the Crozon 
Peninsula. 
To the front were a few FFI (French Forces of the Interior) on 
patrol duty. They were also in the rear, chiseling gas to haul their 
ever-present women a round (seems like the approved sol ution). The 
doughs were to come in line next day. Fortunate ly for the battalion, 
which sneaked into position by infiltration, the Boche failed to see the 
movement; though many hearts beat fast that night and the sentries 
were shooting at shadows and cows. 
The following day the doughboys jumped off. Aga in the 28th, 
firing walls of explosive, helped them on their way. The resistance 
was stubborn-the going slow. The tricky German had many hidden 
mortars and guns-something must be done. Captain Peterson, Tech-
Gousenou, Near Brest 
r 
~~.. 
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nical Sergeant Medwedik and Sergeant Leary, all of the battalion 
staff, dug up two Frenchmen, Louis Balay and Jean Cadieu, just freed 
from the German lines. These two men gave Captain Peterson a 
complete plot of German installations. All that night the staff 
,labored on the plots. The next morning all was in readiness, and 
all hell broke loose, for the Division was given the dope, and had 
lconcentrated dozens of guns on the targets. The Hun weakened-
the doughboy, quick to react, gave him no rest. 
The next day, 17 September, the Boche broke. Doughboys poureu 
:through the breached lines and the pursuit was on. Twice Gunshot 
displaced forward, covering the infantry, firing on the fleeing enemy. 
The next day was a repeat performance-two jumps forward, and 
continued pursuit. Jerry was finished. The Battalion moved into a 
former German Headquarters at Les Coates-one of its shells had 
blown out a wall, and all the evidence of hasty German departure 
was scattered about-everyone had a lot of fun here and for the 
first time since their departure from soggy Ireland all of Head-
quarters Battery men had a bed-yes, a bed-to sleep in, of course. 
One more day was to prove the end of the war for Jerry on the 
Crozon. He was bottled up on the northern prong of the peninsula, 
but had formidable defense work to help him hold it. Gunshot pre-
pared. Service Battery, pulling ammunition one hundred and eighty 
miles, was working day and night. This superb outfit, in charge of 
feeding, cloth ing, and passing the ammunition, never once failed 
the Battalion. On Crozon, with action at white heat, and its hauls 
requiring hours, Service Battery fulfilled all its missions with dash 
and vigor. 
At 0900 hours on the morning of the 18th a thunderous barrage 
shook Crozon. Gunshot and its cohorts were beginning the reduction 
of the wall and the fort that barred the path of the infantry. For 
two hours, under a blistering sun, the cannoneers sweated, firing 
eighteen hundred rounds into the German fort. When the fire was 
lifted at I I 00 hours, the doughs ploughed through the rubble. Jerry 
had quit. He couldn't take his own medicine . Crozon was captured. 
The banners of the Eighth Division flew proudly over the conquered 
c itadels. Gunshot, proud of its part, rested and was happy. 
The rest cure for the Division was short-lived. On the 27th of 
September, Gunshot started its long march across France; destina-
tion Luxembourg and the front once more. 
The Luxembourg front proved quiet. The supplies for the Mmies 
were left behind in the dash across France and a new build-up was in 
the making. The weather as usual was foul; ammunition scarce. For 
six weeks Gunshot did what it could to harass, annoy and irritate 
Jerry, and to amuse himself all the while. The center of social ac-
tivity was a large barn in the village of Stegen. Remember the 
movies, USO shows, G.l. shows and concerts? Beer was available 
daily (four francs a glass). Luxembourg women were big and strong. 
The story that they were used to pull the plows in the spring was 
nver disputed. It rained continuously. Battery areas were knee deep 
in mud. The weather was turning colder, so log cabins were con-
structed. Yes, it could have been worse. 
When finally, on IS November, the Battalion was suddenly and 
without warning ordered north into Germany proper, no one shed 
too many tears. The destination was the dread Hurtgen Forest. 
Hurtgen Forest; deep, dark, forboding; honeycombed with German 
pillboxes, blockhouses, mines, and booby traps; the key to the Sieg-
Enemy guns knocked out on the Crozon Peninsula 
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Moving into Germany we saw road signs like this 
fried defenses. Hurtgen Forest-cold, bloody, hip deep in mud. The 
doughboys made Hurtgen immortal; the men of Gunshot salute their 
comrades in arms, the infantrymen who suffered so much in the 
Hurtge n campaign. 
Gunshot hacked its positions out of solid forest and moved in. 
The guns bogged down-shades of Ireland-but superhuman effort 
put them into action. Snow, sleet, rain and hail-huts to be built, 
ammunition stored-a Command Post built-and the battle was on. 
Jerry was solidly entrenched and was throwing the book at the 
doughboys. Never was so much fire encountered before. If a hun-
dred yards were gained the Hun counter-attacked. Gunshot fired 
many a normal barrage attempting to break the German formations. 
On one counter-attack, all the ammunition in the battalion, over nine 
hundred rounds, was fired except for eighty rounds. That attack 
was stopped but it was a close call. 
Lieutenant Blair was hit for the second time in this fight. He 
ca rried on until relieved, though he was badly hurt. The cannoneers, 
working in mud above their knees, labored until exhausted. Cooks, 
KPs, truck drivers and mechanics helped out. The pace was terrific, 
and it went o n, day after day-night after night. Observers and 
their parties were returning so exhausted that they were useless for 
days. 
Hurtgen Forest was hard on Battery C. During the early evening of 
the ninth of December a Jerry plane swooped over and dropped 
twenty thermite bombs in their area. Lieutenant Sanders, Battery 
Executive, instantly rushed to his guns, and with the help of his 
men put o ut the fir es and ca rried the ammunition to sa fety. For this 
brave d eed he was awarded the Bronze Star Medal. 
The doughboys were now advancing, Hurtgen. Vossenack, Kleinhau, 
Brande nburg, and Berg st e in had fallen. The Roer River was reache<Sl. 
The key to the terrain, the village of Schmidt, was being outflanked. 
Then came the German counterblow, the battle of the bulge. 
The night of the 17th-Alert! Alert!-Paratroopers being dropped 
in th e area! Jerry planes were a dime a dozen-dropping flares all 
over the place. Battery C's Ack Ack got two of them. Everyone 
was trigger happy. The division attack slowed, then stopped, as the 
size of the German effort became apparent. Rumors were flowing 
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from every latrine-no one knew exactly what was coming. Guards 
were doubled, and orders issued that Gunshot would stay put and 
fight it out right there-in place. There would be no such thing as 
retreat. Barbed wire was strung, mines were laid. The enlisted 
officers were posted in watch towers to catch any paratrooper move-
ment. Road patrols-building blockhouses-blasting trenches. Gun-
shot was ready. Let the Boche come. He would be mowed dov<n 
to the last man. 
January was a bitter month. As the big battle just to the 
Division's south flank swung in favor of the Allies, plans were in the 
making to continue tho offensive and to cross the Roer River, now 
flooded by snow and rain. But the Division was not destined to 
continue its assault in place. It had won the Hurtgen Forest and 
the banks of the Roer behind it. GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY! was 
sung more than twenty thousand times in the struggle, and the 
doughboys were grateful as the chant reached its crescendo. Now 
a new task was given the Division and the 28th-to force the Roer 
River farther north, to capture the City of Duren, and to drive to the 
Rhine. Gunshot was ready, willing and able, The Battalion had a 
score to settle with the Germans, and the sooner done, the better . 
On February 8, the 28th moved north, to the position area desig-
nated for the big push across the Roer. The Command Post was in 
a spacious basement, but the rest of the Battalion was, as usual, 
in the mud. 
The Roer proved to be a tough nut to crack. For two days 
doughboys labored and sweated while the Boche just poured fire on 
them. Gunshot, in the meantime, poured fire on the Boche. Three 
thousand rounds were fired in two days. The cannoneers, still work-
ing in mud, paid off. Duren fell on the 25th after a tough fight. 
That very afternoon the Battalion displaced to the east side of the 
town into the mortar position area. On the reconnaissance forty 
Jerries were captured. Duren was really beaten up. Aachen was in 
perfect shape in comparison. The 28th had good luck at their 
handiwork, and crossed off a few names on the list. The Boche was 
paying for his orgy, paying heavily. 
Now the pressure was on. The night attack was in vogue. The 
Germans were confused and shaken. The doughboys pressed their 
advantage to the full. Gunshot was displacing daily and keeping well 
forward. Remember Girbelsrath, when Battery B was shelled before 
they even dropped trails. Blatzheim, in a night reconnaissance and 
occupation, and in between, those huge shells the Huns were throwing 
our way? Gunshot moved into that one 500 yards from the dough-
boys. They were mad as hell, because the tractors made too much 
noise. Even the airstrip was shelled and the 28th lost a plane. 
Priso ners were showing up in good size batches. The Eighth Division 
was rolling and would not be stopped. 
The 28th had been firing into Cologne for some time to soften that 
shambles of a city for the infantry. To everyone's disgust, just as 
Cologne was reached, the Division was switched south to block the 
retreat of the Boche. It was no thrill to capture just the south 
edge; the Eighth wanted all of it. However, some fun was to come of 
it. Jerry tried to cross the Rhine in barges, and in broad daylight! 
Gunshot-on the way! and the barges started to scatter. Gunshot-
on the way! and they were sunk. 
When the Remagen Bridge was grabbed, the entire Division began 
a series of shifts up and down the Rhine to cover the flank of the 
bridgehead. The 28th found some good spots-from the heart of 
burned out Cologne to the city of Bonn to the south. 
The 28th Field Artillery was anxious to cross the Rhine. Defensive 
Hurtgen, we won, but at a cost 
miSSIOns were not near as popular as rough riding, hell for leather 
campaigns, and the Battalion still had a score to settle. So it was 
with great delight that Gunshot rece ived orders to cross the Rhine 
on the 28th of March. The entire Division was to move across, but 
its mission when across was unknown. Remember the big picture on 
that date? The First Army had broken out of the Remagen Bridge-
head and swung wide to the north. It had hooked up with the 
Ninth Army and a huge pocket had been made. Tank columns were 
roaming all over Germany. There were many battles to be fought. 
About 3 p.m., on the 28th of March, Colonel Chesarek's recon-
naissance jeep crossed the Rhine followed by his party. 
The Battalion marched at night, and crossed the Rhine at 8:30 
p.m. It was a mean march. The roads on the east side of the 
river were terrific. It wasn't until 3 o'clock in the morning that all 
eleme nts were across. Another leg of the battle record of Gunshot 
was about to begin. 
The Division front was miles long . The doughboys were spread 
as thin as Captain Tayloe's hair. The Artillery would have to break 
up the Boche formations, and there wasn't too much artillery avail-
able. Never a man to wait on his opponent, General Moore ordered 
the Eighth to attack first. It crossed the Sieg River and began an 
assa ult on the large city of Stegen, key to the German defense. This 
attack began on April I. The Hun, preparing his own breakout. 
fought back bitterly. The battle was one of the heaviest yet 
fought. Objectives had to be taken and retaken five times. On one 
day, the Division stopped seventeen counter-attacks. Gunshot was 
pouring out the she lls . Every officer that could be spared was up 
front as an observer. 
The drive to sp lit the Ruhr pocket asunder was begun on the 8th 
of April. For the artillery, - the race to the north was the most 
difficult fight it had as yet encountered. The doughboys were driving 
up main roads, and leaving their flanks and rear wide open. Every 
displacement by the artillery developed into a fire fight . Sometimes 
batteries were cut off completely. Everyone had a hell of a time. 
Two displacements a day became a daily event. 
The reconnaissance early in the morning of the 12th, in the town 
of Kierpse, was quite a show. Jerry opened up on the Head-
quarters party first with burp guns. Corporal Carreras, manning the 
machine gun on the Colonel's jeep, blasted back. Technician Fifth 
Grade Taylor sat calmly on top of the weapons carrier, shooting his 
carbine. Everyone else opened up, Lieutenant Gross firing his pistol. 
Jerry soon had enough and the collection of PWs grew. 
The Eighth Division was again spearheading the entire assault. 
The doughboys marched until exhausted, then marched on and on. 
Displacements were still two per day. The air section was now to 
prove itself again. Lieutenant Jennings and Lieutenant Dumas spotted 
a hundred-vehicle Kraut convoy. What a field day that was! Dumas was 
so excited that he called back over the radio. "Oh my God! It's 
murder! Give me more fire! Kill the bastards!" and Gunshot poured 
on the coal. Very few of those trucks got away. The very next day, 
Lieutenant Makuch and Lieutenant Miller ca ught another column-an 
enemy artillery battery! Gunshot on the way! and it was blown to hell. 
Then Jennings and Dumas-it was a double play-caught a gasoline 
convoy-Gunshot on the way! and the convoy was left ablaze. Even 
cool and calm Jennings was on the verge of hysterics. Everyone 
had more fun than baiting the First Sergeant. 
Gushot-on the way! was echoed for the last time in the Ruhr 
Pocket on the 16th of April. The Boche were surrendering in droves. 
The great battle of the Ruhr pocket was over. The Eighth Division 
Duren was left desolate-Artillery did this! 
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We left this at Burge! as we advanced across the Roer 
had played the leading role. It led all other divisions, split the 
pocket in two, and captured a large percentage of the prisoners 
taken. All ranks, tired but flushed with victory, cleaned their Lugers, 
P38s, Mausers and whatnot, traded cameras around, and waited for 
the next round. · 
The battle was over but the work was not. The great industrial 
area of the Ruhr lay helpless. The Division was called upon to govern 
a large segment. Gunshot was ordered to assist, and was given an 
area surrounding the City of Lennep. The Battalion moved at once, 
arriving there on the 21st of April. 
Each battery now had its own little kingdom to govern. Major 
Hughes had about fifteen thousand Poles, Russians, Frenchmen, Bel· 
gians and Italians-the displaced persons-to care for. He loved it. 
Lieutenant Gross was the great industrialist-his job was utilities. All 
ranks were sleeping in" beds-oh mother! and feeling their oats. The 
men were proud of themselves and their units. The best looking 
so ldiers ever seen in these parts were the men on patrol duty-neat, 
clean, and shined like a mirror. Private Dyal had a slight mis-
fortune-he walked into an e levator shaft. He just wasn't accustomed 
to such things. 
But this sort of thing didn't last long. On the 28th of April, 
Gunshot was on the road again, heading northeast to jo in the British 
Second Army and take part in the battles of Northern Germany. 
Gunshot closed into its assembly area in the British sector on the 
29th of April. The march was uneventful, due to the fine work of 
the Battalion Motor Section. The weather was cold and wet, as usual. 
The situation lotlked good. German resistance was on its last legs 
and the Division prepared for its last fight. Came the 2nd of May. 
and even with 25-mile jumps, the Battalion couldn "t keep up to the 
infantry . Schwerin fell, and the Division's objectives were reached. 
The Boche prisoners were cluttering up the roads so much that 
Gunshot had a rough time to get to its position area at Gorries. 
At 1500 B hours, May 3, 1945, the Russians were contacted. With 
the British to the north and west, Americans to the south, and the 
Russians to the east, the war was over for the Eighth Division and 
the 28th Field Artillery. GUNSHOT-ON THE WAY! would sound 
no more in Europe. 

T 0 UICTORY 
June I, 1941, marks th e birthday of the 43rd Fie ld Artillery Bat-
talion. On that day, the Battalion was activated, wit h the cadre 
drawn from the 28th Field Artillery Battalion. Fort Jackson, S. C ., 
was th e locatio n. Men started to come in to fi ll th e ranks from ali 
parts of the country, and a training period was entered upon, wh ich 
lasted three years, taking us all over th e United States and Northern 
Ireland. 
Caroli na maneuvers, Fort Jackson for a rest, duty a lo ng th e At-
lant ic Coast li ne in the early days of t he war , gua rdi ng aga in st enemy 
action . Aga in a ,horl rest at l=ort Jackson, and on to Fort Sill, 
Mont St. Michel Cathedral 
Okla., as school troops. From there to Tennessee maneuvers, e nding 
up at Camp Forest, Te nn., which was but a stepping stone for o ur 
trip to Fort Leonard Wood , Mo. And out of t he cold win t er, we 
left for Desert maneuvers in the Arizona-Californ ia desert, in t he vicin-
ity of Yuma, Ariz. Back east aga in to Camp Forest, Te nn., and 
finally to Camp Kil mer, N. Y., Port of Em barkation. Our sea voyage 
start ed on December 5, 1943, and t o the regret of many victims of 
t he ocea n, took unti l Decembe r 16, when our "beloved" U. S. S. 
Excelsior, debarked us a t Belfast, N. 1. , United Kingdom. Camp 
Aughentaine in County Tyron e was home to us for six months. Thi s 
was a period ~f very intens ive tra ini ng and inspections for readiness 
for combat. 
Ju ne 6th, a nd the invasio n, finds us there ready for act ion; 
whic h was not lo ng in com in g . Leavin g from Be lfa st o n June 27, we 
arrived off Omaha Beach in the ear ly ho urs of July 4th, celebrating 
the day with the cust omary fire kworks. Only thi s t im e in stead of 
fire crackers, they were tracers, fired at German planes trying to 
bomb the sh ips in the ha rb or. At 0645, J ul y 4, 1945, the first 
elements of t he ba tta lio n set foot o n the con tin en t. Our training 
period was over. 
Three years had been spe nt preparing us for combat , and now 
we were ready for it. In those yea rs we had trained for th e hard 
task ahead of us. We had fired demonstrations for Mr. Churchill, 
Lord Mountbatten , Generals Marshall, Eisenhower, Lear , and many 
oth ers. Now we we re ready to demonstrate t o th e German Army 
wha t we had learned. 
At Omaha Beach, we saw, for the first ti me the effect of modern 
warfare. Ruined houses and shel l craters, sma shed ve hicl es and Ger-
man pillboxes; "Minen" markers were al l over, and only narrow 
lanes were cl ear for us , ma rked by narrow whit e tape . Dropping our 
duffel bags, we ma rched to an assembly area, where d uring the 
rest of the day the whole battalion arr ived. Next step was to go to 
a b ivouac area, wel l with in hear in g distance of the front. Th ere, 
WITH G 0 P H E R 
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near Montebourg, France, we spent our first night, with the sound 
of art ill ery in our ears. We were to ~ome t o know that sound very 
well, during the next t en months. 
Next day, the Division Artil lery was attached to the 90th In fantry 
Division to support t heir effort to drive forward, off the Cotentin 
Peninsula. Th ere for the first time, we were familiarized with " incom-
ing mail," a very familiar sound, but not a welcome one in the days 
to come. And here too, we fired for the first time at . the enemy. 
Being new at the job, and in the general confus ion no one noticed 
whet her Battery A or Battery C fired the first round. Up to the day 
... and a fleeting glimpse of gay Paree 
of this writing, the argument has not been settled, and from time to 
time we still argued over it. 
Division con trol was as·sumed July 9 and the Division moved for-
ward, taking La H aye de Puits. The batta li on dug in and for about 
12 days stayed in o ne place , getting ready for the b ig attack. 
July 25th dawned a beautiful, c loudless sky was over us. But 
it was not an empty sky; thousands and thousands of p lanes, Liber-
a t ors , Fl ying Fort s, and fighter p lanes roared over our heads; and 
under us the ground trembled from the tons of bombs that were 
dropped on the German lines. Artillery all over the land opened 
u p, tanks revved up t heir motors; the first big drive was on. 
Attached to the Forth Armored Division, the 13th Combat Team 
moved down the Cotentin Peninsula at a breakneck speed; the 
battalion, ju mping from position to position, always trying to be with in 
range of the enemy. Couta nces, Avranches, on toward Rennes, capital 
of Normandy. The eve of August 3 found us just a few miles out-
side of this cit y, preparing to fire a preparation for the Infantry, 
p rio r to entering it. But just a few minutes before H-h our, word 
came that the Germans had evacuated, and hard on the heels of tanks 
a nd infantry we moved into the biggest city to fall to the Un ited 
Sta t es Army in France up to that day. Never will any of us forget 
the delirious reception the people gave us: we were showered with 
flowers, girls jumped on the vehicles to kiss the libe rat in g soldiers, 
wine and Ca lvados flowed freely. But what was the best to us, was 
the large German arse nal we found; what souvenirs! 
The Germans having retreated before the Sixth Armored Division, 
the Eighth Divis ion was left at Rennes to defend the city in case 
of a surprise att ack. And there we remained 12 restful days. We 
needed them, too, to relax, to clean up equipment and ourse lves. 
In the mean t ime , t he enemy occupied Brest, and dug in. Estimated 
at about 30,000 strong , three divisions were deta il ed to c lean this 
so important port in a short time. Th e Second Division on th e left, 
Eight Divis ion in the cente r, 29th Division on the right. But, as 
wa rfare never follows plans exactly, it took a full mo nth to redu ce 
Dugouts like these helped take the bite out of Hurtgen, but the cold was still almost unbearable 
Brest, claimed as the strongest fortified position on the continent. 
Never will we forget the efforts to take Hill 88, and the sacr ifices 
it cost us. But, try as they did, it didn't avail the Germans any, and 
we advanced until our sector was so small that we were pinched out. 
Order came down to pull out, and go over to the Crozon Penisula, 
where strong groups of Germans, under General Ramcke, were dug 
in, in pillboxes under 40 feet of concrete, determined to make a strong 
last ditch stand on direct order from Hitler. 
To Combat Team 13 fell the task to clean up. The 43rd took 
control of all the artillery units in the vicinity, and synchronized 
barrages from five battalions of artillery followed each other rapidly, 
moving up ahead of the Infantry. It was too much for the Krauts, 
and September 19 brought surrender and victory, thus ending the 
"Northern France Campaign" for us. 
A short period of recuperation followed, ended by o long, four-
day drive through liberated France. We had our first glimpse of 
Paris, went through the Maginot Line at Sedan; Belgium, Luxembourg, 
on into the Ardennes, where we assumed a position of defense in 
preparation of winter. A very peculiar position it was: three firing 
batteries on German soil, Headquarters Battery in Belgium, and 
Service Battery in Luxembourg. 
Relieving the 28th Infantry Division, we took over our sector, and 
Battery A, at 1545, 2 October 1944, fired the first round, from Ger-
man soil onto German soil. The Rhineland Campaign had begun. 
Six more or less uneventful weeks followed . We shot routine fire-
missions hampered by a very small allotment of ammunition, but always 
on the alert against possible German counter-attacks. Winter over-
took us, plenty of snow fell, and, game being plentiful in the forest, 
we supplemented our rations with deer meat. 
On the 16th of November, we again moved, north this time, 
crossing the Siegfried Line, to take position in front of Schmidt, 
Germany in the vicinity of the large Roer River Dams. This was the 
Hurtgen Forest and there is no need to tell of the hardships we 
underwent there, for they are known as among the hardest in the 
battles of Europe. 
December 17th and the breakthrough of the Germans in the 
Ardennes found us living in log huts in the middle of the forest; 
ond we remained in this position, protect in g the flank against counter-
attacks. Daily air attacks were part of OIJr routine schedule, and 
Hitler promised the highest militacy orders to the German Commander 
who'd succeed in breaking our lines. But to no avail. We held fast, 
until the enemy was thrown back, and we were ready to cross the 
Roer River, 
In order to accomplish this, the Battalion took pos ition opposite 
the town of Duren; and the Germans knowing what was about to hap-
pen, shelled us continuously. Jet planes tried to strafe and bomb 
us. But, the attack was planned, and after one of the most potent 
artillery preporations of the war, the Infantry crossed the river. Th e 
object: The Rhineland and Cologne. The date: 23 Feb. 1945. 
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In support of the 121 st Infantry Regiment we moved forward day 
and night against strong German resistance. Neither p lane nor tanks, 
artillery or infantry could stop us. And finally Cologne fell, the 
Rhine had been reached. 
Relieving th e First Infantry Division, we took up position between 
Cologne and Bonn for a short period, moving back into the out-
skirt s of Cologne on the 20th of March. The front lines: Th e Rl,ine. 
It was a quiet period for us. Further south, however, at Remagen, 
the Rhine had been crossed, and we knew it was ju st a matter of days 
until we, too, would cross this formidable barrier into th e heart of 
Germany. And we did, on March 28. This part of our fighting 
came to be known as the "Rhineland Campaign." 
Crossing the Rhine, o ur initial objective was to take positions 
along the line of the Sieg River, and then to cross the river driving 
north until contact could be made with the forces driving down to 
meet us. Th e Germans, however, had different ideas, and tried their 
best to convert us to their way of thinking. It didn't help them, 
though. 
Reaching the river, plans were made for crossing it, in order to 
take the city of Siegen itself. And here, the enemy tried eve ry 
trick in his book to stop us. Continuous counter-attacks, and infiltra-
tion of SS men into our lines were unsuccessful, however, and once 
again we started on one of our races, leapfrog jumping by Battery 
al l the time, clearing our positions of snipers, and taking more pris-
oners than we could handle. There was no way of stopping us, that 
the Germans knew, and the link-up with the northern forces was 
finally effected. 
A completely new type of problem faced us, o ne we had not been 
trained for: Occupational Duty. We came to know slave labor 
camps, and the way Hitler treated the underdog. We didn't like it, 
and proved it to the population of Germany by forcing them to give 
up their hoards of food in favor of the starved prisoners. Th e 
Germans didn't like that, but obeyed. 
To us, however, it was more or less a peaceful period, with p lenty 
of sleep, hot water and clean clothes. 
Again we were relieved, and another long trip brought us to the 
location of what was to be our last battle against the almost de-
feated Germany. Our commander: Fie ld Marshall Montgomery, of the 
British Second Army, to which the XV III Corps, Airborne, with us 
under its command, was attached. 
Position was taken up along the Elbe River on April 29, so close 
to the river .that the building housing our command post served as 
Battalion observation post at the same tim e. We were in direct 
support of the · 505th Para. Regiment, a component of the 82nd Air-
borne Division. The infantry crossed the river in assault boats and 
as soon as the engineers had completed the bridge, we crossed; on 
the first day of May, 1945. After two rapid displacements, in the 
support of the 13th Infantry Regiment, we reached the position from 
getting march orders for the Battle of ·the Elbe 
which we fired our last rounds in combat. It was fired by Battery 
C at 1930 hours of the same day. 
The enemy defenses crumbled, and located in the vicinity of Vietz, 
Northern Germany, we established roadblo,r: ks, and took countless 
prisoners, herding them into a stockade on the grou nd s of a German 
airport nearby. And there it was that V-E Day overtook us . The 
Battle of Central Europe was over, Germany defeated. 
Occupational duties followed, but not too strenuous; plenty of 
rest, USO shows, movies, and entertainment was available to us. We 
moved to comfortable quarters in Ha genow, and took life easy. For 
the first time in ten months. 
Relieved by the British, we moved to a new location in the vicinity 
of Kassel, Central Germany. And from there, on June 14, 1945, we 
left for Le Havre. Port of Embarkation . 
This time getting ready for another sea voyage was a pleasure. 
For the goal was home and a 30-day furlough. Our boat, the 
Duren 
I 
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•.. and across the river we went 
"General Squier," left port the 30th day of June and on July 8, we 
sighted land. God's country had been reached. 
The rest is easily told. Hampton Road Port of Embarkation near 
Norfolk, Va., Camp Patrick Henry and home! Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., 
was assigned to us as reassembly Station. But, V-J Day came, and 
with it discharge started. 
It was a long trek, and a very costly one. A total of 127,399 
rounds of I 05-mm. Howitzer ammunition was fired. Out of 512 
Officers and Enlisted Men, 51 received the Purple Heart, II of them 
posthumously. Nine members of the battalion received the Silver 
Star, 19 Air Medals and 85 Bronze Star Medals were awarded. Most 
men wore four Bronze Battle Participation Stars on their E. T. 0. 
ribbons. 
Every man did the best he could, and the memory of those unable 
to shore the ioy of victory with us, will fo rever remain in our heart s. 
The Future 7 Quo Fat a Vocant. 
These men died in Schwerin, in a concentration camp-fighters 
for freedom as much as we 
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comBAT HISTORY 
Greenback landed on Utah Beach, Normandy, on July 4, spent the 
night in bivouac near rui ned Montebourg, and next day became the 
first element of its combat team to e nter combat, supporting the 90th 
Division from positions between Vindefontaine and Pretot. We were 
initiated quickly. Before a day had passed, no man of the battalion 
was unfamiliar with the whine and crash of Jerry's 88s. By 8 Ju ly the 
28th Infantry was ready for the attack against La Haye du Puits, and 
Greenback assumed the mission of direct support which, for the next 
ten months, it was scarcely ever to lay aside . The Forward Observer 
and Lia ison Sections began a se ries of tours up fro nt wit h the in-
fantry which, in the course of time, was to make them the oldest 
and most combat experienced ind ividua ls con nected with some of 
the infantry battal ions. 
On 14 July began an eleven day period of preparation for the 
push that was to break the German ring of steel around our Nor-
mandy bridgehead. From positions at La ul ne the 45th watched the 
bombing of St. Lo and supported the doughs as they spearheaded the 
VII I Corps attack against t he German Ay River defense line, in 
savage fighting . By t he 27th Jerry was fleeing, and we began a 
period of rapid movement, rol ling through Coutances and Avranches 
out of Normandy and into Brittany, ending up in the beautiful country-
side just south of Rennes. Here, battlewise and weary, having already 
lost men both killed and wounded, we took a we lcome break and had 
an opportu nity to become acquai nted with the very fr iend ly French 
people of Rennes. 
We were soon rolling again. On the 13th we moved to an area 
near Dinan, and next day Charlie Battery went .forward with the 
Third Battalion, 28th Infantry, to c lear out a pocket of some 300 
Germans, which the FFI reported to be at Cape Fre he l, near St. 
Malo, on the Channel coast. On the 15th the rest of the battalion 
joined Charlie here, but to Task Force Ingersoll went all the g lory of 
this fight. As the infantry prepared to attack, Charlie fired a 
preparation, and the Krauts decided to surrender without a fight. 
At once we took off on t he hundred-odd mile dash to our new 
sector of operations, the great French port of Brest. We were told 
that there were about 15 ,000 Germans holed up here in the city and 
harbor area. When we got through counting the last prisoner a 
month later, we found that there were some 40-odd thousand Krauts, 
many of them paratroopers and SS troopers, crack troops of the Nazi 
army led by the fanatical Lt. Gen. Ramcke, conqueror of Crete. 
Greenback arrived on the scene in advance of most of the division 
and became, with elements of the Sixth Armored Division and the 
First Battalion, 28th Infantry, part of the famous "Brassiere Boys," 
who contained Brest. We set up observation posts in t he attics of 
houses in and near Gousenou and had for the first time in combat 
really excellent ground observa t ion. From points just north of 
Goosenou we supported the many b itter and costly attacks that 
were required to drive Jerry inch by inch back from strongpoints, such 
as Hill 88 and the Kergoas sector, every whit as formidable as 
Siegfried Line defenses. The batte ries had at times a ringside view 
of the struggle, watching the P-47s bomb and strafe the Kraut lines 
day after day. One bomb slipped off its rack in mid-air and almost 
potted Charlie Battery. 
After the fighting at Brest had gone into the mopping up stage. 
we moved seventy miles around the harbor to the Crozon Peninsula 
to the south. Here Combat Team 28 drew t he most difficult mission 
of the Division, the attack against the high ground of the northe rn 
half of the peninsula, including the important airport section. Ger-
man artillery fire here was the hottest that we had hit to date; it 
claimed the lives of four Greenback men on the first day of the 
attack. We paid Jerry back at the rate of over 2000 rounds a day. 
By the 18th Ramcke had surrendered and Brest and its harbor were 
ours. 
After a brief "rest" period, we performed a four-day , 700-mile 
motor march through Rennes, Chartres, Paris, and Sedan to the tiny 
Duchy of Luxembourg, where CT28 took over from the Fifth Armored 
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OF GREEnBACK 
Top to Bottom: Hurtgen was cold, and desolate; March orders for 
the Roer Crossing; We enter Duren. 
Division the defense of a 32,000 yard front along the high ground 
facing the German border and the Siegfried Line. Because of this 
broad front, the batteries were scattered widely over northern Luxe'Tl-
bourg, comfortably quartered in the homes of the natives. Ammu-
nition was strictly rationed here, so. we instituted a system of sniping 
with lOS's. Long study of the enemy front enabled us to obtain sur-
prise effect with what little ammunition we had. One night about 
midnight Jerry tried to pull a surprise of his own. An alert guard 
at Baker Battery noticed a movement about a hundred yards in 
front of the howitzers and fired. A burp gun made its distinctive 
reply. There ensued a battle royal in which Baker shot everything 
it had, including shell HE. A Kraut patrol consisting of " lieutenant 
and one man had entered Baker's preserve, seeking to locate American 
artillery positions. In this they succeeded admirably, but they did not 
live to pass on their find. 
After six pleasant weeks in Luxembourg, we shoved off one cold 
November day for the dread Hurtgen Forest, in Germany. Here for 
almost three months we lived and fought in the same little area in 
day after day of concentrated misery. The mud, the cold. the tree 
bursts, the "S" mines, and the greatest concentration of German 
artillery that we ever encountered took their steady toll. We fired 
more than ever before; for hour after hour the howitzers boomed 
away at the maximum allowable rate. One day the battalion fired 
over 3,000 rounds in this vast artillery duel. And Jerry usually re-
turned round for round. 
In Hurtgen we lived in shack of logs and ammunition boxes that 
we laboriously built and improved through the weeks, or, if we be-
longed to the forward echelons, in the cellars of Germeter or Vosse-
nack. The liaison, forward observer, and wire crews of the battalion 
will never forget these cellars or their experiences up front in Hurtgen. 
They will remember "Dead Man's Draw," the pitifully exposed route 
north from V·ossenack to the position of the First Battalion, 28th 
Infantry, which was carpeted with "S" mines and which, because of 
enemy observation, could be used only at night. They will remember 
the vicious counter-attacks, ordered by Field Marshall Model him-
self, to regain Bergstein from the Third Batatlion, 28th Infantry, later 
awarded the Distinguished Unit citation for its magnificent stand here. 
They will remember the company command post at Simonskall, to 
get to which they had actually to travel in front of our own front lines. 
They will remember the days and nights that they spent laying miles 
and miles of wire-wire which went out in a dozen places at once 
from the intense shell fire. They will remember the "Mines Not 
Cleared Beyond This Point" signs which they often disregarded. They 
will remember the feeling of nakedness that any daylight movement 
out of doors gave rise to. And, most of all, they will remember 
the mud that coated everything and that made movement painfully 
slow at a time when speed meant the difference between life and 
death. 
On 6 February we left Hurtgen and moved a few miles north to 
prepare for the coming Roer River crossing operation. From battery 
positions in Birge! and forward positions in Lendersdorf, on the river's 
edge, we sweated out the flood stage of the river and Jerry's mortar 
and artillery fire. Charlie had a gun knocked out and a man killed. But 
Ivan and Joe met, they had freed Europe and wanted lo be Friends 
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at last, on 23 February, came the attack. In its part of the 45-minute 
preparation, from 0245 to 0330, Greenback fired almost 1.400 rounds 
and its fires for the rest of the day were so intense that again we 
passed the 3,000 mark. The river crossing itself was rough. Many 
of our men with the infantry had to swim for it; some were wounded 
and one lientenant was taken prisoner. But . once we got rolling on 
the other side, we advanced in a series of brilliant night attacks and 
daylight displacements right down the main highway to Cologne and 
the Rhine. 
After a short "rest" period and a relatively inactive period in 
which we defended the west bank of the Rhine, we moved on Macch 
29 across the Rhine and into the so-called Ruhr pocket, in which 
an estimated quarter million Germans were trapped in the largest 
double envelopment in history. The fighting here was characterized 
by extreme mobility, rapid movement, and a series of end.around 
plays that dazzled the enemy. For the artillery it entailed continuous 
reconnaissance, often with the most advance infantry echelons and 
sometimes in areas previously unentered by friendly troops. Green· 
back never functioned more smoothly than now. Three displacements 
a day were common, and 30 to 45 minutes after the reconnaissance 
parties took off to look at a new area, the battalion would be on 
the new position, firing. At one time the whole battalion column 
barreled into a town beyond which the doughs had not yet advanced. 
The liaison and forward observer people found life equally exciting. 
In the Wissen area, just after forcing a crossing of the Sieg River, 
they found themselves time and again counter-attacked and had to 
call for artillery fire on their own positions to drive off the persistent 
enemy. For the first time the infantry ran into numbers of Tiger 
Royal tanks, one of which, at least, Greenback destroyed. By-passed 
Germans were everywhere. In one position we took 100 Krauts in the 
immediate battalion area; and in other, 500. On 16 April, from 
positions around Niedersprockhovel, we fired our last round of the 
war, for a total of 121,128 combat rounds. 
As soon as the Ruhr fight was over, we took over military control 
of two large areas of the Ruhr Valley, the first around Attendorn and 
the second around Hennef. But this was short-lived. At 0355 in the 
morning of 28 April we began a record breaking, 330-mile, 20-hour 
practically non-stop march to Graulingen, in the Elbe plain. Now 
part of the British Second Army, we crossed the Elbe on I May and 
advanced rapidly and without opposition almost to the Baltic Sea. 
Our last combat position was the little Mecklenburg town of Hoort, 
into which we rolled on the afternoon of 2 May. As we entered the 
town from the west, the first large groups of surrendering Germans 
entered it from the east, and at once we became a battalion of 
military policemen. On 2 May and the succeeding two days we dis-
armed, impounded, and processed in excess of 7,000 Germans, in-
cluding the commander of the Ost See Division. V-E Day found 
Greenback wearily gu,arding its prisoner of war enclosure at Hoort. 
In ten months of combat Greenback lost 15 officers and men 
killed and 126 wounded. Its members were awarded 19 Silver Stars, 
88 Bronze Stars and clusters, 26 Air Medals and clusters, and five 
Soldiers' Medals. It traveled in the neighborhood of 3,000 miles 
from battery position to battery position and made 80 displacements. 
It awarded three battlefield commissions and had three of its men 
taken prisoner by the enemy. It took over 8,000 prisoners. This is 
a record which few artillery battalions can approach and of which 
Greenback men are profoundly proud. 
One last continental fling-a champagne party at Camp Old Gold 
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1 n THE ETO .WITH GOLDEnROD 
First men of the 56th Field Artillery Battalion to hit France went 
over the side of their ships, down rope ladders and into landing 
craft which chugged away to the Normandy shore and Utah Beach 
on the evening of July 3, 1944. 
The sightseeing, staring and apprehensive but cocky bunch made 
the most of the first two days during which waterproofing was re-
moved from vehicles and final preparations made for the serious 
task ahead. 
There were jittery moments the night of July 5, when reconnais-
sance parties were shelled near Pont I'Abbee, when the batteries 
moved into position as big guns on both sides of the road thundered 
in sending shell after shell against German positions. 
At I I minutes to 6. "0549" according to Army time, on the morn-
ing of July 6, the No. I gun of Battery C belched flame, 30-odd 
pounds of steel and TNT arched toward the German lines, and the 
56th was "officially" in the war! That was the beginning of a 
struggle in Europe which was not to end until the guns of "Golden-
rod" had fired no less than 144,996 rounds. 
At first in support of the 90th Division, the 56th reverted to Division 
control and wheeled into position beh.ind the doughboys of the 121st 
Infantry Regiment on the night for July 7, ready to support the di-
vision's first big action, the attack on La Haye du Puits. 
With the infantry battalions went the forward observers, the liaison 
officers; reliefs were frequent and necessary, battery commanders 
were forward constantly, and first casualties went into the records. 
But the men buckled down, tore into varied lot numbers of ammu-
nition with new vigor and the attack rolled on. 
Beards grew and sleep was infrequent those first days. "How're 
the doughs doin'?" That was the question. 
This was the hedgerow country, and fighting was vicious and slow. 
But the batteries kept jumping forward, keeping as close behind ~he 
infantry as they dared. At positions near Bretet it was not uncommon 
to hit the sod when small arms "overs" from the front splattered 
through the area. 
"Bed-check Chorlie" came over nightly, and fingers of the machine-
gunners itched to join in the anti-aircraft umbrella which filled the 
sky, but no one considered it quite smart to give away an artillery 
position with the fire of a 50-caliber machine gun. 
It was while occupying the positions near Bretet from July 18 to 
July 26, as plans and preparations were made for a new D-Day and 
Through La Haye Du Puits 
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the crossing of the Ay River, that the first enemy planes appeared. 
Five strafed the command post one afternoon with no damage, but 
the hot reception from the battalion's 50s and the potent weapons 
of the attached ack-ack convinced them it wasn't a good place to 
visit. 
With ringside seats for the biggest air show of the war up to that 
time, the mass attack by 3,000 planes on July 25, the men went back 
to their firing the next day for the assault crossing of the Ay River, 
the final breakthrough in Normandy and a rat-race, goose-chase for 
more than a week in an attempt to catch fleeing enemy forces. 
Observers and liaison officers up with the infantry hiked up to 15 
miles a day with t he doughboys in this effort. It was no rare 
occasion +o pick up German prisoners right in the battery position. 
One Kraut patrol, mistaking the aiming stake fights of Battery A for 
some kind of assembly signal, wandered into a wide-awake local 
security set-up and a few lads who weren't in the mood to have any 
truck with visitors. The simple, official report: "Three enemy dead, 
eight wounded, 16 prisoners. No casualties were suffered by "A" 
Battery." 
While other division units went on to Rennes, the capital of 
Brittany, the 56th, operating with the 121 st Combat Team, was 
ordered to join the 83rd Division in its assault on St. Malo and 
Dinard. Advancing northward from Dinan, first enemy resistance was 
met near Pleurtuit, south of Dinard, on the 7th of August. Driving 
straight into what later proved to be the heart of a "steel ring'" 
around Dinard, the infantry made slow but steady progress, but on 
the morning of August 9. the Third Battalion of the 121 st, having 
penetrated the enemy line, was cut off by a German action from the 
flanks. 
One liaison section and a forward observer crew, sewed up with 
the isolated battalion, did an heroic job in saving the infantry from 
annihilation. The 56th's guns fired day and night to place a ring 
of fire around the battalion position. Radio batteries, source of 
the only means of communication of the stranded unit, were care-
fully nursed by the artillery teams within the trap. 
The 56th suffered probably it worst disaster at this time when two 
liaison planes, in a volunteer mission to drop blood plasma to the 
infantry crashed in mid-air, resulting in the deaths of four officers. 
Contact was not made with the "lost battalion" until the afternoon 
of August 12 when a new concerted attack by other battalions of the 
121st, behind adjusted fire on numerous targets of opportunity, gained 
On the road between Cambray and Trelley 
Liberation Day at Rennes 
2,000 yards. Another strong assault the ne xt day and Dinard fell with 
a prisoner bag of some 3,000. 
After Dinard., the battalion had a few days to itself south of 
Dinan for reorganization, then rejoined the division for the attack 
on the port of Brest. In general support when the drive opened on 
August 24, the 56th went into more aggressive action on the night of 
the 31st when t he 121 st Infantry relieved the 28th Regiment. 
A 20-minute preparation preceded the attack the morning of 
September I, but progress was slow as the infantry bucked into the 
main line of defense about the city. Observers fired one-gun pre-
cision missions, adjusting as close as 75 yards in front of our own 
hoops, and often searched out hedgerows for machine gun positions 
with an exp losive "probing stick" known as a I 05-mm. howitzer. 
The advance was continued until September I 0, during which 
time the artillery was instrumental in reducing one heavily fortified 
strong point. Observers up forward at the time adjusted the guns 
of practically every ca liber artillery piece in the army, and on Sep-
tember II the heavier weapons were adjusted on the huge walls sur-
rounding the old Brest fortress. 
Two days later, having turned the job of clearing out the city 
proper over to another division, the battalion found itself in new 
positions near Argel, on the Crozon Pe ninsula, just south of Brest. 
Scarcely any gains were registered before the infantry came up 
against the main line of resistance ju st outside of Tal Ar Groas 
("Teller Gross," the boys called it). 
With the d~nghboys unable to gain, the emphasis went over to the 
artillery, and observers put the 56th's guns to work on the job of 
reducing strong points which were hold ing up the advance. An 
enemy counter-attack on the night of September 16, preceded by a 
very heavy artillery preparation, brought down our own normal 
barrage and the attack was repulsed, but t he men up front described 
the sensation, with hundreds of shells going overhead in both direc-
tions, as a "roaring hell." 
Devastating effects of the terrific fire were learned earl y the next 
day when our troops attacked be hi nd another heavy preparation, broke 
the enemy resistance and made a three-mile advance through a 
thoroughly battered sector. Th e advance was so rapid that previously 
reconnoitered battery positions proved to be too far back. On the 
night of the 17th, day before the Germans surrendered, Battery B 
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occupied one position a·fter a hasty reconnaissance, mov ing 1n over a 
route which went through a part of Crozon where the infantry still 
was fighting. 
It was near Cameret, on the t ip of the Crozon Peninsula, that the 
men got their first good rest since landing in Fran ce. There wa~ 
swimming in the sea after the engineers had removed the mines. Some 
men learned the art of "fishing" with captu red German hand 
grenades. And then th ere was the party one night in an abandonea 
resort hotel where battalion had set up headquarters. With the 
front lines far removed, blackout restrictions were lifted, and the 
Fre nch stood around and gaped at the first night lighting they had 
seen in six years. 
But the biggest part' of the war still lay ahead. 
Th e division had reassembled near Le Trehou, Brittany, on Sep-
tember 22, and five days later was on a long march across France, 
with overnight stops at Rennes, Chartres and Suippes, in to Belgium 
and down into Luxembourg where positions were occupied near 
Eppeldorf. Up forward, the infantry was again in the line, holdin g 
a broad front along the Our and Sauer Rivers. 
Across the river was a new sight: Germany! 
Two shells, one from each of two batteries winged their way into Ger-
many proper on October 2, 1944, marking another step in the bat-
talion's mounting history, but the first two rounds were litt le indica -
tive of the small amount of ammunition available during he next 
month and a half. 
Eppeldorf was a hot spot. Previous units in the vicinity had kept 
clear of the town for a reason the battalion learned in a 10-day 
period from October 3 to 13. Continued shelling of the battalion 
area resulted in a displacement to positions near Medernach. 
Although ammunition continued to be supplied only in driblets, 
the battalion fired its limited amounts with telling accuracy until 
hurry-up orders on November 19 brought in another unit to take 
over, whereupon the 56th entered into its most bitter days of the 
war; the Hurtgen Forest, in Germany. 
Th e Hurtgen Forest was wet; it was muddy; it was cold; it was 
miserable. Mud was melted chocolate ice cream, ankle deep. Trees 
we re no longer trees; trees were toothpicks, a result of thousands upon 
thousands of shells which hod reduced the forest to splinters. 
The infantry began its ottack the morning of November 21, but 
A part of Hurtgen Hell 
f~iled to gain. Observers had no observation due to the b~d 
weather, fired many missions by sound. Fire was directed on sus-
pected positions constantly and massed fires of several battalions 
became commonplace as the division went "all out" to dislodge the 
strongly fortified enemy. 
Gains were small, bitterly contested. On November 23, the b~t­
t~lion fired intermittently for a full hour to cover the sound of t~nks 
moving forward through the twisted woods. More preparations, 
harassing missions, counter-battery fire, more preparations. 
A fierce counter-attack by the enemy on the night of November 23 
required 45 full minutes of concentr~ted fire before the assault was 
stopped. The 121 st still held its ground. 
Two more days of hellish fighting, and the troops had cleared the 
forest to the clearing short of the village of Hurtgen. During this 
period the battalion fired 5,800 rounds of ammunition on har~ssing 
missions and targets of opportunity. 
On November 30 Hurtgen fell, and when one battalion of the 
13th Regiment went on to Kleinhou, the 56th gave direct support to 
that attack. By this time, the b~tteries had displ~ced for forw~rd, 
so close to the infantry that it was necessary to fire the smallest 
charge in order to hit the short range. 
While the infantry spent from December 2 to 22 cleaning out 
strong points west of the Roer River, the battalion kept busy with 
numerous fires, and was placed in direct support of the Second 
Ranger Battalion on December 7-8 in an attack to capture Hill 400, 
southeast of Bergstein. Desperate enemy counter-attacks, once the 
hill had been taken, were repeatedly broken up by deadly artillery 
fire, as jubilant Rangers reported "extremely heavy enemy casualties." 
Obermaubach, on the banks of the Roer, fell December 26, and 
efforts turned to defensive measures as many an eye cocked south 
for an occasional glance toward the Ardennes where the Germans 
were making their break-through effort. 
On February 8 the "Hurtgen Club" broke up. It was an almost 
regretful farewell the men staged as they march ordered from log 
huts and underground bunkers which had been their homes for more 
th~n two months. 
In position near Birgel, the 56th waited with everyone else for 
the waters of the Roer River to subside; waited and planned for the 
massive jump-off which came the morning of February 23. But an 
important event already had taken place on the afternoon of Feb-
ruary 16 when Battery C, which had fired the first round in France, 
boosted out the I OO,OOOth round, the target being an enemy ob-
servation post. 
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Starting ~t 0245 hours on the morning of the 23rd, some 2,000 
rounds of ammunition were hurled at the enemy in preparation for 
the crossing of the Roer River at Duren, and from the time of the 
jump-off at 0330 hours and continuing through the day, the battalion 
fired ~n additional I ,000 rounds in close support, harassing missions 
and targets of opportunity for the troops making the assault crossing. 
A muzzle burst on the No. 2 gun in Battery A, reported at 0330 
hours during the preparation, split the howitzer tube and the gun 
was out of action. By 0600 hours, however, a new gun was at the 
position, was immediately registered in, corrections applied, and 
Battery A again had four guns in action before the day was very old. 
The 56th went back into direct support on the evening of the 24th 
when the 121st Infantry crossed the Roer, passed through the 13th 
Regiment, and cleared the outskirts of Duren before attacking toward 
Binsfeld. On Sunday morning, the 25th, the battalion crossed the 
river, took up positions and moved into action as the Eighth Division 
paced the drive across the Cologne Plain. 
Again it was a chase, the official reports sounding like action at a 
football game: Eschweiler, Baumweiler, Blatzheim; a counter-attack on 
February 27 at Piffelsberg; Kerpen, Modrath, the Erft Canal, and the 
battalion went into general support when another regiment passed 
through ~nd relieved the 121 st on March I. 
But the Gray Bonnet doughboys were not out long, coming back 
in to go through the 28th after the seizure of Frechen on the night 
of March 3. Cologne was within artillery range, the Rhine River 
almost within grasp, and the enemy attacked with tanks twice on 
the morning of March 5, both of which were repulsed by artillery 
fire. 
The 121 st' s attack was steered to objectives to the west and south-
west of Cologne as other units of the division went into Cologne, and 
the doughboys completed their task on March 7 after another prep-
aration. As ~ parting kiss the next d~y. the battalion shot a little 
reading matter in the gener~l direction of the enemy as propagond~ 
shells were dumped on the eastern bank of the Rhine. 
Then came ~ five-d~y rest in ~ bivouac in Habbelrath. On the 
14th of March, the battalion moved into position in Duisdorf, again 
assuming direct support of the 121 st which had taken over ~ holding 
position on the Rhine. Few missions were fired as the ~mmunition 
allotment was low. Six days later, the movement orders c~me again, 
this time to take positions north of Cologne, st~ying there until 
relieved on March 29. 
Ahe~d lay the crossing of the Rhine. 
On March 30, the battalion displaced just south of Bonn ~nd 
Advance across the Rhine 
crossed the Rhine on the General Hodges Bridge, yoing into Germany 
proper where the Remagen bridgehead had been steadily expandin.g 
for a little more than three weeks. 
The First and Ninth Armies had just made contact at Paderborn, 
sealing off the industrially rich Ruhr, and the Eighth Division immedi-
ately became the spearheading force from the south to reduce and 
split the "pocket." 
Ask one of the men what happened in the next two weeks and you 
get a shrug, a roll of the eyes. Things moved fast, directions of 
attack changed often, and the old familiar "reconnaissance, selection 
and occupation of position" was accomp li shed more times than in 
Tennessee maneuvers. 
Progress was sporadic, but rapid. Our targets were tanks, halftracks, 
personnel, AA guns. Roaring out of a relatively quiet night, the 
Germans mounted a furious counter-attack against the Second Bat-
talion of the 121st at Netphen on the morning of April 4. By noon, 
"normal barrage" had been fired for three hours, and the enemy 
assault had petered out, but it burst out again in mid-afternoon 
in the Third Battalion's sector and was reduced by artillery fire. 
The 56th fired a total of 4,512 rounds that day, with ammunition 
prisoners being taken. On the murning of April 17, all organized 
resistance in the Ruhr pocket ceased. 
From that time until the 26th of April, the battalion was on military 
government duty just outside of Mulheim, across the Rhine from 
Cologne. 
With the Eighth Division attached to the XVIII Airborne Corps, 
the battalion moved north on April 27 to a bivouac in Wriedel, neor 
Uelzen, awaiting plans for the attack across the Elbe with the British 
Second Army. 
On the 30th, new positions were occupied near Bleckede, where 
the bridgehead had been established, and the 121st Infantry went 
across to expand the bridgehead late that night. Right behind them 
went the 56th, and the batteries were in position to support the at-
tack which jumped off early on the morning of May I. 
Action on May 2 was brilliant. With two battalions of the Gray 
Bonnet doughboys in the lead, two motorized columns led by tanks, 
headed out in a fast action toward Wismar, on the Baltic, with 
Schwerin an immediate objective. The Germans collapsed in a big 
heap. Prisoners jammed the roads, were waved to the rear by fast 
moving troops who never bothered to disarm or search them. 
Arriving in Schwerin shortly after noon, the combat team received a 
Deeds of valor and service recognized-Bronze Star Awards 
being loaded into the howitzers directly from trucks as they arrived 
from the dump. Gun tubes barely had a chance to cool off from 
the day previous to the attack when some 3,600 rounds had been 
'ired. 
The 121st continued its rapid advance, through Netphen into 
Musen, Littlefeld, Mittel Neger, Iehne, Spielwigge; off one map onto 
another, one reconnaissa nce scarcely would be completed before 
the infantry's advance required another. 
Oberbrugge, Passe l, and the 13th went through the 121 st, putting 
the 56th in general support just two days before contact was made 
with the Ninth Army troops, splitting the Ruhr pocket in two. 
It was when the batta li on was in position near Altenfords that 
T /4 Alfred Loeser, German-speaking radio operator from Head-
quarters discovered the telephone system to the next town of Gavels-
burg was still in operation. Loeser promptly ca ll ed the commander 
of the German garrison, demanded he surrender, and gave him 20 
minutes to think it over while artillery concentrations were prepared. 
The enemy commander sent back an impolite "no" later, which was 
the battalion's command to fire. 
Adjustments were made in an unorthodox manner when Loeser, 
posing as ' a German soldier, called several numbers in the town, 
asked where the shells were landing. It was the only time in the 
history of the battalion that an enemy observer was used to "adjust" 
fire. 
The attack swung to the west in mopping-up operations, the 121 st 
was back in the line and progress was rapid with considerable 
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halt order from corps when it was learned our Russian allies already 
had reached Wismar. The battalion moved out to occupy position s 
north of Schwerin which had not yet been cleared of the enemy, and 
several thousand additional prisoners were disarmed and sent to the 
huge compound in Schwerin, already bulging with an uncounted 
mass of Germans. 
The complete collapse of the Germans in the north was evident 
even before the big surrender of May 3, and V-E Day, coming on 
May 8 while the battalion was engrossed in handling displaced persons 
and liberated prisoners of war and guarding installations, came a s an 
anti-climax . 
But it was the reai climax, a happy day for the tired men who had 
shot their way from the shores of Normandy right into the middl e 
of Germany. Training had paid off. 
As high point men began to leave the battalion while still in Europe, 
the 56th began to lose more familiar faces. Key men disappeared 
to resume civilian jobs. The battalion boarded the Navy transport, 
"General Squier," at Le Havre on the night of June 29, sailed the 
next morning, and picked up the shores of Virginia the evening of 
July 8, after an une.ventful trip. 
With redeployment plans and "ETO to Tokyo" banners tossed into 
the ashcan by later developments, more men began to leave, officers 
finally qualified for their discharges, the 56th Field Artillery Battalion 
took on an entirely new face. Old associations, nurtured and ripened 
by the experiences of battle, have broken up; but friendships, estab-
lished in war will continue into peace . 
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ABSEnTEES 
* 
There are many men of. the 8th Division Artillery whose 
Faces and names should appear in the following pages. 
They are the men who were evacuated during combat, 
many of them for wounds received in action, and the 
much greater number of high-point men transferred soon 
aHer V-E Day when the Division was being prepared for 
redeployment to the Pacific War. The unavoidable omis-
sion of those familiar faces will always be re·gretted by 
those whose faces do appear, for they were NCO's and 
other key men, old-timers all. 
But for their magnificent services the 8th Division Ar-
tillery would never have achieved its brilliant record. 
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WILLI AM F. POPPENBERGER 
First Lieutena nt 
Command ing Officer 
J OSEPH W. PALMER, JR . 
First Lie utenant 
Executive Officer 
HEADQUARTERS 
HOWARD H. BUCK 
Chief Warrant Officer 
Motor Transporta t ion Officer 
* 
BATTERY 
EIGHTH DIVISION ARTILLERY 
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FIRST ROW: 
SHANNON, Thomas G., 1/Sgt., 114 N. Atlantic Ave., Pitts-
burgh, Pa. 
GEORGE, Enoch L., M/Sgt., 4325 Stanton Ave., Pitts-
burgh, Pa. 
JOHNSON, Everett R., T/Sgt., 30 S. Jefferson. Batavia, Ill. 
BRITT INGHAM, Harry, S/Sgt .. 428 Woodlawn Ave., Co l-
lingswood. N. J. · 
EICHELBERGER, Earl G., S/Sgt .. 210 Washington Square, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
GOLDBERG, Joseph G., S/Sgt., 1020 Spruce St., Phila-
delphia, Pa. 
SECOND ROW: 
PALMER. Donald J., S/Sgt. , 5500 22nd Ave., Kenosha, Wis. 
STANDEFER, Eugene R., S/Sgt., 301 E. Eighth St., Plain-
view. Tex., BS. 
VALCEK, Andrew J., S/Sgt., 1211 Eighth Ave., Water-
vliet, N. Y. 
WH ITT, Robert S., S/Sgt., 603 Phillips Road, Webster. 
N.Y. 
GOLETZ. Joseph, Sgt., Florida. N.Y. 
PARRY, William F., Sgt., 1439 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., BS. 
THIRD ROW: 
TINTLE, John F., Sgt., Ryerson Ave., Bloomingdale, N. J. 
GREEN, Loren, T/4, 3223 McKinley St., Milwaukee, Wis., 
Cl. 
ELKINS, John E., T/4, 6814 Compton Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
JOHN, Rudy E., T/4, Fourth St., S.E., Mandan, N. D. 
KLUKAS, Wallace H., T/4. 207 Cubban St., Chippewa 
Falls, Wis., BS. 
RICHARD, Melvin C., T/4, 3939 Percy St., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
FOURTH ROW: 
SCHNALL. Stanley, T/4, 758 44th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
AYVAZIAN, Ara M., Cpl., 915 63rd St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
CARL, Irwin, Cpl., 1472-A Clara Ave .. St. Louis, Mo. 
GUARDINO, Joseph E., Cpl., 407 Griffith St., Syracuse, 
N.Y. 
KING, Frank, Jr .. Cpl., 221 Linderwold Ave .. Ambler, 
Pa. 
LEVINER, J. C., Cpl .. Rt. I, Gibson. N.C. 
FIFTH ROW: 
QUERY, William A., Cpl., 547 Rosedale St., Pittsb.urgh, Pa., 
BS. 
RAFFETTO, Andrew P., Cpl., 1306 Third Ave., Spring 
Lake, N. J. 
SCHAEFER. Melvin H., Cpl., 3715 Laurel St., New Or-
leans, La. 
ZEGLIN, John, Cpl. , 13251 S. Houston, Chicago, Ill. 
AYVAZIAN, Arthur M., T/5, 18 Mernfield Ave .. . Water-
town. Mass. . 
BEATTY, Harry 0., T/5, Eau Cla~re, Pa. 
SI XTH ROW: 
CHAPSKI, Fred T., T/5. 3334 Aiax St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
CURRY, John R., T/5, 1009 S. Rogers St., Bloomington, 
Ind. 
DAILEY, Earl J., T/5, 946 S. Front St., Sunbury, Pa., BS. 
FARNELL, Ned N., T/5, 407 S. Main St., Henderson, Tex. 
GOLDSTEIN, Norman, T/5, 1983 Bryant Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
GRAY, Henry E., T/5, 113 Rock St., Malvern, Ark. 
H E A D Q U A R T E R S 
FIRST ROW: 
HUDDLESTON, Norman H., T/5, 3008 Dyer St., Dallas, Tex. 
KAUER, John, T/5, 428 W. Ninth St., Kaukauna, Wis. 
KOCHARSKI, Chester, T/5, 3305 N. Bremen St., Milwaukee, 
Wis. 
MILLER, E. C., T/5, Box 23, Erie, Col. 
MORSE, Murray H., T/5. Wabasha, Minn. 
NOLAN, Russel, T/5, Point, La. 
SECOND ROW: 
PADGETT, Thomas L., T/5, Rt. 2, Bostic, N. C. 
PELOQUIN, Phillip, T/5, 2437 High St., Blue Island, Ill. 
PI ETRASZKI EWICZ, John M., T/5, 802 Clifford Ave., Ro-
chester, N. Y. 
SAUNDERS, Arthur A., T/5, Rt. 2, Greene, N. Y. 
SCHULZE, Oliver V., T/5, 4964 Bonita Ave., St. Louis, 
Mo. 
WHITE. Robert G., T/5, 238 Central Ave., Highland Park, 
Ill. 
THIRD ROW: 
WHITFIELD, Haywood A., T/5, Rt. I, No. 89, Mt. Olive, 
N.C. 
WILBURN, George D., T/5, 233 W. Main St., Union, S. C. 
BORDEAUX, Charles M., Pic., Rt. I, Box 118, Castle Hayne, 
N.C. 
BUTTNER, Julius, Pic., 102-15 89 Ave., Richmond Hill, L. 1., 
N. Y. 
COLE, Donald L., Pic., Rt. 3, Fremont, Ohio. 
COLLARD, Wil li am 0., Pic., Rt. I, Madisonville, Tex. 
FOURTH ROW : 
CONY, Edward R .. Pic., 8433 N. Jersey St., Portland, Ore. 
FIORE, John M., Pic., 1403 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
FOUT, Rudy, Pic., Ill E. Park, Grove City, Ohio. 
FOX, Robert W., Pic., 1715 S. 40th St., Tacoma, Wash. 
FRIEDMAN Sam, Pic., 3100 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, 
N. Y. 
HAMILTON, Lillard L., Pic., Rt. I, Chatham, La. 
FIFTH ROW: 
HARSHBARGER, James E., Pic., 497 Allenford St., Akron, 
Ohio. 
HARVEY, Mahlon L.. Pic., Box 6, Milesburg, Pa. 
HOLDRIDGE, Robert, Pic., 51 Fifth Ave., Watertown, S. D. 
JNCZEWSKI, Leonard J., Pic., 177-19 120th Ave., St. Albans, 
L. 1., N. Y. 
KIMMEL, Harold L., Pic., 1951 Swatara St., Harrisburg, 
Pa. 
KINCKINER, Edgar L., Pic., Hanover Heights, Rt. 2, Potts-
town, Pa . 
SIXTH ROW: 
LECHENE, George, Pic., Patton, Pa. 
McCARTHY, Bernard L., Pic., 79 E. Auburn St., Ecorse, 
Mich. 
NOLAN, John, Pic., 3028 S. Wells St., Chicago, Ill. 
NOLF, Cleophus, Pic., 608 Fifth Ave., New Kens ington, Pa. 
REMILLARD, Ro land P., Pic., 36 Congress St., Woon-
socket. R. I. 
SEAVER, Harold W., Pic., Tacoma, Va. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
TRAGER, Stanley H., Pic., 2415 E. First St., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
URBAN, Peter, Pic., 238 Orchard St., Plymouth. Pa. 
CRUMES, Harold, Pvt., Rt. 4, Ottumwa, Iowa. 
FENLEY, Lonnie E., Pvt., 230 Jackson St., Cedartown, Ga. 
PARULSKI, Stanley, Pvt., 38 E. Morris St., Bath, N. Y. 
STIN SON, Mack D., Pvt., 205 Holland St., Boston, Mass. 
EIGHTH ltOW: 
SZKALRSKI, Stanley E., Pvt., 3226 Miller St., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
MEDICAL DETACHMENT 
DONNIE, Oscar W., T/Sgt., 117 Broadway, Sheboygan, 
Wis., BS. 
IMHOF, Arnold A., Sgt., II Union St., Catasauqua, Pa. 
JOHNSON, Christie E., T/5, Lincolnton, N. C. 
ATKINS, Julius, Pic., 4 Weld St., Farmingham, Mass. 
BAKER, William C., Pic., Rt. I, Pinson, Tenn. 
* 
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H E 
HAROLD L. HUGHES 
Major 
Battalion Executive Officer 
and S-1 
A 
F. J. CHESAREK 
lieutenant Colonel 
Commanding, 28th Field Artillery Battalion 
D Q u A R T 
28TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATT ALl ON 
CLARENCE A. PETERSON 
Captain 
S-2 
* 
NATHAN J . SCHNEIDER 
Captain 
S-4 
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WILLIAM H. THOMAS 
Captain 
Assistant S-3 
E 
* 
R s 
FRANKLIN L. WILSON 
Captain 
Battalion Surgeon 
* 
ALFRED M. GROSS, JR. 
First Lieutenant 
Battalion Communications Officer 
JOHN R. BURCH 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
ELIAS S. JENNINGS 
First Lieutenant 
Pilot 
PAUL R. DUMAS 
First Lieutenant 
Motor Officer 
WALTER S. MAKUCH 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Pilot 
NORBERT A. HECKER 
First Lieutena nt 
Communications Off icer 
EARL E. REAGAN 
First Lieutenant 
Assistant S-2 
CLAR.ENCE G. RUBADO 
Chief Warrant Officer 
Personnel Adjutant 
* 
HEADQUARTERS AnD HEADQUARTERS BATTERY 
FIRST ROW: 
KUCHEMBA, Casimer A., T/Sgt., 36 Poplar St., Plains , 
Pa. , BS, GC, EAME (4). 
STEVENSON, Benjamin F., T/Sgt., 408 Main St., Oriskany, 
N. Y., GC, AD, EAME (4). 
ASHLEY, Howard D., S/Sgt.. 666 Westend Ave., New 
York, N. Y., GC, AD, EAME (4). 
LEARY, Dav id F., S/Sgt., 7 Park St ., Arlington, Mass. 
GC, AD, EAME (4). . 
MAYO, Lane T., S/Sgt., 7005 W. Dryer Place, West AlliS, 
Wis. EAME (2). 
SC HLOSSMAN, Ll oyd H., S/Sgt., 428 Mason St., Columbia, 
Pa., GC, AD, EAME (4). 
SECOND ROW: 
SK IFF, Herman J., S/Sgt., 202 E. 18th St., Davenport, 
Iowa, GC, EAME (4). 
TOWNSEND, Henry C., S/Sgt.. SH 8 P.W.C., Raleigh, 
N. C., BS, GC. AD, EAME (4) . 
WASHAM, John H., S/Sgt., Box 114, Cornelius, N. C., 
GC, AD, EAME (4). 
PROFETA, Sa muel, T/3, 2928 Portland St., Niagara Falls, 
N. Y., BS, GC, EAME (4). 
ZBLEWSKI, John P., Sgt. 3258 N. Ca li fornia, Chicago, Ill . 
CALLIN , W. Craig, Sgt.: 2618'h E. 15th St., Long Beach , 
Calif., PH, GC, EAME (4). 
THIRD ROW: 
EARP, Johnny R., Sgt., 608 Oakwood Ave., Raleigh, N. C., 
GC. AD, EAME (4). 
LOCKL EAR, George, Sgt., P. 0. Box 206, Fairmont, N. C., 
GC, AD, EAME (4). 
McCARTHEY, Boyd B., Sgt., Alexandria, La ., GC, EAME 
(4). 
RAMSEY, Dale W., T/4, Clarion, Iowa, EAME (2). 
RHO DES, Preston W., Sgt., Rt. 2, Box 71, Troutville, Va., 
GC, EAME (4). 
WO LLM AN, Herbert 1., Sgt., 230 Riverside Dr., New 
York, N.Y., GC, EAME (4). 
FOURTH ROW: 
GUTHR IE, Ralph E., T/4, Rt. I Wolcott, N. Y., GC, AD, 
EAME (4). 
HAUPTMA N, Fred W., T/ 4, 4549 E. 59th Pl., Maywood, 
Calif .. GC, EAME (4). 
HOLMES, Martin A., T/4, 77 Woodford St., Portland, Me., 
GC EAME (4). 
MALTESE, Rocco S., Jr., T/4, 1421 Wisconsin Ave., Beloit, 
GC, AD, EAME (4) . 
SHUFF, Lester. Jr., T/ 4, 1535 Harvey Rd., Huntington, W. 
Va .. GC, EAME (4). 
TOWNES, Charles A., Jr., T/ 4, 9123 85th St., Woodhaven, 
N. Y., GC, AD, EAME (4) . 
FIFTH ROW: 
STRANGE, John D., T/4, 4660 Bethel, Memphis, Tenn. , 
GC, AD, EAME (4). 
DAWES, Robert S., T/ 4, Deansboro , N. Y., GC, EAME (3) . 
BRYAN, Virgil, Cpl., Rt. 5, Fort Payne, Ala ., GC, EAME 
(4). • 
CARRERAS, Julio A., Cpl., San German, Puerto Rico, 
GC, EAME (4). 
FORNEY, Gerald L., Cp l., 1113 St. George St., East 
Liverpool, Ohio, GC, Ef.ME (4). 
G ILM OR E, Joseph J., Cp(., 100 58th St., W. New York, 
N.J ., GC, AD, EAME (4), 
HEADQUARTERS An·D 
HEADQUARTERS 
BATTERY 
FIRST ROW: 
HINKLE, Amos G ., Cpl., 168 1 W. 12th St .. Erie, Pa ., GC, 
EAM E (4) . 
KECHES, Ami l , Cpl. , Rt . 2, Linesvi l le, Pa ., GC, EAME (4). 
KYLE, R. M., Cpl. , Bul lsgap, Tenn. , GC, EAME (4) . 
LESLIE, Joseph C., C pl ., Rt. I , Etowah, Tenn. , GC, 
EAME (4) . 
PEELE, W., Cpl., 82 Main St., Bennettsville, S. C. 
GC, AD, EA ME (4). 
SMITH. Aaron W. , Cpl., Rt. I . Oakboro, N. C., G C, 
EAM E (4). 
SECON D ROW: 
WILH ELM, Herbert W., Cpl., 6224 Forest Ave., Hammond, 
Ind .. GC, EAME (2) . 
CHRISMAN, H. B .. T/5, 640 Roosevelt Ave., Mt . Morris, 
M ich., GC, 'EAM E (2). 
COOl<, Walter E., T/ 5. 3434 Gillham Road, Kansas City, 
Mo., GC, EAM E (2). 
DAVIS, Edwa rd N ., T/ 5, 2639 Harold St., Oakl and, Ca lif. , 
GC , EAME (1 ) . 
LIPINSKI, Rudolph E., T/ 5, 163 Winnipeg Ave., Duluth, 
Min n., GC, A D, EAME (4) . 
MORRISON, Ronald M., T/ 5, Box 52, Florencevi l le, Fla., 
GC, EA ME (4). 
THIRD ROW: 
PARRISH, Cha rlie R. , T/ 5, Luverne, A la., BS, GC, EAME (4) . 
POPE, Robert W ., T/5, Godwi~, N. C., GC, AD, EAME (4) . 
SPARKS, Elmer. T/ 5, Copper Hill, Tenn. 
STARKEY, Wayne, T/ 5, Rt. 4, Sevierville, Tenn., GC, AD, 
EAME (4) . 
STEELE, Raymond L. , T/ 5, 4508 Oakland Ave. , Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., GC, EAME (2). 
TAILLIE, James , T/ 5, 306 Ellison St ., Rochester, N . Y. 
GC, A D, EAME (4). 
FOURTH ROW: 
THOMAS, Samuel C., T/ 5, Mul lins. S. C., GC. AD, 
EAME (4) . 
VODA, Otto, T/ 5, 1914 S. M i l ler St., Chicago, Il l., GC, 
BS. A D, EAME (4). 
BLACK, Whe ller J. , Pic., 409 W . Sixth St., Chattanooga , 
Tenn. 
CAMPAU, Edward , Pfc., 189 O rchard Lake Ave., Pontiac. 
Mich., PUC, AT (1), EAME (2) . 
CHERNAK, John J. , Pic., 317 Junita St., Boswe ll, Pa., GC, 
EAME (4). 
CLARK. Joon R. Pfc., I l l A rthur Ave ., Ma nsfield, Ohio, 
GC, EAME (2) . 
FI FTH ROW· 
DICKERSON, Oliver D. , Pic. , 126 W. Mt . Ai ry Ave ., 
Philade lphia , Pa .. GC, EAME (2) . 
GAG LIONE, Anthony N ., Pic., 3700 E. 147th St., Cleve la nd, 
Ohio, GC, EAME (2) . 
HOLDEN, Earl 0., Pic., 2402 Jefferson Ave., Knoxvi lle, 
Tenn. , GC, EAME (4) . 
HOOPER. Lovel l C., Pic. , 1305 N . Bridge St ., Vic-
toria, Tex., GC, EAME (2). 
HUTCHISON, Thomas P. , Pic., Port Washington , N. Y. , 
GC, EAME (2). 
JANKA, Elmer J ., Pic., 2274 S. Al lis St. , Mi lwau kee, Wis. , 
GC, EAME (2) . 
SIXTH ROW: 
JETER, N. D., Jr. , Pic. , Box 934, Brownfield, Tex., GC, 
EAME (4). 
JOHNSON, B .. Pic., 38 Hemlock St. , Ma nchester, Conn., 
GC, EAME (4). 
KOUALC I K, John R., Pic .. 279 Sherman Ave., Vander-
gri ft, Pa., (GC), EAME (2) . 
LEHTON, Arne, Pic., Halsey Valley, N . Y., GC, EAME (4). 
LUTTER. Ralph C. , Pic., New Matamoras, Ohio , EAME (2). 
McCARTHY. John E., Pic., 22 W. 114th St., Johnstown, 
N. Y., GC, EAME (4) . 
SEVENTH ROW: 
MIMS, C lyde H. Pic. , Rt. I, Hawley, Tex., GC, EAME (2) . 
SAND IFE R, Leo~a rd, Pic., Rt. I, Holston Hills , Bristol 
Tenn ., GC, AD. EAME (4). . 
SAWYER, Harold B. , Pic. , Rt. 2, Gnfton, N. C. , GC, 
EAM E (2). 
TH IGPEN, John E., Pic., 403 Mobile Road Montgomery, 
A la., GC, AD, EAME (4). . 
ZBI EG, Edward G., Pic., Rt. I , Box 267, Du BoiS, Pa., 
GC. EAM E (4\. 
BROTT, George W ., Pvt., Roxboro, N. C ., EAME (2). 
EIGHTH ROW: 
COX, Harold L. , Pvt. , 710 Madison St., Lynchburg, Va., 
EAME (2) . 
DELREAL. Senoro, Pvt., 409 S. Harr is St., Ha nford, Ca lif., 
EAME (2) . 
FAISON, Rufus H., Pvt., 1926 Sunset Dr. , Raleigh, N . C., 
EAME (4) . 
GIBSON Robert D. Pvt., Rt. 2, Maysville, Md .. EAM E (1) . 
SIRES. Ha rry, Pvt .. 'Cli fton H i l l , Mo., GC, EAME (2) . 
VAND ENBERG, George, P\'1., 3927 S. 28th St., Omaha , 
Neb .. EAME (2). 
MEDICAL DETACHMENT 
NI NTH ROW: 
KURTZ, Harry, S/ Sgt., 100 White Horse Pike, Egg Harbor 
City, N.J. 
MORGAN, John, T/ 3, 122 Linwood Ave., Patton, Pa 
OLIVER, Edward J ., T/ 4, 8038 Walker St., Philad elphia 
Pa ., BS. 
PISKEL, John M.. Cpl., Oak St., Tresckow, Pa., BS. 
BREM , Rudolph A., T/ 5, 1015 Oa k St., Stiles, Pa., Cl, 
CMB. 
MEAD E, C. J., Jr., T/ 5, Box 174, Davy, W . Va ., BS. 
TENTH ROW: 
COURTNEY, Robert G., Pic., 300 Main St., West Orange, 
N. J., C l , CMB. 
DELONTI , Joseph P., Pfc. , 1131 Rond le St., Scranton, Pa . 
PATTERSON, Cha rles S., Jr., Pic., 96 Armandine St., Dor-
cheste r, Mass. 
TATE. Owen F., Pic., 125 Broad St., Danville, Va. , BS . 
HILL, Robert S .. Pvt., A tmore, A la., C l , MB. 
O UGHTON, Walter L., Pic., 125 Wil liams Ave., East 
Providence, R. I . 
DALE A. ROUSE 
Captain 
Batta lion Motor Office' 
PHILIP KLATMAN HUGH McWILLIAMS 
First Lieutenant First Lieuten ant 
Motor Transporta tion Officer Ammunition Train Commander 
JOSEPH W. NORTON 
First U·eutenant 
Battery Motor Officer 
JAMES P. O'BRIEN 
Warrant Officer (jg) 
Assista nt S-4 
SERUICE B A T T E R Y 
28TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATT ALl ON 
FIRST ROW: 
WARD, James T., 1/Sgt., Rt. I, Paintlick, Ky., AD, GC, tAME (4). 
DUNBAR, Ralph E., M/Sgt., Rt. 3, A tti ca, N.Y. 
CLARK, Edgar A., S/Sgt., 519 Exce lsior Ave., Hopkins, Minn., 
EAME (2). 
BIZZEL, Ernest R., $/Sgt ., Rt. 2, Ripley, Tenn., GC, EAME (2). 
COLANGELO, Joseph S., S/Sgt., 347 Short St., Trafford, Pa., AD, 
GC, EAME (4). 
LaBR IE, Henry, S/Sgt., 122 59th St. , W. New York, N. J., AD, GC 
EAME (4). 
SECOND ROW: 
CHA.PMAN, Kenneth V., Sgt., 654 14th St ., Des Moines, Iowa, 
GC, EAME (4). 
CRIFASI, J . J., Sgt., Chalmette, La., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
PISARD, Russell J., Sgt., Main St., Li vonia, N. Y. 
SHAW, Otho H., Sgt ., Rt. 2, Box 148, Poplarville, Miss .. AD, GC, 
EAME (4). 
THIR.D ROW: 
HODGE, Jack, T/4, 1526 Ellis Blvd., N.W., Cedar Rapids, Ia .. GC, 
EAME (4). 
KEEL, Warren F., T/4, Rt. I, Harvest, Ala ., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
MOFFATT, Lee J., T/4 , R. F.D., Udel l, Ia., PH, GC, EAME (2) . 
PO LLUM, Robert R., T/4 , Box 265, Petrolia, Pa., GC, EAME (4). 
WATSO N, William A ., T/4, Rt. 2, New Cumberland, W. Va., AD, GC, 
EAME (4). 
FOURTH ROW : 
CR IMI, Alvatore B., Cpl., 935 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., AD, G::::, 
EA ME (4). 
DICK, John C., Cp l ., Rt. I, New Car li sle, Ohio , GC, EAME (1) . 
GODW IN , Harvey, Cpl., Rt. I, Box 81, Pembroke, N. C. 
MALOY, Will iam A., Cp l. , 71 Main Caledonia, N.Y. 
QUATRALE, James H., Cpl., 19 Portland St. , Fitchburg, Mass., GC, 
EAME (4). 
* 
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FIRST ROW: 
REUM, Douglas M., Cpl., 322 Clay St., Niles, Mich., GC, 
EAME (1). 
VARNUM, Gordon B., Cpl., Oroville, Calif., EAME (2). 
BICE, Wilford, T/5, Rt. 3, Cullman. Ala .. GC, EAME (~). 
FLATT, Reba A., T/5, 501 Parkdale Dr., Dallas, Tex., 
EAME (1). 
FRYE, Thomas R., T/5, 1019 W. Front St., Statesville, N . C., 
AD. EAME (4). 
JEROME, Edward, T/5, Walhalla, N. D., EAME (2). 
SECOND ROW: 
KIMLER, George J., T/5, Donnellson, Iowa, GC, EAME (2). 
KRAGER, Elwayne L .. T/5, 518 Victory Ave., S. San Fran-
cisco , Calif., AD, GC, EAME (2). 
McBETH, R. W., T/5, Box 354, Sidney, Ohio, GC, 
EAME (4). 
PARRISH, Wa ller F., T/5. Box 614, Asheboro. N. C., AD, 
GC. EAME (4). 
WARR INGTON. Bernard, T/5, Rt. 2, Suring, Wis., AD, 
GC, EAME (4). 
AMSTUTZ, Dale E., Pic., 3109 S. Calhoun St., Ft. Wayne, 
Ind .. GC, EAME (2). 
THIRD ROW: 
BERTLEY, Robert, Pic .. Wrigley, Tenn., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
BETZER, Robert G .. Pic., 1111 W. Markel St., Lewisburg. 
Pa., EAME (2). 
GARRISON, Lee, Pic., 702 S. E. 14th St., Des Moines, 
Iowa, GC, EAME, (2). 
HILBURN. Rex D .. Pic., Rt. 2. Box 52, Gra nd Prairie, 
Tex .. GC, EAME (2). 
LANDERER, Louis, Pic .. 5049 Lawrence, Chicago. Ill., GC, 
EAME (2). 
LINTHICUM, Dana M., Pic., 1624 Highland Ave., Spring-
field, Ohio .. EAME (2). 
FOURTH R.OW: 
MARINO , Polo, Pic. 82 Troy Ave. , Brooklyn, N. Y. 
McGEE, Sam D., Pic, Rt. 2. Box 23, Atmore, Ala., GC, 
EAME (4). 
NOVAK, John J., Pic .. 941 Virginia Ave., Johnstown. Pa., 
EAME (1). 
O 'BRIEN, Charles, Pic., Rt. I , Xen ia, Oh io, GC, EAME (2). 
OTWELL . Elzie E., Pic., 1565 Altive Way, Los Angeles, 
Calif .. EAME (2). 
OVE RY, Alvin R.. Pic., 3101 La Vista Ave., Buder Pk., 
Overland, Mo., GC, EAME (2). 
FIFTH ROW: 
OXMAN, Rubin, Pic.. 1781 Sterling Pl., Brooklyn, N. Y., 
EAME (2). 
TRUBON. Paul, Pic., Fordoche, La., GC, EAME (2). 
SAINTIGNON, '1ugh R., Pic ., 745 Ricou St., Shreveport, 
La., GC, EAME (4). 
TUNSTALL, Forrest C., Pic .. Blackstone, Va., GC. EAM·E (4). 
VELKEY, George, Pic., 5150 32nd St., Detroit, Mich., 
EAME (2). 
WADE, Leslie J .. Pic., 70 W. Bridge St., Catskill, N. Y. 
SIXTH ROW: 
WILSON, Tillman. Pic., Morganton, N. C., EAME (4). 
GARRETT, John R., Pvt., 1037 E. Elmwood Ave., Burbank, 
Calif .. GC, EAME (2). 
HARGROVE, James, Pvt., Texarkana, Ark. 
KATSANIS, Gus. Pvt., 225 Avenue B, Bayonne, N. J., 
EAME (1). 
MAYEAUX, B. U., Pvt., Marksville, La., EAME (2) . 
SEXTON. Earl W., Pvt .. Ful lerton, Ky. 
B 
HENRY G . TAYLOE 
Captain 
Commanding 
A 
JAMES B. GARLAND 
First Lieutenant 
Reconnaissance Officer 
T T 
SHELBURN E. HILL FLOYD RATLIFF 
First Lieutenant First Lieutenant 
Assistant Executive Officer Executive O ff icer 
E R 
28TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATT ALl ON 
FIRST ROW: 
STINSON, Rodney E .. lst/Sgt. , 53 Hyde Park., Lockport, 
N. Y., AD, GC, BS, EAME (4). 
AN DRIACCIO, Angelo P., S/Sgt., 330 Prospect Ave., Buf-
falo, N.Y. , AD, GC, EAME (4). 
BARONE. Tony, S/Sgt., 146 W. !70th St., Bronx, N. Y., 
AD, GC, EAME (4). 
REBER, John F., S/Sgt., Rt. 2, Box 127, Oriskany, N. Y., 
AD , GC, EAME (4). 
SHEARER, Daniel C., S/Sgt., Box 4631, E. Liberty P. 0., 
Pittsburgh, Pa., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
STEPHENSON, Randolph C .. S/Sgt., Box 123, Pendleton, 
N. C., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
SECOND ROW: 
BILDSTEIN, Charles L., Sgt., 264 S. Anderson, Pontiac, 
M1ch., GC, EAME (4). 
JOHNS, Carl E., Sgt., 30 Sattler Ave., Buffalo, N. Y., AD, 
GC, EAME (4). 
MILLER, Connie, Sgt., Fairfield St., Middlevi lle, N. Y., 
GC. EAME (4). 
SOYRING, Fred, Sgt., Rt. 4, Ithaca, N. Y., GC. EAME (4). 
COPP, James M., T/4 , 517 E. Fourth St., N., Eagle Grove, 
Iowa, GC, EAME (2). 
MUCHA, Roderick J .. T/4 , Kensal. N. D., GC, EAME (2). 
THI R.D ROW: 
ARENTZ. Arnold P., Cpl., Rt. 2, Bangor, Wis., AD, GC, 
EAME (4). 
BAB INEAU, Will iam A. Cpl., 91 Francis St., Everett, 
Mass .. EAME (4). 
BERENBAUM, Sol, Cpl., 1185 La Salle Blvd., Detroit, 
Mich., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
CURTIN, Michael J., Cpl., 199 W lOth St., New York, 
N. Y .. GC, AD, EAME (4). 
DIAKUNCZAK, John D., Cpl .. 508 Columbia Ave., Hill -
side , N.J ., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
FISHER, Kenneth L., Cpl., 533 N . Lake St., Topeka, Kans., 
GC, EAME (2). 
FOURTH ROW: 
FORRESTER, John P., Cpl., Rt. I , Mounta in City, Tenn., 
AD, GC, EAME (4). 
GRAVES, ·Williard L., Cpl., 816 Oswego St., Li verpoo l, 
N.Y .. AD, GC, EAME (4). 
HAUSMAN, John L., Cpl., 754 Olympic St.. Nashville, 
Tenn ., GC, EAME (4). 
NEWLIN. Morris, Cpl., Rt. I, Paoli, Ind. AD, GC, 
EAME (4). 
REYNOLDS, Norman A., Cpl., Rt. I, Hal ey, Tenn. AD, 
GC, SS, EAME (4). 
RODDY, Francis H., Cpl., Rt. I, Fairfax, Vt., AD, GC, 
BS, EAME (4). 
FIFTH ROW: 
SCHROEDER, Earl L., Cpl .. 967 E. Princess St., York, Pa., 
GC, EAME (2). 
SCHNEIDER, Herbert C., Cpl., 638 Bedford St., Johnstown, 
Pa., AD. GC, EAME (4). 
TARBY, Walter, Cp l. , 4 Engl ewood Ave., Auburn, N. Y., 
GC, EAME (4). 
COLEMAN. Victor. T/ 5. 4948 Main St., Downer Grove, I l l. , 
AD, GC, EAME (4). 
DAY, Jessie, T/5, Aiken, S. C., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
HIXSON, William F., T/5 , 257 Oriental Pl., Lyndhurst, N.J., 
GC, EAME (4). 
SIXTH ROW : 
WOLFE, Alfred Jr. T/5, Rt. 10, Lester Rd., Knoxville, 
Ten n .. GC, EAME (2). 
APODACA, Daniel, Pic. , 4471 Cahita Ct., Denver, Col., 
GC, EAME (2). 
BISHOP, Paul, Pfc., Olive Hill. Ky., GC, EAME (2). 
BLOOM, Joe l N .. Pfc., 1466 53rd St., Brook lyn, N. Y., 
EAME (2). * 
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Motor Officer 
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BATTERY A 
FI RST ROW: 
BOURKE, Cyprien, Pfc., 3126 Jackson Ove ., El Paso, Tex. 
AD. GC, EAME (4). 
BRIDGES, William H., Pfc., 4 Springside St., Greenvi ll e, 
S. C., EAME (2). 
BROWN, John, Jr., Pfc., 1929 Sparks St ., Philadelphia, Pa. 
GC, EAM E (2). 
BUCHER, Antone H., Pfc., Box 18, Star Route, Higgins, 
Tex., GC, EAME (4). 
CALLERI, Joseph, Pfc., 27 1h Lanbaidi, Newark, N. J .. AD, 
GC. EAME (4). 
SECON D ROW: 
CAHN, Eri ch . Pfc., 2544 N. Delaware, Ind ianapolis, Ind., 
GC. EAME (4). 
C HAMPAG NE, Joe S. , Pfc., 205 Hawthorne, Larkspur, 
Calif .. EAME (2). . 
CODY, Robert, Pfc. , Gaston1a, N. C., AD. EAME (4). 
COHEN, George, Pfc., 2123 N. Corli es St., Philadelphia, 
Pa., EAM E (2). 
CRA IG, William D., Pfc., 27196 Crawford St., Romulus, 
Mich. , EAM E (2). 
DALTON, Ralph A., Pfc., Rt. 3, Fort Payne, Ala., EAM E (2). 
THIRD ROW: 
DIMITROPOULOS, Perry, Pfc., 18 Montrose St., Worcester, 
Mass., GC, EAME (2). 
DOERR, Harry T .. Pfc., 2901 Buren Ave., Camden, N. J., 
EAME (2). 
EAGLESO N, Walter 1 .. Pfc., Rt. I , Lore City, Oh io, AD, 
GC, EAM E (2). 
EVERETT, Otto W., Pfc., 55 Grove St., Battle Creek, Mich., 
EAME (2). 
FERRINO, James, Pfc., 444 Eagle St., Buffalo, N. Y., 
EAME (2). 
FRAZIER. Odes F., Pic., Rt. I, Box 218, Wynne, Ark., 
EAME (2). 
FOURTH ROW: 
FRANKE, William P .. Pfc., 1526 Summit St., Fort Wayne, 
Ind. , GC, EAME (2). 
G UY, Morris H., Pfc., Rt. I, Delano, Tenn., EAME (2). 
HANSEN, John H., Pfc., Rt. I, Box 43, Delavan, Minn., 
EAME (2) . 
HAPPY, Alfred N., Pfc .. E. Elm St., Hardin, Mo., GC, 
EAME (2). 
HITE, Lewis J., Pfc., 23rd St., S.W. , Rt. 19, Barberton, 
Ohio, EAME (4). 
HO ELZEN, El mer H .. Pic .. 1012 N. Ninth St., Burlington, 
Iowa, GC, EAME (2). 
FIFTH ROW: 
HOUSER, Dallas S., Pfc., Rt. 3, Houston, Miss., AD , GC, 
EAME (4). 
JOHNSON, Leon A., Pfc., Watertown, S. D., EAME (2). 
KILE, Henry H., Pfc., Rt. I, Box 64, Grove Springs, Mo., 
EAME (2) . 
LEVASSEUR, Emil e, Pfc., 203 Stedman St., Lowell, Mass. 
EAM E (2). 
MEYEROWITZ, Harry, Pfc., 120 E. 32nd St ., Paterson, N. J., 
EAME (2). 
PAYSOUR, Samuel G .. Pfc., Rt. I, Dallas, N. C., AD, GC, 
PH. EAME (4). 
SIXTH ROW: 
RAUTENBERG, Eugene, Pic., 75-15 192nd St ., Brooklyn, 
N. Y .. AD, GC, EAME (4). 
ROSE, Edward, Pfc., 176 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 
EAME (4). 
RY BAK, Alois, Pic. , 173 Barthel St., Buffalo, N. Y., AD, 
GC, EAME (4). 
SA NDS, John, Pfc., E. Main St., Nelliston, N. Y., GC, 
EAME (4). 
TURBEVILLE, Ben , 474 Lu cy Ave., Memphis, Tenn., GC, 
EAME (2). 
WUNDERLICH, George H., Pfc., E. 21 Hoffman Spo· 
kane, Wash., GC, EAME (2). 
SEVENTH ROW: 
ZIPPILLI, Arno ld J .. Pfc., 7328 Sycamore Ave., Philadel-
ph ia, Pa., GC. EAME (4). 
BECK, Ralph J., Pvt., Lang, S. C., A D, GC . EAME (4). 
CO LLINS, James F .. Pvt ., Bingham, Me., EAME (2). 
DIXON, James, Pvt., W. Hig hland Ave., Plateau. Ala., 
GC. EAME (2). 
FEATHERSTO N, Howard N., Pvt., Rt. I , Greenfield, Tenn. 
EAME (2). 
FAY, Russell, Pvt., 509 E. Knapp St., Milwaukee, Wis., 
EAME (2). 
EIGHTH ROW: 
GODOWN, Lester H. Pvt., Titus Ave .. Lawrenceville, 
N.J., EAME (1). 
GRA HAM , H obert, Craig. Mo., EAME (1). 
GRIM, Leonard F., Pvt., Dannebrog, Neb., EAM E (I). 
HAGER, Harlan P., Pvt., Rt. I, Go rdonvi ll e, Mo .. EAME (1). 
HERMANN , Robert, Pvt .. 316 McClelland Ave., St. Bernard, 
Ohio. EAME (4). 
HOLLINGSWORTH, J. C., Pvt., 2420 33rd Ave. N., 
Birmingham, Ala ., EAME (1). ' 
NINTH ROW: 
KASTEN. Eddie, Pvt., 1736 Forest Ave., Beloit, Wis., 
EAME (2). 
KING, Warner, Sr .. Pvt., 33 18 Oswego St ., Baton Rouge, 
La .. EAME (2). 
KITCHENS, El mo D., Pic., Elfers, Fl a., AD, GC, EAME (4). 
MILLER, Paul R., Pvt., 1946 Blair Blvd., Wooste r, Ohio, GC, 
EAME (4). 
POWELL, Robert C., Pvt., 512 N. 22nd St., Richmond, 
Va., AD, EAME (4). 
PRIMIAN O, John A., Pvt., 51 Union St., Warren R. I. 
EAME (4). ' ' 
RUNNELS, Thomas J., Pvt., 834 East View, Jackson, Miss. 
AD, EAME (4). ' 
TENTH ROW: 
SO LOMON, Angel, Pvt., 303 27th Ave., Seattle Wash . 
STU CK EL. Arthur, Pvt ., 103 Fifth St. Lincoln Ill. AD, GC 
EAME (2). ' ' . ' 
TORPEY, William, Pvt .. 309 E. Woodbine St. , Louisville, 
Ky., EAME (4). 
* 
B 
FIRST ROW: 
PAUL H·, MABRY 
Captain 
Commanding 
A T 
MIHALIK, Philip C., S/Sgt., 102 Oakwood Ave., Aliquippa, 
Pa., GC, ETO (4), 
TERECH, Stephen J., S/Sgt., 110 Fay St., Buffa lo, N. Y., 
GC, ETO (4), 
DUKES, Thomas J., Sgt., 464 58th St., Brooklyn, N, Y., 
GC, ETO (2), 
JORDAN, Eldred C., Sgt., Rt. Timmonsville, S. C., AD, 
ETO (4). 
KOMAR, Michae l G ., Sgt., 400 Beaver Ave., Al iquippa, 
Pa .. GC, E:TO (4). 
LaFAVE, Earl A. , Sgt., 2277 lndiandale, Detro it, Mich., 
GC, ETO (4), BS. 
SECOND ROW: 
LAMPMAN, Fred, Sgt., Leeds, N. Y .. ETO (4), 
McGOWAN, James J., Sgt., 67 North St., Williamstown, 
Mass., GC, ETO ( 4). 
M ILL ER, George J., Sgt., 4319 34th St., Cincinnati, Ohio, 
ETO (4), 
TROWBRIDGE, Donald, Sgt., 919 L St., Bedford, Ind., 
AD, GC, ETO (4), 
WALKER, Floyd F., Sgt., 3087 N.W. 29th St., Miami, Fla. 
AD, ETO Ribbon, GC. 
WHITE, Manetha F., Sgt., Route I, Cameron, Mo. 
ETO (4). 
THIRD ROW: 
LOWE, Roscoe, T/4, English, Ind., ETO (2). 
LUME, John, T/4, 84 W, Drullard, Depew, N. Y. AD, 
GC, ETO (4). 
NEARY, Robert E., T/4, 4940 Ternes Ave., Dearborn, Mich., 
AD, GC, ETO (4), BS . 
WH ITEHEAD, Earl B .. T/4, Rt. 3, Louisville, Miss., AD, 
GC, ETO (4). 
BAKER, Buford H., Cpl. , 108 W. Second, Muscatine, Iowa, 
GC, ETO Ribbon (4). 
CLARK, Ra lph E .. Cpl., Rt. I, Ottumwa, Iowa, ETO (2). 
FOURTH ROW: 
HALL, Homer, Cpl., 2312 S. Eighth St., Ironton, Ohio, 
ETO (4). 
INGALLS. Robert. Cpl., 217 W. 2nd St., Wellston, Ohio, 
f::lU 141 
IZBITSKY, Meyer, Cpl., 227 Sullivan Pl., Brook lyn, N . Y. 
ETO (2). 
MERR IMAN, Leo J., Cpl., 738 Thornhill Dr., Cleveland, 
Ohio, GC, ETO (2). 
N ICHO LS, Jack T., Cpl., Hobart, N. Y., AD, GC, ETO 
(4), BS, PH. 
NORDEN, Anno, Cpl., Box 274, Blue Island, Ill., ETO (1). 
FIFTH ROW: 
PITTMAN, Dorsey, Cpl., Somers, Va., GC, ETO (4). 
ROSENBERGER, Edwin, Cpl., 216 State St., Struthers, Oh io, 
GC, ETO (2). 
SC ILLA, Robert J., Cpl., 638 B Court, South Fork, Pa., OD, 
GC, ETO (4). 
VALPAFIC, Anton L, Cp l., Box 173, Porter, Ind., AD, GC, 
ETO (2). 
WALTERS, J. D., Cpl., Rt. I, Lumberton, Miss., AD, GC, 
ETO (4). PH. 
BONO, Steve, T/5, 234 61st St., Brooklyn, N. Y., AD, GC, 
ETO (4). 
ROY E. MILLER 
First Lieutena nt 
Aeria l Observer 
T 
ELDON F. WILLIAMS 
Fi rst Lieutenant 
Reconnaissa nce O fficer 
E R 
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ANDREW C. WU RST 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Office r 
y 
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* 
BATTERY B 
FIRST ROW: 
CONNER, Elvin W., T/5, Rt. 3, Floyd, Va., GC, ETO (~). 
DAY, Dethea, T/5, Rt. I, Monetta, S. C., AD, GC, 
ETO (4). 
HANSEN, Robert A., T/5, 7407 27th Ave., Kenosha, Wis., 
GC, ETO (4). 
HENDERSON, Paul D., T/5, SIS Lee St •. S.W., Apt. 9-B, 
Atlanta, Ga., GC, ETO (1). 
IRVINE, Joseph J., T/5, 5511 Lansdowne Ave., Philadelphia, 
Pa., GC, ETO (4). 
MOORE, Orvi ll e F., T/5, 28th 2-A. Viola, Del., GC, 
ETO (4). 
SECOND ROW: 
OURFALIAN, Joseph, T/5, 230 Holly St., Bridgeport, Conn., 
ETO (4). 
SM ITH, Robert E., T/5, 1916 Mabie St., Ottumwa, Iowa, 
ETO (2). 
THOMPSON, Hobert W., T/5, 203 S. Jackson St., Athens, 
Tenn., AD, GC. ETO (4). 
WI LKES, Charlie, Jr., T/5, Rt. I, Box 83-W, Dillon, S. C., 
AD, GC, ETO (4). 
ABBOTT, Henry P., Pfc., Coa l Center, Pa., AC, GC, 
ETO (2). 
BARNES, Elton L., Pfc., Rt. I Kenly, N. C., AD GC, 
ETO (4). 
TH IRD ROW: 
BLACK, Frank J., Pic., 40 W. Charlotte, Ecorse, Mich., AD, 
GC, ETO (4). . 
BOILS, Claude J., Pfc., City Park Addition, Taylorville, 
Ill., GC, ETO (2). 
CAPPAR ELLE, Fiore J., Pfc., 45 Bible St., Cos Cob, Conn ., 
ETO (3). 
FINN, Cedric P., Pic., Malone, N. Y.l ETO (2). 
FOWLER, Ted G., Pic., 261 N. Bel evue St., Memphis, 
Tenn. AD, GC, ETO (4). 
FUNTAS,' Gus, Pic., 739 S. Second St., E. Salt Lake City, 
Utah. ETO (2). 
FOUR.TH ROW: 
GUMPHER, John 1., Pfc., 102 30th St., S., Pembrook, Pa. 
ETO (2). 
GARCIA, Frank, Pfc., 925 Highland Ave., Waukesha. Wis., 
ETO (2). 
GEP.N T, David H., Pic., Allardt, Tenn ., GC, ETO (2). 
GEVERTZ, Arthur S. , Pfc., 10552 Glenville Ave., Cleveland, 
Ohio , ETO (2). 
GORI, Gino P., Pfc., 4227 Lowell Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., 
ETO (2). 
HEYDON, James F., Pfc., 5535 Olive St., Kansas City, Mo. 
ETO (2). 
FIFTH ROW: 
HITCH COCK, T. E., Pic., 1618 Keller Ave., Beloit, Wis .. 
ETO (2). 
HOLCOMB, Cranford L., Pic., Cycle, N . C. , ETO (2) . 
HOWARD, William, Pfc., 209 S. Jeffers, North Platte, 
Neb., ETO (2). 
JENKINS, Clarence, Pic., Rt. 9, Box 143, Lenoir, N. C., 
EfO (2). 
JENSEN, Nels J .. Pic., 925 N. E. St., Indianapolis, Ind., 
GC, ETO (2). 
JONES, Sherwood W., Pic., 1125 Harrison Ave., Sa lt Lake 
City, Utah, GC, ETO (4) . 
SIXTH ROW: 
KAMMERUD, Or lean, Pic., Blanchardvi ll e, W is ., ETO (2). 
LAMPARSKI, Frank R., Pic., 79 Cherry St., Plymouth, Pa., 
GC, ETO (2). 
LEDF" 0 D Edward W Pfc., Bessemer City, N. C ., AD, 
ETO (4). 
McMI LLAN, James G., Pic., Rt. 3, Orangeburg, S. C .. 
. ETO (2). 
MOORE, James G ., Pfc., 717 57th St., Owens, W. Yo., GC, 
ETO (2). 
NARON, Noble H., Pfc., Rt. 2, Smyrna, Tenn., AD, GC, 
ETO (4). 
SEVENTH ROW: 
TWEETEN, Daniel J., Pfc., Brocket, N. D., ETO (2) . 
WALKER, James, Jr., Pfc., Box 13, Lattimore , N. C., GC, 
ETO (4). 
BEATTY, Howard T., Pvt., Jefferson, Ga., ETO (4). 
BROWN, Marion E., Pvt., Elmore Station. Ala., AD, ETO (4), PH . 
CANNON, Wallace W., Pvt., Baity St., Pelzer, S. C., AD, 
ETO (3). 
COOPER, Arthur B., Pvt., Box 90-A, Pamplico, S. C., 
AD, GC, ETO (4). 
EIGHTH ROW: . 
FORRESTER, El zie C., Pvt., Walthill, Neb., ETO (2). 
GOLDSTEIN, Benjamin, Pvt.. 110 E. Second St., New York, 
N. Y., ETO (2). 
GRUBER, Norman H., Pvt., 2518 Beverly Rd., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., ETO (2). 
HAASE, Earl E., Pvt., Rt. I, Pierce C ity, Mo., ETO (1). 
HAAG, Robert C., Pvt., 530 W. Greenfie ld, Milwaukee, 
WIS., ETO (1). 
HADDOCK, Truman W., Pvt., Rt. 2, Ayden, N. C., GC, 
ETO (2). 
NINTH ROW: 
HARR IS, Harley M., Pvt., Box 591, Marion, N. C., AD, 
ETO (4). 
HEARRON, Jonah R. L., Pvt., Rt. 3, Lillie, La., ETO (1). 
HIGDON, Leonard N., Jr., Pvt., 635 E. Jackson St ., Paris, 
Tex., ETO (1). 
JOHNSON, Herbert, Pvt. , 614 Talbotton Rd., Columbus, 
Ga., AD, ETO (4). 
KEL LY, John A., Pvt., 1109 Clement St., Joliet. I ll., ETO (2). 
KUHN, Charles D .. Pvt., 430 Urania Ave., Greensburg, Pa., 
GC, ETO (4). 
TENTH ROW: 
MAYS, William H., Pvt., Kingston Springs, Tenn ., AD, 
GC, ETO (4) . 
MOGER, John, Pvt., Milton Blvd., Newton Falls, Ohio., 
ETO (2). 
OVERTON, William B., Pvt., Bethpage, Tenn., AD, GC, 
ETO (4). 
SIMONS, Rex, Pvt., 524 N. Ridgeway, Independence, Mo., 
ETO (4). 
AMOS, Walter H., Pvt., Rt. I, Leaksville, N. C., AD, GC, 
ETO (4). 
* 
LOUIS NOLA 
Captain 
Commanding 
B A T 
FIRST ROW: 
CONCOLINO, Dom inick J., S/Sgt., 84-40 129th St., Rich-
mond Hill, N.Y .. ETO (4), GC, AD. 
EICHELBERGER, Lee K., S/Sgt., 479 State St., W. Fair-
view, Pa .. ETO (4), GC, AD. 
PARDUE, Lafaette W., S/Sgt., Rt. I, Ashland City, Tenn., 
ETO (4), GC. AD. 
SUTTON, Paul, S/Sgt., Rt. 2, Box 262, Ayden, N. C., ETO 
(4). GC. PH. BS, AD. 
ANTHONSEN, Sidney L., Sgt., 1117 64th St., Kenosha, Wis., 
ETO (4), GC. 
KELLOGG. Roger R., Sgt., Box 424, New Berlin, N . Y .. 
ETO (4). GC, AD. 
SECOND ROW: 
NEFF, Wallace A., Sgt .. Boomer, W. Va., ETO (2), GC. 
NUCKOLLS, Jack, Sgt., Box 60, Bluefield, Va., ETO (2), 
GC. 
O'BRIEN, James J., Sgt., 34 Fuller St., Brockton, Mass., 
ETO (4). GC. 
PREACHER, Arlin D., Sgt., Niceville, Fla., ETO (4). GC. 
SADLER, Clarence A., Sgt., Rt. I, Mt. View, Okla., ETO 
(2), GC. 
MASSARO, Dominic L., T/4 , 4006 W. Wyalusing Ave., Phila-
de lphia, Pa., ETO (4), GC, AD. 
THIRD ROW: 
BOGART, John L., Cpl., 119-02 229th St., St. Albans, L. 1., 
N. Y., ETO (4). GC, AD. 
FAUERBACH, Edward C., Cpl., 32-33 47th St., Long Island 
City, N.Y., ETO (4) GC, AD. 
FLETCHER, Densil, Cpl., 879 Richardson, Clarksville, Tenn 
ETO (4), GC, PH. 
GRIEMANN, Raymond J., Cp l. , 1079 E. Maryland Ave., St. 
Paul, Minn., ETO (2), GC. 
HALLER, Sinclair, Cpl., Magazine, Ark., ETO (2), GC. 
HOYT, William A., Cpl;.c 59-34 Palmetto St., Ridgewood, 
L. 1., N.Y., ETO (4), bC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
KAUTZ, William R., Cpl., 2010 Columbia Ave., Swissvale, 
Pa., ETO (2), GC. 
NAYLOR, Leo 0., Cpl., Roxboro, N. C., ETO (2). 
PARENTEAU, Roger N ., Cpl., Box 293, Hillsboro, N. H., ETO 
(4), GC, AD, BS. 
SAVICH, Paul R., Cpl., 652 Fourth Ave., Jol iet, I ll. , ETO 
(2), GC. 
UN DERWOOD, Claude H., Cpl., 348 W. McDonald, Rich-
mond, Calif.. GC ETO (2). 
WRIGHTSTONE, Marlin C., Cpl., 114 Front St., West Fair-
view, Pa., ETO (4), GC. 
FIFTH !tOW: 
EUE, Clintcn R., T/5, 515 Harriet St., LeSueur Minn. 
ETO (2). GC. ' 
FAM IGLIETTI, Arthur A., T/5, 25 E. Main St., Corfu, N. Y., 
ETO (4), GC, AD. 
HEARN, Cloyd A., T/5, 1830 Penn St., Huntingdon, Pa., 
ETO (1). 
JOHNSON, Perry A., T/5, Rt. 4, Hartsvil le S. C. ETO (4), 
GC AD. ' ' 
LAKING, Lloyd W., T/5, 413 Picot! St., Yankton, S. D., 
ETO (2), GC. 
MADISON, James W., T/5, Rt. I. Honea Path, S. C., 
ETO (4), GC, AD. 
SIXTH ROW: 
MOORE, Max W., T/5, 910 E. State St., Centerville, Iowa, 
ETO (2). GC. 
PIERCY, Francis H .. T/5, Lamoni, Iowa, ETO (2). GC. 
PLACE. Sam S., T /5, Center, Col., ETO (2). GC. 
BROWN, Julius, Pfc.. Box 751, Harlan, Ky., ETO (4), GC. 
BULLARD, James E., Pic., 125 N. Spring St., Murfrees-
boro, Tenn., ETO (2). GC. 
CAMPBELL, Foster C., Pfc., 805 Clifton Ave., Sprin<;lfield. 
Ohio, ETO (4), GC, AD. 
WARREN E. BLAIR THOMAS A. ROGSTAD THOMAS J. SANDERS 
First Lieutenant First Lieutenant First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer Reconnaissance Offic·er Executive Officer 
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B A T T E R y [ 
* 
FIRST ROW: 
CAPIC, Peter J., Pfc., 736 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y., ETO (4), 
GC. 
CARR, Nolan A., Pfc., Shubuta, Miss., ETO (4) , GC, AD. 
CHANEY, Virgil H., Pfc. , Falkville, Ala ., ETO (1), GC. 
DeVITO, Russell, Pfc., 30 Sylvester St., Trenton. N. J., ETO (2). 
DORAN, James M., Pfc., 460 E. 146th St., Brooklyn, N. Y., ETO (4), 
GC. 
SECOND ltOW: 
FLANAGAN, William J., Pfc., 124 N. Main St., St. A lbans, Vt., ETO 
(2), GC. 
FLINCHUM , Bert W ., Pfc., Rt. I, Pilot Mountain, N. C., ETO (2), 
GC. 
FRYE, Charles E., Pfc., Pe Ell, Wash., ETO (2), GC. 
G REICO, Carmen H., Pfc. , 295 Penn St. , Buffalo, N. Y., ETO (4) , 
GC, AD. 
H IGGINS, Brendan V., Pfc., 44 Barrington St., Lowell , Mass., ETO 
(2), GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
JOHNSON, Donald E., Pvt., Rt. 3, Nevada , Mo., ETO ( I ). 
JOHNSON, Warren , Pfc., 502 Clara St., Mi lton, Fla., ETO (4}, AD. 
Kl RBY, Bernard L. , Pfc., Belknap, Iowa, ETO (2), GC. 
KALLANSRUD, Jack D., Pfc., 331 Avenue G , Fort Dodge, Iowa , ETO 
(2), GC. 
KLEI N, Frederick, Pfc., 344 Sycamore St., Buffalo, N. Y., ETO (4), 
GC. AD. 
FOURTH ROW: 
LAW, Shirley W., Pfc., Rt . 5, Maryvil le, Tenn., ETO (4), GC, AD, PH. 
LEG ER, Frank B., Pfc., Box 57, Egan, La .. ETO (4), GC. 
LU ND, Charles M ., Pfc., I ll School St., Quincy, Mass., ETO (2), GC. 
MALOVICH , Ernest J. , Pfc. , Bon Garbo, Col. , ETO (2), GC. 
McNULTY, Thomas H., Pfc. , Box 313 , Sitka , A laska, ETO (2). 
FIFTH ROW : 
MOORE, W i l liam A ., Pfc., 1423 E. Capital St ., Washington, D. C., 
ETO (2) . GC. 
O ' DO NNELL, Patrick R. , Pfc., 1228 W. Erie, Chicago, Ill. , ETO (2) . 
O 'DONNELL, Oliver C., Pfc. , Rt. I , Ashvil le, A la., ETO (2) . 
ROY, Robert J., Pfc., Rt. I, Bennington , Vt ., ETO (4), GC. 
SCHENK, Owen F .. Pfc., 304 E. Second St. , Flora , Ill., ETO (2). GC. 
SIXTH ROW: 
SCH ULZE, Arthur J. C. , Pfc. , 92 1 Virginia St., A llentown, Pa .. ETO (2) . 
SKO RA, Louis, Pfc., 160 1 N. Troy St. , Chicago, Il l., ETO (2) , GC. 
STAPLETON , Jesse W., Pfc. , Rt. 2, Simpson, Ill ., ETO (2). 
STRODE, John R., Pfc., 517 Haynes Ave., Centervi l le, Iowa, ETO (2) , 
GC. 
TETZN ER, Wa lter, Jr., Pfc., 6728 Simpson Ave., N. College Hi l l, Ohio, 
ETO (2), GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
TOLLETT, Mose, Pfc., Litton. Tenn., ETO (2), GC. 
VOLNER, El l is A. , Pfc., Scotts Hi ll , Tenn., ETO (4) , GC, AD. 
WASSERBERG, Irwin, Pfc., 699 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., ETO (4), 
GC, AD. 
WEI N ER, Philip, Pfc., 5649 Marlboro Rd. , Pittsburgh, Pa., ETO (2) . 
BONN ER, John H .. Pvt., 14 Judson St., Bra intree, Mass. , ETO (2), 
GC. 
EIGHTH ROW : 
BURGETT, Homer, Pvt ., Landvi l le, W . Va., ETO (4}, GC. 
H EDDEN , George C., Pvt., 1614 Sheepshead Ba y Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
ETO (4) . GC, AD. 
HERRIN GTON, John A. , Pvt., Box 27, New A lbany, M iss ., 
J INKERSON, Ral ph B. , Pvt., 117 Jackson St., Boone Terre Mo. 
ETO (1). 
JOHN SON, Arnold L. , Pvt., 521 S. Milla rd Ave ., Chicago, Ill. , ETO ( 1). 
N INTH ROW : 
Kl RK, Edward , Pvt., Rt. I , Felton, Ga. , ETO ( I ) . 
McDANIEL, James E .. Pvt., 2301 Avenue F, Bi rmingham, Ala .. ETO (4) , 
GC, AD. 
M IC HA UD, Lawrence A., Pvt. , Ashland , Me., ETO (4) . 
M ILLER, Marion H., Pvt., Rt. 2, Hunti ngdon, Ind., ETO (2), AD. 
MERRI N, Harold , Jr., Pvt., 200 North St .. End icott , N. Y., ETO (4) , 
GC. 
TENTH ROW: 
PASTUSAK, John B. , Pvt., 10 Wells Ave., Ashley, Pa., ETO (2), GC. 
PI TTS, Jesse E., Pvt., Gen. Del ., Kinard, Fla. , ETO, GC. 
W EBER Russell H., Pvt., 43 N. White Ha ll Rd ., Norrist own , Pa. , 
ET6 (4), GC, A D. 
WEIN STEI N, Francis J ., Pvt., 19 Legion Parkway, Lancaster, N. Y., 
ETO (4), GC. 
WALLSTROM, Ca rl W. , Pv1. , 4901 Turney Rd .. Garfield Heights, Ohio, 
ETO (2). 
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Majer 
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WOOD N. TAYLOR, JR. 
Captair 
Liaison Officer 
WILLIAM C. WALTON 
Major 
Executive Officer 
WILLIAM R. KOPP 
First Lieutenant 
Assistant S-2 
HOOD C. HAMPTON, JR. 
Captain 
Assistant S-3 
GEORGE C. LAZARD 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Officer 
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CHARLES F. GREEN 
Lieutenant Colonel 
Commar.ding 
JOHN S. ROZIER 
Captain 
Surgeon 
WILLIAM D. STOWE 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Officer 
* 
EDWARD H. SQUIRE 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
GEORGE L. PHELPS, JR. 
Warrant Officer 
Personnel Officer 
* 
WILLIAM K. BREWSTER 
Captain 
Commanding 
SAMUEL F. FURGIUELLE 
First Lieutenant 
Air Observer 
HAROLD J. HUBERT 
First Lieutenant 
Assistant Communications 
Officer 
HAROLD E. LOCKHART 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Pilot 
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FIRST ROW : 
GEAGAN, Gerald D., 1/Sgt., 31 W. 12th St., New York, 
N.Y. 
CASTEEN, Willie J., M/Sgt., Rocky Point, N. C., BS. 
MEN IU S, Robert W., T/Sgt., 247 N. Fayetteville St., Ashe· 
bore. N. C. 
SPAKOWSKI. Ray S., T/Sgt., 6036 W. School St., Chicago, 
Ill. 
AD LE R, Blair A., S/Sgt., 115 7 Rd., Broad Channel, L. 1., 
N. Y., BS. 
BOGGI, James P., S/Sgt., 331 E. 33rd St., New York, N.Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
BROWN. Paul F .. S/Sgt., 867 Third Ave ., Troy, N. Y. 
PRYOR, George W., S/Sgt., 3010 San Isidro, Tampa, Fla .. 
BS. 
RUNES, Max, S/Sgt., 1525 E. 26th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
SHEVLAND, Frank J., S/Sg t ., 1351 S. Newkirk St. , Phila· 
delphia. Pa. 
SOKO LOFF. Seymour D .. S/Sgt., 28-21 33rd St., Astoria. 
L. 1., N. Y. 
MASENGILL. John P., T/3, Rt. 3, Morristown, Ten n. 
THIRD ROW: 
GIANNONE, S. A., Sg t., 428 E. MarShall St., Norristown, 
Pa. 
GRINER. John M., Sgt. , Copperhill, Tenn. 
MIKOLAJCZAK, Walter J., Sgt., 339 Bedford Ave., Buffalo, 
N.Y. 
PETERSON, Charles A., Sgt .. 132 Sycamore Ave., Livingston, 
N. J . 
SATTER, Robert, Sgt., 62 Lux St., Rochester, N. Y. 
VANHOY. Reggie W .. Sgt ., Rt. I, Piney Creek. N. C., 
BS, PH . 
FOURTH R.OW: 
BECK, Clinton H., T/4, Rt. I, Greensfork, Ind. 
BOWMAN, Jean J., T/ 4, Bushton. Kan . 
BUSHMAN, Isidore, T/4, 135 Eldridge St ., New York, N. Y. 
ESTENSON, Harold L .. T/4, 922 Fillmore St., Alexandria, 
Minn. 
KEEFER, Frank A., T/ 4, Rt. 2. RimerSburg, Pa. 
H E A D Q U A R T E R S 
FIRST ROW: 
MATTHEWS, Folger G., T/4, Rt. I, Box 157, East Bend, N. C. 
ROLA, Bronislaus J., Jr., T/4, 375 Koons Ave .. Buffalo, N. Y. 
SElL, Theodore A., T/4, 2057 W. 21st St., Chicago, I l l., BS. 
SHULTY, Alvin, T/4, Rt. I, Navarre, Ohio, BS. 
BELL, Edwin H., Cpl., 324 E. Fourth St., Mt. Vernon N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
BOCH ICCO, Joseph, Cpl., 14 Sheridan Ave ., Paterson, N. J. 
LANZET, Alex, Cp l ., 345 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
MacMI LLAN. Gordon S., Cpl., Box 99, Wi l liamstown , Mass. 
MEDHICOFF, S. H., Cpl., 2843 W. Fifth St. , Brooklyn, N.Y. 
MOUNT, Harry W., Cpl., Rt. I, Logan. Ohio. 
THIRD ROW: 
NELSON, John F., Jr., Cpl., 85 Lucas Ave .. Kingston, N. Y. 
OLDENBURG, Allen H., Cp l., 2567 N. Pa lmer, Milwaukee, Wis. 
PENNINGTON, Cecil, Cpl., Helena, A la .. PH, BS. 
PESCE, Mario, Cp l. , 145 W. lOth St., New York, N. Y., BS. 
STEPHENSO N, Dal las M., Cpl., Rt. I. Bryson City, N. C. 
FOURTH ROW: 
STAN LEY, Herman F., Cpl., Rt. 5, Stuart, Va., BS. 
WHITNEY, C lifton E .. Cp l .. Rt. I , Skowhegan, Me. 
BYRNE, Charles, T/5. 2025 Alberta Ave ., Linden. N. J. 
CARAV ELLO, Sa lvatore, T/5, 654 lOth St., Brook lyn, N. Y. 
DAN IELS, Robert B., T/5, Rt. I, Mason. Ky. 
FIFTH ROW: 
DiPALMA, Constantino R., T/5, 5020 Bergenline Ave., West New York. 
N.J. 
KIVLEHAN, Joseph P., T/5, 4322 58th St., Woodside . N. Y. 
KEHOE, George T., T/5, G len, N. Y. 
KRING, Paul T., T/5, Rt. I. Bloomdale. Ohio. 
McCULLOUGH, Benjamin H., T/5, Rt. 2, Hampton, Ga., BS. 
SI XTH ROW: 
MEGO NNELL, John P., T/5, 619 Lucknow Rd., Harrisburg, Pa. 
MORGAN. Uyless B., T/5, Rt. I, Zirconia, N.C. 
NEWELL, Herman A., T/5, Rt. I, Goldsboro, N.C. 
PARR, Elbert E., T/5, Rt. I. Berry, A la. 
PRIMIANO, Frank A., T/5, 54 Butler Ave., Maynard. Mass. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
REGAN, Timothy J., T/5, 26 Ed ison Green , Dorchester, Mass. 
SH IVERDECKER, Ralph H., T/5, 145 S. Terry St., Dayton, Ohio. 
SMITH, Kimbrough, T/5, Rt. 3, Mocksvi l le, N. C. 
SYMANEK, Paul C., T/5, 329 N. Sunset Ave., Rockford, Ill. 
ARMBRUSTER. Selden F., Pfc., Seyvil le., Ohio. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
BARKER, Almos W., Pfc., Rt. I, Ben hams, Va. 
BUTZEL, Leonard B., Pfc., 620 W. 170th St., New York, N. Y. 
CAMPB ELL, Donald P., Pfc., 100 Gilman St., Portland, Me. 
CORN ELL, Robert P., Pic., 449 28th St., McKeesport, Pa. 
CYMBALISTY, John, Pic., 70 Nassau St., Rochester, N. Y. 
* 
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FIRST ROW: 
DeARMOND, Raymond, Pfc., 75 Virg inia Ave ., Pontiac, Mich. 
DeBROSKY, Michael A. , Pfc., 59 Emerick St., Kingston, N. Y. 
G ESSER , Robert W., Pfc., 35-48 35th St. , 
GRAHAM, Matthew T., Pfc., 8 Candfie ld 
JOCHINSKI, John J., Pfc., 483 E. 138th 
Astoria, L. 1., N. Y. 
Pl., Morris Plains, 
St., Bronx, N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
LAWHUN, William R., Pfc., Rossmore, W. Va. 
LEHRKE, William, Pfc., 813 E. Fifth St. , W ill mar . Minn. 
LoPARDO, Victor, Pfc., 64 E. Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
MAGUR, John J., Pfc., 401 Fi rst St., Troy, N .Y. 
N. "· 
MASSEY, Raymond P., Pfc., 999 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. 
THIRD ROW: 
McDONOUGH, John B., Pfc., 824 15th St., Union City, N. J. 
MEYER, Vi rgil J., Pfc., 15 19 W. 14th, Sioux City, Iowa. 
MILLER, Rupert C., Pfc., Sanatoga , Pa. 
MOS HE R, Kenneth 1., Pfc., 69 Canal St. , Brattleboro, VI ., BS. 
MOSHER, Raymond E., Pfc., 88 N. Division St., St. Johnsville, N. Y. 
FOURTH ROW: 
NELLIS, Curtis, Pfc., Rt. I , Pa latine Bridge, N.Y. 
N I ES, August L. , Pfc., 23 1 E. Ferry. Buffalo, N. Y. 
O'KA NE, Joseph A., Pfc .. 14 Molter St., Cranston, R. I. 
PARIS, William E., Pfc., 1110 N. Second St., N.E., Nashville, Tenn. 
PLUNKETT, A. Z., Pfc., Rt . 4, Fort Payne, Ala. 
FIFTH R.OW: 
POPP, Fred F., Pfc. , 525 Kammer Ave. , Dayton. Oh io, BS. 
PROKOP, George J., Pfc., 38 E. 35th St ., Bayonne, N.J. 
PR UETT, Earnest, Pfc., Rt. 2, Cu ll man , Ala. 
PUGH, Alvin, Pfc., Rt. 4, Brewton, Ala. 
REED , Robert, Pfc ., Star Route, Whittier, N. C . 
SIXTH ROW: 
SC HAFER, Will iam H., Pfc., 44-14 Bruner Ave ., New York, N. Y. 
SC HMITT , Harold M. , Pfc., Reedpoint, Mont. 
LEWI S. James P., Pvt., Heflin, La. 
OR ENDOR F. Robert, Pvt., Rt. I, Meyersdale, Pa. 
MEDICAL DETACHMENT 
KOEHLER, James R., S/Sgt., 143 Park Ave., S.W., Canton, Ohio. 
SEVENTH R.OW: 
TORO , James R., T/3, 222 South St ., Pottstown, Pa. 
BRYAN, Wi lli am, T/4, Box 167, Hibbs, Pa. 
GUL INELLO, John A ., Cpl., 4217 Junction Blvd., Corona, L. I., N. Y., 
PH. 
HUGHES, Char les R., T/5, 165 Armistice Blvd., Pawtucket, R. I., 
PH, BS. 
DUFFY, James F., Pfc .. 503 E. 87th St., New York, N. Y. 
EI GHTH ROW: 
LINEHAN, Thomas F., Pfc., 92 Van Wagenen Av.e., Jersey City, N. J. 
MacDONALD, Wil li am J., Pvt., 615 Homewood Ave., Highland Park, 
Ill. 
RIBNICK, Peter, Pvt., 198 Chamber St., Boston, Mass. 
¥ 
WALTER E. MELTON 
First Lieutenant 
Battalion Motor Officer 
CARLTON C. STRICKLAN D 
Warra nt Officer (jg ) 
Assistant Supply Officer 
* 
SERUICE B A T T E R Y 
FIRST ROW : 
EDWARDS. Paul M. , 1/Sgt., 35 Peach St., Reading, Pa. 
DAMA, Joseph D., T/Sgt., 1826 Mulford Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
ANDERSON, Karl, S/Sgt., 1118 17th St., Rockford, I l l. 
COURTNEY, John J., S/Sg t ., 390 W. End Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 
DWYER, F. J., S/Sg t ., 606 Bellevue Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 
GREEN, Kenneth , S/Sgt., Rt. 3, Roseville, Ill. 
SECOND ROW: 
VOELKER, A. R .. S/Sgt., 170 Monastery St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
ABATE, Robert J., Sgt ., 11-49 Welling Ct., Astoria, L. I .. 
N.Y. 
FUSEK, Paul Jr., Sgt., 425 E. 65th St ., New York, N. Y. 
TURSKEY, Raymond, Sgt., 259 Walnut Ave., Elgin, Il l . 
COLONNA, Anthony, T/ 4, 741 E. 22nd St., Patterson, N . Y. 
DILLON, James T., T/4, 22 Park Lane, Trenton, N. J. 
THIRD ROW: 
JOHNSON , Richard A., T/4, Gen. Del., Ignacio, Col. 
KOEHLER, Harry W., T/ 4, Rt. 2, Meadville, Pa. 
NAJJAR, George, T/4, 229 Irwin St., Phillipsburg. N. J. 
POUNCEY, Roger T., T/4, 211 W. Highway Ave., Opp, 
Ala. 
CAREY, Edward J., Cpl., Kingsferry Rd. , Verp lanck, N.Y. 
COSTELLO, Francis W., Cpl., 13 A Mesereau Ct., Brook· 
lyn, N Y. 
FO-URTH ROW : 
MEHRMAN, Vincent A., Cpl., 42 ELLiott Pl., Bronx, N. Y. 
PLOOSTER, Cleo J., Cpl., Armour, S. D. 
BYERS, John G., T/ 5, 1318 S. Washington. Bloomington. 
Ind. 
DAVIS, Thomas L., T/ 5, 640 15th Ave., Bethlehem, Pa. 
GALLO, Gabriel C., T/ 5, 1716 Lancaster Ave., Wi lmington, 
Del. 
HUGHES, Robert F .. T/ 5, 177 Whitehall Rd ., Albany, N. Y. 
43RD FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION 
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* 
FIRST RUvv : 
KROH N, Carl, T/ 5, Rt. 3, Amsterdam, N. Y. 
MANNING, Mart in J., T/ 5, 807 3rd A ve., New York, N. Y. 
McDONO UG H, Matthew J. , T/5, 442 1 Clarendon Rd., 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
NORDHO RN , Richard F., T/ 5, 21·53 23rd St., Astoria, L. 1. , 
N. Y. 
NYALKA, John, J r., T/5, 129 Third Ave ., Roeb ling, N. J. 
PAULITS, Steve, T/ 5, 2625 Tulip St .. Philadelphia, Pa. 
SECOND ROW: 
RATHBU N, Frank, T/5, 11 25 Utah St. , Toledo, O hio. 
ABROMOW ITZ, Leonard, Pic., 194 Seigel St., Brooklyn, 
N Y. 
AUFERIO, Ferdinand C., Pic., 142 Hickory St. , Orange, 
N. J . 
BARLOW, Henry C., Pic ., Rt. I , Clemons, N. C. 
BLOCK, Leonard L., Pic. , 1437 Vyse Ave. , Bronx, N. Y. 
BOSKO, John, Pic., 62 Ave. 8, New York, N. Y 
TH IRD ROW : 
BROWN, Cli fford, Pfc., 1210 Young St. , Sault Ste. Marie, 
Mich. 
CRAMER, Charl es L., Pic., 115 W hipple Ave., Butle r, Pa. 
DARR IMO N, A lbert H. , Pfc. , 1545 90th Ave., Oak land , 
Cal if. 
Di LASC IO, Gerardo, Pic. , 139 Oak St., Yonkers, N. Y. 
DOMI NO , Ralph, Pic., 1241 71 st , Brooklyn, N. Y. 
EULE, Louis, Pfc. , 705 E. Ninth St .. New York, N. Y. 
FOURTH ROW : 
EULE, Louis, Pfc., 705 E. N inth St., New York, N. Y. 
FREDRICKSON, Allan M., Pic., Rt . I, Hinsda le, Ill. 
HALL, Eugene H ., Pic., Rt. 2 Paoli , Ind. 
HOOVER, George S., Pic. , 717 Third Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 
KRYSTOFORSKI , Walter A. , Pic., 34 14 E. Milwaukee Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. 
MAYERS, Francis E .. Pic., 2407 Morris Ave. , Bronx, N. Y. 
FIFTH ROW: 
MILLER, Frank J., Pic., 129 Peckham, Buffalo, N. Y. 
MILLER, John R., Pic., 4736 SE 59th Ave .. Portland, Ore. 
MILLER, Ulda L. , Pic., 718 Fraze Ave. , Akron, Ohio. 
MI LLER, W ilfred J., Pic., Dresden, Kan. 
MORGAN, Thomas A., Pic., Ca rbonado , Wash. 
NALLEY, Henry F. , Pic .. 273 South Ave., S.E., At lanta , Ga. 
SIXTH ROW: 
NEELY, James 1\., Pic., 112 Houser St., Chattanooga , 
Ten n. 
PLANETA, Lawrence, Pic., 222 Ave. B, New York, N. Y. 
SHOEMAKER, Larry, Pfc. , Jacques Bridge Rd., Atco, N. J . 
ZEDALIS, Walter, Pic., 745 River St ., Fi tchburg, Mass. 
ZIMM ERMA N, William, Pic., 80 Seaman Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 
COMEAUX. John H., Pvt., Rt. I , Box 194, Bell City, La . 
RICHARD M. LOVELACE 
Captain 
Commanding 
B 
ROBERT R. JOHNSON 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
A T 
W ILLIAM B. CHI CK 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Obs·erver 
T 
A LGIE H. HAR DING 
First Lieutenant 
Ammun it ion Tra in Commande r 
E R 
43RD FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION 
FI RST ROW : 
FIRTH, Frederick J., 1/Sgt., 202 Seeley Ave., Arlington, 
N. J. 
BAKONIS, Leo J .. T/Sgt., 3 Park St., Hagaman, N. Y. 
BUZAN. Branko, S/Sgt., 2390 29th St., Astoria, L. 1.. N. Y. 
DUGAN , William, S/Sgt., 322 Sheridan Ave., Roselle 
Park , N. J. 
H ESPE, William K., S/Sgt., 710 Union St., Schenectady, 
N.Y. 
NESB ITT, Wil l iam J., S/Sgt .. 15 W. 84th St ., New York, 
N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
CANNO N, Paul G., Sgt., 923 S. Eighth St., Ironton. Ohio, 
BS. 
HUGGINS, Wi lbur, Sgt. , Rt. I. Winterset, Ohio. 
KLAMAN, James, Sgt .. Box 185. Rt. 4, Danville. I l l. 
M INTZ, Noah, Sgt., 1325 Nelson Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
SEEKFORD, Richard, Sgt., Cedarville, Va. 
BO ISVERT, A lbert A., T/4, 707 South St., Biddeford . Me. 
THI RD ROW : 
HALL Leo F., T/4, Hampton. N.Y. 
MARSHALL, Donald, T/4, Rt. 3, North East, Pa. 
OWENS, Woodrow W., T/4, Bardwell. Ky., BS. 
ABERNATHY, John R., Cp l. , 401 E. 81st St. , New York, 
N. Y. 
BATSON, Simon, Cpl., 721 Bristol St .. Utica, N. Y. 
CAMPBELL, Robert C .. Cpl., Rt. I, Box 211, Greenville, 
Ala. 
FO URTH ROW : 
EPSTEIN, A•-thur A., Cp l. , 35 E. 176th St., Bronx, N. Y. 
FRISCH, Murry, Cpl. , 417 E. lOth St., New York, N. Y. 
KAZM I ERCZAK, Edwin , Cpl., 2159 N. Claremont Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 
KIRCHMEIER , Carl, Cpl., Rt. 2, Prentice, Wis. 
MacGRAY, Wil liam F., Cpl., 65 Curve St., Needham . Mass. 
MEAD, D. E., Cpl., 16 N. Green Ave., Freeport, Ill. 
FIFTH ROW : 
O'NEIL, Edward R., Cpl., 335 Ella St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
PATTERSON, Charles A., Cpl., P. 0. Box 536, Gulfport, 
Miss. 
UPTON, Henry H., Cpl., Rt. 3, Chillicothe, Ohio. 
VANN, Millard, Cpl., 710 Forest Ave., Clinton, Tenn. 
BURNS, Edmond, T/5, 606 N. Main St., Salem, Ind., PH. 
CIVILETTO, Russell J., T/5, 3 Rix Pl., Silver Creek, N. Y. 
* 
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ELDRED A . TUCKER 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Offi cer 
y 
CHARLES J. URBANSKI 
First Li eutenant 
Forward Observe r 
A 
* 
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BATTERY A 
* FRONT ROW: 
JACKSON, Nelson L. , T/5, Rt. I, Sugar Grove, Ohio. 
JETT, Glenn Y., T/5, Brooksville, Ky. 
WAMS LEY, Howard, T/5, 1007 Douglas St., Corinth, Miss. 
ZELIZNAK, John Z., T/5, 736 River Drive, Garfie ld , N. J. 
BALlMAN, Eli, Pic., 1651 Metropolitan Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
BURTCH, Kenneth D., Pfc., 317 S. lith St., DeKalb, Ill. 
SECOND ROW: 
CALD W ELL, Wi lli am D., Pic., Spring City, Tenn. 
CATALANO, Joseph J., Pfc., 29 Cornelia St., New York, 
N. Y. 
DIAMOND, Phi lip, Pic., 1463 Hoe Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
ESPINOZA, Jose, Pic., 1512 W. Sonora St., Tucson, Ariz. 
FRATINI , Louis B., Pfc., 133 S. Ninth St., Newark, N. J. 
GREENF IEL D, Jacob S., Pic., 39 Elizabeth St., Albany, 
N. Y. 
THIRD ROW: 
HALKO, Michael, Pfc., 195 Orange St., Albany, N. Y. 
HARLEY, James H., Pic., Rt. I, Kennerdell, Pa. 
HARRISON, James B., Pic., 902 Adams St., Taylorville, Ill. 
HERNANDEZ, Pedro, Pfc., P. 0. Box 421, El Modena, 
Calif. 
JOHNSTON, Jesse H., Pic., Somervi ll e, Tenn. 
JO NES, Paul E., Pfc., Smith's Grove, Ky. 
FOURTH R.OW: 
KAUFMAN, Philip, Pic., 1187 Anderson Ave., Bronx, N . Y. 
KEMP, Charles, Pic., 2424 Bra ntley, Bolton, Ga. 
Kl LZER, Edward J., Pic., 415 Miles Ave., Billings, Mont. 
KLEINERT, Isadore S., Pic., 69 Penn St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
KOBRZYCKI, Harry, Pic., 1917 S. 94th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
KYLE, Herman W. , Pfc., Rt. 4, Owensboro, Ky. 
FIFTH ROWe 
McCRACKEN, Lyle T., Pic., 31 Sherrard Ave., Greenvi ll e, 
Pa. 
McGONAG LE, James B., Pic., II Rossmore Rd., J. P., 
Boston, Mass. 
N I EZNANY, Brunislow, Pic., 624 E. 22nd St., Erie, Pa. 
RAD IS, Joseph S. , Pic., 825 Sarah St., W. Homestead, Pa. 
RITCHIE, Ernest G., Pic., Bagby, Va. 
ROBINSON, Robert C., Pfc., Ill % S. Main St., Bluffton, 
Ind. 
SIXTH ROW: 
RUSCHE, James F., Pic., 2315 N. W. Third St., Ok la-
homa City , Okla, 
SABA LA, Cha rl es, Pic., 147 St. Francis St., Brownsville, 
Tex. 
SHAPIRO, Beniamin, Pic., 1550 E. 13th St., Brook lyn, N. Y. 
SICKAFUS, Lawrence E., Pic., 1227 W. 20th St., Erie, Pa . 
STAN LEY, Kun itsky S., Pic., 55 N. Elliott Pl., Brooklyn, 
N. Y. 
UPTON, George L. , Pic., 616 DeQueen Blvd., Port" Arthur, 
Tex. 
SEV ENTH ROW: 
WARDLAW, James L., Pic., 1016 Grand Ave ., Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 
W HITE, George A., Pic., Stratton Rd., E. Jeffrey, N. H. 
BAGGETT, Julius, Pvt., P. 0. Box 146, Jemison, Ala. 
BRANDENBURG, Karyl, Pvt., 3103 W. Broad St., Columbus, 
Oh10. 
BROWER, Maurice, Pvt., 724 E. !87th St., Bronx, N. Y. 
CARNES !, Thomas J. , Pvt., 560 Second Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
DRAKE, James, Pvt., 373 Wyona St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
ECK, Fred, Pvt., 22-D Magazine St., Charleston, S .. ~­
IR ELAN, Edward A., Pvt., Mays Landing, N. J. 
KNITTER, August F., Pvt., Rt. 4, Bloomington, Ill . ·· . 
LANGSAM, Solomon, Pvt., 111 1 Bryant Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
LIVIGNI, John S., Pvt., 1954 72nd St .. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
NINTH ROW: 
MARCUM, Floyd, Pvt., Rt. 2, Haleyville, Ala. 
McCARTER, W illi am C., Pvt., 6216 S. Mulligan Ave., 
Ch icago, Ill. 
MILLER, Percy R., Pvt., Sebago Lake, Me. 
PE LLEGR IN, Cleveland J ., Pvt., 204 Boston St .. Covington, 
La. 
W ILSON, Charles E., Pvt., Box 90, Oak Hill, Ohio. 
RAYMOND F. TEMPEL 
Captain 
Commanding 
B A 
THOMAS E. DAVIES 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
T T 
PAUL G. EVERING 
First Lieutenant 
E 
HARRY B. JACOBS 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
R 
43RD .FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION 
FIRST ROW: 
MEINERT, Herbert L., 1/Sgt., 735 E. 54th St., Savannah, 
Ga. 
BARRILLOT, Henry R., S/Sgt., 787 Highland Ave., Newark, 
N.J. 
SCHILLO, Raymond F., S/Sgt., 3084 36th St., Astoria, L. 1., 
SILLOTTO, John, S/Sgt., Rt. 2, Box 36, Clinton, Ind. 
BRENNAN, Lawrence, Sgt., 2117 46th Ave., Long Island, 
N.Y. 
Cl RALLI, Francis V., Sgt., 141 Worburton Ave., Yonkers, 
N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
DOBBO, Andrew P., Sgt., 160 E. 84th, New York, N. Y. 
HORSMAN, Clyde M., Sgt., Rt. 2, Sharon, Pa. 
RHODE. Thomas F., Sgt., 1047 Sibley St., Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 
TUCKER, Harvey C., Sgt., Rt. 3, Jasper, Ala. 
GALLAGHER, Walter A., 562 W. 173rd St .. New York, 
N. Y. 
LEMOINE, Joyce V .. T/4, Box 7, Moreauville, La. 
THIRD ROW: 
SALOMONE, Ange lo C., T/4, 1011 W. Market St., Steuben-
ville, Ohio. 
COZZY, William J., Cp l. , 100 McCarthy Ave, Albany, 
N. Y. 
CUSH EN, Joseph P., Cpl., 5763 Wa bad a Ave., St. Louis, 
Mo. 
HAMMILL, Joseph V .. Cp l ., 71 Oaklawn Dr., Metairie, La. 
HOFKER, Earle L., Cpl., 249 Mt. Vernon Ave., Orange, 
N. J. 
JONES, Otis H., Cpl., Rt. 2, Pennsboro, W. Va. 
FOURTH ROW: 
KOWALIK, Michael, Cpl., 569 Viking St., Toledo, Ohio. 
LEPPEK, Edward F., Jr., 1206 Cass Ave., Bay City, Mich. 
MASTELLONE, Aniello M .. Cpl., 431 Clinton St., Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 
MUMMAH, Raymond A., Cpl., Natalie, Pa. 
BANCROFT, Laverne A .. T/5, Peshtigo, Wis. 
CARLSON, Cli fford H., T/5, 174 Concord St., Painesdale. 
Mich. 
FIFTH ROW: 
KELLY, Claude R., T/5, Rt. I, Kingston, Ala. 
KILANOWSKI, Joseph J., T/5, 4853 S. Marshfield Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 
KIRKENDOLL, Clarence. T/5, 114 Ramsey St., Bluefield, 
W.Va. 
MATLACK, Walter J., T/5, 5419 Larchwood Ave., Phila-
delphia, Pa. 
SCOPPETTA, John, T/5, 1439 S. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
TOLLEFSEN, Charles G., T/5, 2704 W. Fairview, Spokane, 
Wosh. 
* 
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y 
GEORGE E. SCHWEND 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Officer 
B 
B A T T E R y 
* FIRST ROW: ALP ERT, Joseph, Pfc . , 720 W. 172nd St ., New York , N.Y. 
BATMAN , O rland A. , Pfc. , North Lima, Oh io. 
BLACK, Kenneth E. , Pfc., Watervil le, Wash. 
BOCK, Leo, Pfc., Rausscoco, Ky. 
CALVERT, Charles H., Pfc., 203 Stinbei ll e, Cambridge, Ohio. 
Si'COND ROW: 
B 
CAROLAN, James T. , Pfc., Greenwood Rd., Bay Shore, L. 1., N. Y. 
CO BB, Douglas A. , Pfc. , 410 Huntington , Jonesboro, Ark. 
DEL RIO. Joseph, Pfc. , Anasco, Puerto Rico, 
DiCECCA, Frank J ., Pfc., 202 Springvale Ave., Everett, Mass. 
DICK, John J., Pfc., 431 Sherrill Rd., Sherrill, N.Y. 
THIRD ROW: 
DIEN ES, Herbert, Pfc. , 16 Drake Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y. 
DROSZCZ, Casmir K., Pfc. , 162 Russel l, Brooklyn , N. Y. 
FLANNERY, Joseph J. , Pfc., G ra nd St ., Marlboro, N. Y. 
HAMILTON, Wilbur W. , Pfc., Attica, Ohio. 
H UFF, Joseph, Pfc., Rt, I, Chesapeake, Ohio. 
FOURoTH ROW: 
HYATT, Warren , Pfc ., Rt. I, Kil lbuck, ·Ohio. 
JARKA, C lem R. , Pfc. , 706 Fremont St. , Michigan City, Ind . 
KERR, Samuel, Pfc .. 529 McDonald Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
KLEIN, Edward M., Pfc., Box 355, Mol i ne, Ill. 
KOETZ, William . Pfc., 712 Chestnut St .. Ottawa, Il l . 
FIFTH ROW: 
KUB ICZ, Matthew W., Pfc ., 53 Droke Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y. 
LAND, Everett W .. Pfc.. Rt. 3, Cummings, Ga . 
LEW IS, W il liom E., Pfc., Rt. 3, Berl i n, Md. 
LYNCH. Thomas V., Pfc., 427 11., Eastern A., To ledo, Ohio. 
MURR, John R., Pfc., 406 W. Jefferson Ave., Na pervil le, I ll . 
SIXTH ROW: 
OSTROWSKI , Raymond, Pfc., 134th 43rd St .. Pittsburg h, Pa . 
RYD ER, Cecil C., Pfc., 1428 Maple Ave., Portsmouth , Va . 
SANDERS, Edward, Pfc. , Hi ltons, Va. 
SEXTON, Daniel , .Pfc., 418 S. Main St., McAlester, Ok la. 
SLOAT, John, Pfc., Rt. 2, Be loit, Ohio. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
SPENCER, Cli fford N .. Pfc., Cora, Mo. 
WACHOWICZ, John J., Pfc., 5230 W. 31st. Cicero , Il l . 
BRADFORD, George S., Pvt. , Box 1172. Odessa, Tex. 
ESHAM, Horace, Pvt. , 2133 S. 64th St.. Philade lphia, Pa. 
FO RKA, John, Pvt., 202 Wash ington St. Jersey City, N . J. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
G LUCK, Leonard M .. Pvt. , 2066 Arthur Ave. , Bronx, N . Y. 
MOO DI SPAUGH, Homer, Pvt., Box 29, M iddleport , Oh io. 
ELLI S, James J ., Pvt., 1414 N. Aust in Blvd. , Oak Park, 11_1. 
KNOWLTO N, Jack H., Pvt ., 1935 Haze l St., Det roi t , Mich. 
KOCH, Harry, Pvt .. Derby, Col. 
NINTH ROW: 
KOWALSKI , Henry S. , Pvt., 336 So. St .. Brook lyn , N. Y. 
LEW IS, Fulton, Pvt., 104 Louis Ave., Hopkins, Va. 
MARTINEZ, Frederic, Pvt. , Espa nola. N. Mex. 
McDOWELL, James H., Pvt., Rt. I , Buchanan , Ga . 
McKINN EY, Roy R .. Pvt. , Houston, Mo. 
TENTH ROW: 
MORRISON, James L. , Pvt. , 6708 Philadelph ia Rd. , Ba ltimore, Md. 
PATTON, David J., Pvt., 3073 Henshaw Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
SANDOVAL, Leo D., Pvt. , 1212 W. Iron Ave., Albuquerque, N . Mex. 
THO MAS, Da lton J., Pvt .. 1148 Waverly St., Tarrant City, A la. 
TURK, Jacob L., Pvt., 4216 Sheridan Rd. , Kenosha, Wis. 
8·1 
ROBER.T E. ABSHIER 
Captain 
Commanding 
HOLLOWAY C. GARRARD 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Officer 
B A T 
FIRST ROW: 
HOUSE, John A 1/Sgt., Datha, Ky., BS. 
LUKASH, M ichael L., S/Sgt., 1222 Walnut St ., Freeland, Pa. 
MOARB ITO, Buster, S/Sgt .. 535 Robbins Ave., Niles, Ohio. 
RAFFELINI, Nicola, S/Sgt. , 1844 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
REED, John M., S/Sgt., 1309 N. E. Third St., Ft. Lauder-
dale, Fla. 
DIM ON , John J., Sgt., Rt. 2, Groton, N.Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
GRAHAM, Charles L., Sgt., Bellevue Ave., Gap, Pa. 
GRAYSON, Francis W .. Sgt., 40 McNeir Ave., Amsterdam, 
N. Y, 
HAFNER, John W., Sgt., 114 Genesee St., Fayetteville, N. Y. 
McCAMMON, Paul W., Sgt., Galena , Ohio. 
PRITTIE. Robert N., Sgt .. 163 Spring St., Amherst, Ohio., 
BS. 
SWANN, Raymond, Sgt., Adamsville, Ala. 
THIRD ROW: 
EVERETTS, Delbert C .. T/4, Walnut, Rutland, Ill. 
HUNTER, Nelson E., T/4, Surrency, Ga. 
MANN, Woodrow, T/4, Hazel St .. Milesburg, Pa. 
SCALA, Michael, T/Cpl., 1438 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
TEMPLE, Kiah H., T/4, 5008 Burke Ave., Columbia S. C. 
DIGGINS, Jerry, Jr., Cpl., 567 Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, 
N. Y. 
FOURTH ROW: 
DUTTON, James M., Cpl., Monte Vista, Co l. 
HANNAN, John, Cpl., 210 Drexel Ave., West bury, L. 1., 
N. Y. 
JONES, Jack D., Cpl., 914 Oak land Ave .. Durham, N. C. 
MACHOR, Alois J., Cpl., 2439 W. lith St., Cleveland, 
Ohio . 
MICHAEL, Daniel A., Jr., Cpl., 2836 Annunciation St., 
New Orleans, La. 
PELTIER, James, Cp l., IS Walnut St., Unionville, Conn. 
FIFTH ROW: 
PETERSON, Will iam G., Cpl. , 2522 N. Maryland Ave., 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
ROMAN, John, Cpl., 1016 Hamilton Ave., Farrell, Pa. 
ROTH, John H., Cp l., 134 E. Franklin St .. Greencastle, 
Pa. 
STYS, Walter V., Cpl., 2455 Canton Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
SUBICK, Edward J., Cpl., Hillside Ave., West Concord, 
Mass. 
THURMAN, Millard, Cpl., 403 Wilkinson St .. Frankfort. 
Ky., BS. 
SIXTH R.OW: 
BRIDGE, David C., T/5, 3245 Beechwood Blvd., Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 
CUBETTA, Dominick, T/5, 406 Degraw St., Brook lyn, N. Y. 
DELLAPENTA, Sam S., T/5, 1230 72nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
FREY, Harold, T/5, 240 E. 21st St.. New York, N. Y. 
GREEN LY, John E., T/5, Rt. 3, Manheim, Pa. 
KENYON, Donald E., T/5, I Chews Landing Rd., Cl~men ­
ton, N. J. 
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RODMAN B. MILLER 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
T 
HENRY A. PATIN 
First Lieutenant 
Reconnaissance Officer 
E R 
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GEORGE R. MONSEN 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
y 
JOHN H. CRISP 
Second Lieutenant 
Motor Officer 
[ 
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BATTERY C 
* 
FIRST ROW: 
McCLURE, Louis. T/5, 1617'h Wiley St., Hollywood, Fla. 
McENERY. Daniel J. T/5, 521 N. Clayton St., Wilming-
ton, Del. 
MONTANA, Vale1tine, T/5, Box 1003, Durango, Colo. 
OLIVAS, Bill, T/5, 51 Valley St .. San Francisco, Calif. 
TUCKER, Fronk S., T/5, 204 Wilson St., Greensboro, N. C. 
BAILEY, Ralph, Pfc., Rt. I, Bowersville, Ga. 
SECOND ROW: 
BARNES, Francis F., Pfc., 1937 Ross Ave., Waco, Tex. 
BLUMBERG, Bernard, Pfc., 60 E. 94th St., New York, N. Y. 
BRUSH, John W., Pfc., 247 43rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
COWDELL, William D., Pfc., 201 Center St .. Bristol, Conn. 
CROUCH. Sherman, Pfc., Rt . I, Sharpsburg, Ky. 
DOOLEY, James F., Pfc., 3426 Keim St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
THIRD ROW: 
DURALL, Harold, Pfc., Old South Cafeteria, Lawton, Okla. 
GAMBARDELLA, Thomas, Pfc., 23 First Pl., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
GRE ENBERG, Harry, Pfc., 733 Miller Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
HALEY. Robert W., Pfc., Rt. I, McComb, Ohio. 
HOFFMAN, Frederick A., Pfc., Nokesville, Va. 
HOWARD, John H., Pfc., Rt. I Hummelstown Pa . 
FOURTH ROW: 
KOERBER, Robert L., Pfc., 618 Towndino Ave., Belo,1 
Wis. 
KUTER, H enry F., Pfc .. 9 Fourth St ., Passaic, N. J. 
LASASSO, Anthony F., Pfc., 
N.Y. 
1394 Second Ave., New York, 
LAURO. Carl A., Pfc .. 93 Nelson Ave ., Harrison, N. Y. 
LODDE. Dean W., Pfc., Davis, S. D. 
LOTT. Wilford C ., Pfc., Rt. 2, Sumrall, Miss. 
FIFTH ROW: 
LOVE. Ray, Pfc., Kenbridge, Va. 
MARSH, John, Pfc., 35 'h Day St., W. Somerv il le, Mass. 
MILLARD. Donald, Pfc., Rt. I. Canal Fulton, Ohio. 
MILES, William, Pfc., Rt. 2, Co lu mbia, La. 
MULLINS, Jess, Pfc., Rt. I Pikevil le. Ky. 
NEVIUS. Robert F., Pfc., 375 N. O raton Parkway, East 
Orange, N. J. 
SIXTH ROW: 
NEWMAN, HanselL., Pfc., Kennedy, Ala. 
OWENS, Th omas B., Pfc., Rt. I, Ballinger. Tex. 
PRAVDO, Samuel D., Pfc., 1056 Bryant Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
ROMANS, 0. J., Pfc., 3201 C leveland Ave ., Des Moines, 
Iowa. 
SENAY, Michael, Pfc. , 60 Hickory St., Sharon . Pa. 
SHONK, Roy P., Pfc., 164 Dix Ave .. Marion, Oh io. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
TRINGALI, Hugo A., Pfc .. 36 Allison Ave .. Yonkers, N. Y. 
TURNER, Frank E., Pfc., 122 N. Church St .. Rocky Mount, 
N.C. 
VESTAL, James L., Pfc., 315 Jones St., Waco, Tex. 
WALL, Fred. Pfc., Rt. I, Ch ickamauga, Ga . 
WE LL Y, Paul, Pfc., Alvada. Ohio. 
BARRETT, Royce L., Pvt., 1458 Ave. C, Beaumont, Tex. 
E:GHTH ROW: 
BODNER, George E., Pvt., 201 Cherry St., Duryea, Pa. 
CRAFT, John W., Pvt., Layland, W. Va. 
DUVALL, Owen, Pvt., 526 Bank St., New Albany, Ind . 
ENGLISH, Olin R., Pvt., Marques, Tex. 
HELM, Fl oyd G., Pvt., 9239 San Migual, Huntington Park, 
Los Angeles, Ca lif. 
JACOBS, Marvin, Pvt., 635 Alabama Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
NINTH ROW: 
KNUTH, Edgar, Pvt., Rt. I, Augusta, Wis . 
MAGEE, William Pvt., 237 Wood St., Waterbury, Conn. 
MARVIN, James, Pvt., 701 E. Oli·.e, Bloomington, Ill. 
MORAWSKI, Anthony, Pvt., 1042 Klondike, Toledo, Ohio . 
TEZYK, Joseph W., Pvt., 5 Lincoln St ., South River, N. J. 
GUY C. LOTHROP 
Lieutenant Colonel 
Commanding 
JAMES P •<-FERRAN 
Major 
ERNEST W. RIPY, JR. 
Major 
Executive and S-1 
HEADQUARTERS 
MURRAY A. BRATT 
Captain 
Battalion Surgeon 
45TH FIELD ARTILLERY 
BATTALION 
* 
ALBERT M. FENSTER 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
J . G. K. MILLER 
Captain 
S-3 
ROBERT H . STEARNS 
Captain 
Assistant S-3 
WILLIAM E. WARD 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
CHARLES L. VAN FOSSAN 
Captain 
EDWARD C. WILLIAMSON 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
PHILIP SMITH 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Officer 
BRADFORD H . RICE 
Warrant Officer (jg) 
P-ersonnel Officer Assistant S-1 
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* 
ROBERT A. WICHERT 
First Lieutenant 
Communications Officer 
GEORGE L. BROWNING 
First Lieutenant 
Assistant Communications 
Officer 
BERNAR·D J. COEN 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Pilot 
RAY N . McCLOUGHAN 
First Lieutenant 
* 
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FIRST ROW: 
SWORD, Osca r R., 1/Sgt., 523 McDonald Ave. , Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
KINGS LEY, Melvin, T/Sgt., 232 E. Sixth St .. New York, N. Y., GC. 
MAHLER, George, T/Sgt., 10 Midwood St., Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
W ERNER, Arno ld E., T/Sgt., 10412 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. , 
GC. 
FOX, Charles S., $/Sgt., 75 Brownwood Ave., Ashevil le, N. C., GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
JAN NITTI , Peter D., 5/Sgt., 137 William St., Newburgh, N. Y., GC. 
SMI TH, Daniel H., 5/Sgt., P. 0. Box 1235, Delray Beach, Fla., GC. 
TONGR IN G, Charles G., 5/Sgt ., 7530 Co les Ave., Chicago, Ill., GC. 
VAN ROSSUM, Frank, 5/Sgt., 418 Van Dyke Ave., Hale Don, N. J., 
GC. 
VEPREK, Vincent J., 5/Sgt ., 92- 12 50th Ave., Elmhurst, L. 1., N. Y., 
GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
ZOTTOLI, Carmin P. , T/3, 82 Parkhill, Yonkers, N. Y., GC. 
FREY, Bert, Sgt., 9958 66th Ave., Forest Hills, N. Y., GC. 
KELLER, Russell G., Sgt., 522 Fra nklin St., W. Reading, Pa. 
LeBLANC, Boote 0., Sgt., 2508 Morning Glory, Baton Rouge, La., BS, 
PH, GC. 
RENBARGER, Wayne M., Sgt., Rt. I, Marion, Ind., GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
SCHERV IN SKI, Edward A., Sgt., 26 Bowditch St., Peabody, Mass., GC, 
55, PH. 
SOMMER, Leona rd W., Sgt., 12-12 30th Drive, Long Island City, N. Y., 
GC. 
WE LDON, Patrick J., Sgt., Rt. I, c/o F. J. Stratton, Homestead, Iowa, 
GC, BS, PH. 
FERRELL, William W., T/4, 1428 E. 23rd St., Des Moines, Iowa, GC. 
GREGA, Leonard , T/4, Box 531, Central City, Pa., GC. 
HEADQUARTERS 
FIRST ROW: 
LARSON, Arthur E T/4, W. Main St., Mt. Jewett, Pa., GC. 
MUNEROL, Egido, T/4, 723 S. Brandon St., Kokomo, Ind., GC. 
NIQUETTE, Robed L., T/4, 74 Chape l St., Chicopee Falls, Mass., GC. 
THOMAS, Marshal l F., T/4, East Troy, Wis., GC. 
WILLIAMS. Wilburn G., T/4, Rt. 6, Springfield, Ohio, GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
ALVIS, Vernon H., Cpl., Rt. I, Middleport, Ohio, GC, BS ( I ). 
BLEDSOE, James W ., Cpl., Brentwood, N. Y., GC. 
CICHON, John F., Cp l. , 175 W. Ninth St., Bayonne, N. J., GC. 
DOHERTY, James, Cp l. , 58 Washington St., Hoboken, N. J., GC. 
FESSEL, Fred, Cpl .. B5-90 65 Rd., Forest Hills, N. Y .. GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
HAWTHORNE, Cecil R., Cpl., Rt. 3, Atlanta, Tex., PH, GC. 
MARSHALL, Robert F., Cpl., Yorkvi l le, Ill., GC. 
PUROS, A lfons, J., Cpl., 19 Arnold Ave., Amsterdam, N. Y., GC. 
51 DOR Will iam J., Cpl., 45 Chase St., Auburn, N. Y., GC, PH. 
SMI~H. Herman J., Cpl., 509 Main St., Sayreville, N. J., GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
ZELEZNOCK, George, Cpl., 526 Monges St ., Hazelton, Pa., GC. 
ARB ITTE LLI . John J., T/5, 23-31 25th St., Astoria, N. Y .. GC, BS. 
BOBOLA, Peter S., T/5, 9 Ri ver St. , Housatqnic, Mass., GC. 
BOWMAN. Max W ., T/5, Rt. 5, Medina, Ohio . 
BROWN, John E .. T/5, 1002 Ford St., Ogdensburg, N. Y. 
FIFTH ROW: 
DRAPER, George F .. T/5, Wayne City , Ill. 
ELFERING, Roberr P., T/5, Rt. 2, Box 549, Ke nosha , Wis., GC, PH ( 1). 
EVERSON, John, T/5, 453 Euclid Ave., Maple Shade , N. J., GC. 
HEYD, Peter H., T/5, 686 High land Ave., Peekskill, N. Y., GC. 
KREAMER, John W., T/5, 523 E. Maple St., Annville, Pa., GC. 
SIXTH ROW: 
MARKMAN, Leo, T/5, 825 N. Orenge Dr., Los Angeles, Ca lif., GC. 
McPHEARSON. Chester, Jr., T/5, Ocean Springs, Miss. 
O'DELL, Arthur W., T/5, Rt. I, Saginaw, Mich .. PH. 
PACH EN KER, Hyman J., T/5, 1461 43rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
PARK, Bil ly C. , T/5, Box 811, Rockwell , N.C., GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
RICH. Bynon, T/5, Rt. 4, Gainesvil le, Ga., GC. 
RINE, Orvi l le R., T/5, 1400 Jefferson , Beatrice, Neb., GC, SS. 
RUSSSELL, James J., T/5, R.F.D., West Point, I ll., GC. 
• 
SCH IOWITZ, Wil li am, T/5, 75-02 68th Ave., Middle Vi ll age, L. 1., 
N. Y. 
SWEET, Hubert F., T/5, 62 Starkweather St., Manchester, Conn . 
EIGHTH ROW: 
THORSON, Wil li am H .. T/5, 751 S. Mariposa, Los Angeles, Ca lif., 
GC. 
WADE, Wa lter E., T/5, Rt. I, Washington, Ind .. GC. 
WEST. Roy L., T/5, Rt. 4, Mocksvill e, N. C., GC. 
WOLF, Louis W ., T/5, 2020 Alta Ave., Louisville. Ky. 
BAYER, Joseph W., Pic., 511 Park Pl., Brook lyn, N. Y., GC. 
* 
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HEADQUARTERS BATTERY 
* FRONT ROW: 
BUTTLER, Otto P., Pfc., 563B Myrtle Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., GC:. 
CORN ETTO, Tony D., Pfc ., 62 North Oak St ., Easton, Pa., GC. 
CREWS, Pau l T., Pfc., Beech Creek, Ky., GC. 
DALEY, Price , Pic., 326 W. lOth St ., Crow ley, Va ., GC, BS. 
DAVIS, Alex M., Pic., 607 Lefferts Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
DERK, Phillip J., Pic., Rt. 2, Forest City, Pa., GC. 
DOANE, Elwyn F., Pfc., Cove St., Orleans, Mass., GC. 
DRYE, Herman L., Pfc., 41 Oak Ridge Ave ., Schoo lfield, Va GC. 
EGEBERG, Herman, Pic., 919 Leland Ave., Ch icago, Ill., GC. 
GERVASE, Joseph A., Pfc., 2646 S. Sartain St ., Philadelphia, Pa., GC, 
BS . 
THIRD ROW: 
GR IMM , Jack D., Pfc., 233 E. Jefferson, Macomb, Ill., GC. 
KATA, Anthony F .. Pic ., R.F.D. I, Butler, N.J., GC. 
KEAT ING, Raymond B., Pfc., 47 N. Bleeker St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y 
GC. 
KEHRER , Henry, Pfc. , 27 Pike St ., Read ing , Ohio, GC. 
LESSARD, Camille R., Pic., 279 C laredon St., Fitchburg, Mass. 
FOUR.TH ROW: 
LOCKHART, Warren, Pfc., 106 S. Kent St., Winchest er, Va ., GC. 
MANSPEAK ER , Raymond, Pic., En<;~lewood Drive, Hagerstown, Md., 
Good Conduct Medal. 
MER RITT , Carl C., Pfc ., Rt. 2, Whigham, Ga., GC. 
MORRIS, Jacob E. , Pfc., 1515 Jackson St., Baltimore, Md., GC. 
PERRA, John A., Pfc., Browns Valley, Minn. 
FIFTH ROW: 
PO LANIN, George, Pic., 1204 lOth St., Racine, Wi•., GC. 
POWERS, Thomas N., Pfc .. Fa i rview Rt., Ashevi l le, N. C., GC. 
PR ICE , Frank E. , Pic., Rt . I, Cambria, Va., GC. 
SEIDLER, Max, Pfc., 1156 Simpson St., Bron x, N. Y., GC. 
SEVRENCE, Carl , Pfc., B07 E. High St., Hicksvi ll e. Ohio. 
SIXTH ROW: 
SHER IDAN , Bernard, Pic., 526 W. 122nd St., New York, N.Y., GC, 
SM ITH, Marvin A., Pfc., 2311 Searff, Los Ange les, Calif. 
WAGNER, C leo L., Pic., Fremont , Ind .. GC. 
WARD, James M., Pic., 3111 W. Wel l ington, Chicago, Ill.. GC. 
WEIS, Enos J ., Pfc., 36 Maples Ave., Albany, N.Y., GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
WEL LS, Raymond T., Pic., Rt. I, Chilton, Tex. 
ZEI D, Bernard, Pic., 7015 Tulane Ave ., Uni versity C ity, Mo., GC. 
ZEMEL, Abraham , Pic., 964 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
STARKEY, W ill1 am E., Pvt., 622 Jamison Ave ., S.E ., Roanoke, Va., GC. 
MEDICAL DETACHMENT 
CONNER, Richa1d C., S/Sgt., 3445 McClellan Ave., Detro it, Mich. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
MacCULLOUGH, R. E., S/Sgt., 1252 Edwards Ave., Lakewood, Ohio. 
DENN IS, James, T/4, Montgomery, Ala . 
BREZN IAK, Stephen, Cpl., 1356 First Ave., New York City, N. Y. 
KONEFAL, Thaddeus S., T/5 , 1225 Chase St., Camden, N. J. 
SHERIF F, Oscar, T/5, 400 Fa irview St., Pottsvil le, Pa. 
NINTH R.OW: 
BORDERS, Ray G., Pfc., BIB Calor Ave., Adrian, Mich. 
HUEMMER, Charles P., Pfc., 119 India St ., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
LUNOW, Theodore M., Pfc., Bay City , Ore. 
WEST, Guy, Pfc., Rt. I , Andre·Ns, N.C. 
JESSE B. GUTTMAN 
Capta in 
S-4 
GEORGE R. CLEVELAND 
First Lieutenant 
Battalion Motor Officer 
FRED N. MORRIS 
First Lieutenant 
Ammu nition Train Commander 
WILLIAM T. MORRISON 
First Lieutenant 
Forwa rd Observer 
ROBERT J. BRAITHWAITE 
Chief Warrant Officer 
Assistant S-4 
SERUICE BATTERY 
45TH FJELD ARTILLERY BATT ALI ON 
FIRST ROW: 
KARPOWICH, Walter S., 1/Sgt., 505 W. 41st St., New Yo rk, N. Y., 
GC. 
PIPER, Lawrence, M/Sgt., Rt. 6, Falworth Fores ide, Portland, Me., GC. 
OLSEN, Carl W., T/Sgt., 13 Jefferson Ave., Rooseve lt, N. Y., GC. 
CHOW AN I EC, Casimer, S/Sgt., 95 Gibson St., Buffalo, N. Y., GC. 
CIRRI NGIONE, Anthony, S/Sgt., 341 14th St., Buffa lo, N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
DAV IS, David G. , S/Sgt ., 324 23rd St., Miami Beach, Fl a., GC. 
WYMAN, Charles, S/Sgt., West Valley, N.Y., GC. 
FESI, V. J., Sgt., 1042 Jackson St., Philadelphia, Pa., GC. 
MUTH, Ernest M., Sgt ., 502 W. 177th St., New York, N. Y., GC. 
GOON ER, Harry, Sgt. , Mi lford, Del., GC. 
THIRD !tOW: 
NEFF, Chester A., Sgt., 2214 E. Gate Parkway, Rockford, Il l ., GC. 
OVERY, Melvin, Sgt., 910 Lafayette St., Flor issa nt, Mo. 
STENZ EL, Wi l liam R., Sgt., 2675 Donner Way, Sacramento, Ca lif. 
WASHBURN, Kenneth, Sgt., Gurnee, Il l ., GC. 
BOW, Lee Q., T/4, 58 Molt St., New York, N.Y., BC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
STO FFEL, Henry J., T/4, McHenry, I l l., GC. 
VARON, Max, T/4, 465 E. 172nd St., Bronx, N. Y., GC. 
MONDJACK, Ben jamin B., Cpl., 170 Parkside Ave ., Brook lyn, N. Y., 
GC. 
PENSKA, John, Cpl., 220 Calyer St., Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
POWELL, Alfred W., Cpl., 105 Federal St., Burlington, N. J., GC. 
* 
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FRONT ROW: 
SEATON, Benjamine M., Cpl., Rt. I. Afton, Tenn .. GC. 
STANGO, A. L., Cpl., 541 Fourth Ave., Elizabeth, N. J., GC. 
STARR, Milton, Cpl., 50 E. 191st St., Bronx, N. f. 
AMATO, Aug ust J., T/5, 2606 S. E. 16th Ave •. Portland, Ore. 
ARCEMENT, Earl A., T/5, Box 34, Raceland, La., GC. 
SECOND /tOW: 
GRIFFIN, Homer V., T/5, Blue Ridge, Ga., GC. 
GUIDRY, James A., T/5, Box 66, Houma, La. 
HENRY, Guy A., T/5, 105 W. Jefferson, Anna, Ill., GC. 
M IZE, Lonnie A., T/5, 507 N. Gossett St., Anderson, S. C., GC. 
RIFF, George_ T/5, 618 Sackman St., Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
ROMANCHUK, Paul, T/5, 22 Putman Ave., Port Chester, N. Y., GC, 
SM. 
TRAVER, Guy, T/5, 94 Maple Ave., Haverstraw, N. Y., GC, SM. 
AVERY, Millie. Pic., Rt. 2, Jemison, Ala. 
BADER, Chuck, Pfc. , 650 Pierce St . , Gary, Ind. 
BAXL EY, Horace D., Pic., Rt. 2, Sheridan, Ark., GC. 
FOURTH ROW 
CZEKAY, Walter M., Pfc., 225 Elizabeth Ave., Elizabeth, N. J., GC. 
DONATO, Arthur J., Pfc., 610 Prospect Ave., Muskegon, Mich. 
DOWD ELL, James, Pic., 4735 Harwood Dr., Des Moines, Iowa, GC. 
HAVEN, Jack F., Pic., 60 Auburn Ave., N.E., Grand Rapids, Mich., 
GC. 
HYATT, Henry, Pfc., 298 Claybrook, Memphis, Tenn., GC, SM. 
FIFTH ROW: 
JENKINS, Thos. J., Pic., Lee Road, Box 69 , Covington, La. 
KUPETZ, Nick, Pfc., Star Route , Box 180, Belleville, Pa., GC. 
LAWLER, Jos., Pic., 243 8th Ave. Paterson, N. J., GC. 
LOEBL, Stanley, Pfc., 605 W. 182nd St., New York, N. Y., GC. 
McPEAK, Filmore. Pfc., Lexington, Tenn., GC. 
SI XTH ROW: 
MELE, Anthony, Pfc., 71 Seventh Ave., Paterson, N. J., GC. 
MIENTKIEWICZ, Leonard, Pic., Main St., McKean, Pa., GC. 
NEELY, Stewart, Pic., Turkey City, Pa., GC. 
PESTKA, Irving, Pic., 78 S. lOth St., Brooklyn. N. Y., GC. 
PORCIELLO, Joseph, Pfc., 38-17 28th Si., Long Island, N. Y., GC, Cl. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
QUESINBERRY, Merlin W., Pic., Hillsville, Va., GC. 
SIDEBOTHAM, John J., Pic., 135 Forrest Ave., Runnemede, N. J., GC. 
SMITH, William V., Pic., Rt. I, Advance, N.C., GC. 
SPLIN TER, Joseph, Pfc., 1117 Emerson St., Beloit, Wis. 
TAYLOR, John W., Pfc., 4764 Oak Terrace, Merchantville, N. J., GC. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
ZADERECKY, Michael, Pic., 7922 Spafford Rd., Cleveland, Ohio, GC. 
MOORE, Roy E .. Pvt., South Greenfie ld, Mo. 
NIELSON, Wayne D. , Pvt., Wilmore, Kan. 
ROZINSKIE, Anthony F., Pvt., Rt. I, Paxinos, Pa. 
YANISH, Walter J., Pvf., 1401 Woodward Ave., McKees Rocks, Pa., 
GC. 
* 
WAR REN E. RUTHERFORD 
Captai n 
Comm a nd ing 
B A T 
FIRST ROW: 
BATEMAN, Eugene, 1/Sgt., 82·63 61st Rd., Rego Park, L. 1., 
N . Y .. GC. 
FELLER, C. E. , S/Sgt .. 425 Third St .. Aurora , Ind ., G .C. 
PALLAD IN O, And rew D. , S/Sgt ., 30 Skillman Ave., Brook· 
lyn N. Y., GC, PH . 
YO UN G , H . R., S/S,gt .. 734 Henry St ., Brooklyn, N . Y. 
HA LL, John Y .. Sgt ., Center St., Annanda le, N . J. , GC. 
KR EI SS, Sam, Sgt., 183 Scholes St .. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
MAG EE, A lbert, Sgt., 83 Church St ., Halebon, N. J ., GC . 
MO NTS, David, Sgt ., Chap in, S. C. , GC. 
POS EY, Da ll as H .. Sgt., Ma nassas, Ya ., GC. 
HOYLE, Lawrence, T/4, Center SW RR, Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. 
LEIC HTENBERG ER, Leroy B., T/4, Star Rt . 2, Sheffield, Pa ., 
GC. SS. 
LI N EBERGER. Robert L. , T/4, Dallas, N. C., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
ARNO LD, Charles E., Cp l. , 509 Palmetto St ., Jacksonvi ll e, 
Fl a .. GC, PH. 
DIORIO , Fra nk, Cpl. , 20 John St., Akron, N. Y., GC. 
HUG HES, Francis J., Cpl ., 90 :18 54th Ave ., Elmhurst . N. Y., 
GC. 
KA IN . Lester , Cpl., A ndalusia, I ll ., GC. 
KOCUBA, Andrew S., Cpl., 2414 Forestdale Ave ., C leve· 
land, Ohio , GC. 
KOCS IS, Joseph S., Spl., 1505 Le land Ave ., Bronx, N. Y. 
FOURTH ROW: 
STANLEY. Merle E., Cpl ., 644 Seeber St. , Williamsport, 
Pa .. GC. 
TURN ER, W il l ie E., Cpl ., Rt. I, Box 210 , Albemar le, N. C., 
GC. 
ULRICH, Wil li am E. , 531 E. 22nd St .. Erie. Pa ., GC. 
VAR NER, Robert H ., Cpl., Luray, Ya ., GC. 
FARR IN GTO N, John B., T/5, Pembroke St .. Kingst on, Mass . 
GEORG EVIGS, George, T/5, 205 Gerson Ave ., Godfrey, Ill. 
GC. 
FIFTH ROW : 
HOLT. Ra lph E., T/5, C larksvi l le, Fla ., GC. 
JO HN SO N, Robert W. , T/5, 93 Lake Place, New Haven, 
Conn ., GC. 
MESS IN G ER Martin E. , T/5, 67 Canal St., Ra ri tan , N . J., 
GC. 
SANTIN O, Domin ic, T/5, 323 Grant St., Buffa lo, N . Y., 
GC. 
SCOTT. Albert E. , T/5 . 93 Park St ., Gouverneur, N. Y. 
THO MAS, Wi lliam, T/5, 33 Ten Broeck 5, A lbany, N. Y., 
GC. 
* 
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Fi rst Lieuten.:.nt First Lieutenant First Lieutenant ' 
Air Observer Executive Officer Forward Observer 
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FIRST ROW : 
CARPENTER, Henry D., Pfc. , Rt . 3, Midland , Mich. 
CASTONGUAY, Camil le, Pfc., 9 Brook St., Box 321, Web· 
ster. Mass .. GC. 
DOWELL, Ernest W., Pfc. , State Road , N. C. 
EVELHOCH , Frank, Pfc. , 321 Arch St., Carlisle, Pa., GC. 
HANNANS, Melvin, Pfc. , 203 Col lege St., Newcomerstown, 
O hio, GC. 
HARDING, Ivan, Pfc., Sissonvi l le, W . Va ., GC. 
SECOND ROW : 
HOAG, Norman J., Pfc. , 398 H igh St. , Berea, Ohio, GC. 
HOOVER, Wa l lace W., Pfc. , 1453 Market St., Jacksonvi lle, 
Fla . 
HYLAND, Robert D., Pfc., 455 1 18th St., Sa n Francisco, 
Calif., GC. 
ISAACS, Lloyd, Pfc., 2012 W. Cary St., Richmond, Va ., GC. 
KEND RICK, Dale, Pfc. , Ea rnestvil le, Ky., GC, PH. 
Kl EFER, Fred, Pfc., 625 W . Lincoln St., Belleville, Il l ., GC. 
TH IRD ROW : 
KIMM ELMAN , Meyer, Pfc. 160 Bleeker St. , New York, 
N.Y., GC. 
LABRIOLA, John, Pfc., 895 Grand St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 
GC. 
LASKY, A., Pfc. , 1448 S. lOth St ., Camden, N. J. , GC. 
LAUER, Wi lliam C., Pfc., 845 Ft. Atkinson St., Milton, W is. 
LUCAS, John J., Pfc. , 234 Rosenhayne Ave., Bridgeton, 
N J. , GC. 
MAN IS, Hugh, Pfc., 907 W. Baxt er Ave., Knoxvi l le, Tenn. 
FOU RTH R.OW: 
MASUCC I, John J., Pfc., 50 Ruth St., Pittsburgh , Pa., GC. 
McCALL, Arthu r, Pfc., High lands, N. C., GC. 
MILICH, A nthony J., 454 W. 53rd St., New York City, 
N. Y., GC. 
MILICH , Sam, Pfc. , 432 W. 48th St. , New York, N. Y., GC. 
MONTS, Lloyd, Pfc .. Chapin , S. C. , GC. 
O'BRI EN , John, Pfc., 130 West 166th St. , Bronx, N. Y., GC. 
FIFTH ROW: 
PALUI M BO, Michael J., Pfc. , 27 Brooks St. , East Boston, 
Mass. , GC. 
PINEGAR, Wil la<d C., Pfc., Rt. I, Box 44· D, Portervi l le, 
Ca l1 f. , GC. 
RABY, Frank E., Pfc. , Franklin, N. C. , GC. 
RABY, Henry, Pfc. , Frankl in, N.C., GC. 
ROBBI NS, Henry W. , J r., Pfc., 112 Moffat Rd., Waban, 
Mass., GC. 
SHERMAN, Nathan. Pfc .. 1772 Weeks Ave., Bronx, N. Y., 
GC. 
SIXTH ROW: 
SMITH , Scott M Pfc., 3422 Oakway Drive, Toledo, Ohio. 
SNOTOK, Andy, Pfc., 101 Cottage St., Auburn, N. Y. 
THOMPSON, Clyde, Pfc., Elberta. A la., GC. 
WALKER, Loyd P., Pfc., 315 S. East Ave., Kannapolis, N. C., 
GC. 
WHITEMA N, Donald , Pfc., Rt. I, Youngsville, Pa ., GC. 
ZAMB IN O, Augustine A., Pfc. , Rt. 6, Box 19, Mercer, Pa., 
GC, PH. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
ZOPA, Vincent, Pte., 330 1 Oa(mont Ave., Phi ladelphia , Pa., 
GC. 
CAMPBELL, James, Pvt., Spartanburg, S. C. 
CAMPBELL, Paul J., Pvt., 1618 Price St. , Scranton, Pa. 
CARUSO, Sam, Pvt., 937 N. Parkside Ave., Chicago, I l l. 
LIVINGSTON, Joyce R., Pvt., Box 28, Denton, N. C. 
FLEM ING, Joseph , Pvt., 3203·E Henry Ave., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
MINOR, Edward L., Pvt., Rt. 2, Fair Grove, Mo. 
OLSEN, Wendel l, Pvt., 4316 W. Division St., Chicago, Ill. 
OSTROWSKI, Norbert, Pvt., 1523 S. First St., Mi lwaukee, 
W is. 
TAYLOR, Jesse F., Pvt., 6309 Harding Ave. , Scioto~i ll e, 
Ohio. 
YEAKEL, John L., Pvt. 183 School St., W. Manayunk, Pa. 
* 
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EVERETT C. OWENS, JR. 
Captain 
Commanding 
T T 
THOMAS J. COLLINS 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
E 
WILLIAM T. FULTON 
First Li·eutenant 
Executive Off icer 
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FIRST ROW: 
MARTON, John, Jr., 1/Sgt., Rt. 29. Raritan. N. J ., GC. 
MESSNER, Walter, S/Sgt., 21-31 38th St., Astoria. L. 1., 
N Y., GC. 
CLARK, Mi lton H., Sgt., 306 N. Second, W., Sa lt Lake 
C ity. Utah, GC, AM. 
G IERA, Ted., Sgt., 2406 Henninger. Cleve land , Oh io, GC. 
GUNTER, Lee G., Sgt .. 820 E. High St., Char lottesvi ll e, 
Va., GC. 
JONES, Oren W., T/4, 2098 Ogden St., Denver, Col. 
SECOND ROW: 
MIELARCZYK. John J., T/4, Mt. View, N. J., GC. 
PIETRO, Daniel L., T/4, 714 Center St., Dover, Ohio, GC. 
TOTH, Frank J., T/4, 42-04 Saull St .. Flushing, L. 1., N. Y. 
DREHETZ, Alex, Cpl., 374 E. 23rd St., Paterson, N. J. , 
GC. 
HARVEY. Elson, Cpl., 1323 N. 14th St., St. Loui s, Mo .. 
GC. 
HILL. Herbert, Cpl., Rt. I, Bellows Falls. VI., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
MORRIS, Harold L.. Cpl., Nace. Va., GC, BS. 
NAPIER. Floyd, Jr., Cp l. , 518 W . Wyoming Ave., Lock-
land, Ohio. GC. 
PURDY. John J .. Cpl., 22 Ann St., Little Falls, N. Y., 
GC. 
REEL, Robert. Cpl., 318 Wayne St., Chattanooga, Tenn., 
GC. 
STE IG ERWALD. Frank, Cpl., 1207 Atlantic Ave., Camden, 
N.J .. GC. 
YAGER, Robert E., Cpl., 2205 Bridge Ave., Cleveland, 
Ohio. GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
ZIGR E, George, Cp l .", 27 Carl ton St., Fords, N. J., GC. 
HALL, Lawrence E., T/5, Rt. I . Moseley, Va .. GC. 
OROSCH. Joseph, T/5, 72-29 67th Place, New York, N. Y. 
SALLI S, Walter C .. T/5, 4B Woodlawn Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. , 
GC, BS. 
ADLER. Myron. Pic., 1450 High St .. Bethlehem, Pa., GC. 
* 
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FIRST ROW: 
AUR IBMMA, Frank, Pfc., 4720 Third Ave., Brook lyn , N.Y. 
BOITN OTT. Clark D., Pfc., Rt. I, Col fax, Ill., GC. 
CARPENTER, Hubert D., Pfc., Carpenter, Ky., GC. 
DeRAEDT, Leonard , Pfc., 123 S. Third St., St. Charles, Ill. 
ELK IE, Leo A., Pfc., Rt . 2, Brandon, Minn .. GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
G USCIORA, Joseph, Pfc., 103 lOth St., Passaic, N .J., GC. 
HIGGINBOTTO M , Robert L., Pfc. , Sit ka. Ark. 
B 
HO RN ING. Everett , 
JACKSON. Guy M. , 
LAM BERT, Lloyd A 
Pfc., Rt. I, Palatine Bridge, N. Y., GC. 
Pfc. , Rt. 2, Shreve, Ohio, GC, BS. 
Pfc. 316 Wood St., Denton, Tex. 
THIRD ROW: 
LEVIN E, Joe, Pfc., 314 Idaho St., Fa rrell, Pa. , PH , GC. 
MAXEY, Hulen, Pfc., Green City, Mo .. GC. 
NEUROHR, Edward E., Pfc., 2001 Second Ave. , Richmond. Va., GC. 
NORRIS, Vinton, Pfc., Tompkin St. , Thomson , Ga.. GC. 
NORTH, Donald , Pfc., 338 W. Allega n St ., Otsego, Mich. 
FOURTH R.OW: 
PH ILLIPS, Elwood R. Pic. , Knoxvi ll e. Md., GC. 
QU IG LEY, Leo T., Pic., 1326 Ash St., Utica. N. J. , GC. 
ROGERS, John R. , Pfc., Rt. 2. Max Meadows, Va., GC. 
SABO , Frank, Pic., Rt. I, Richmond Rd. , Painesville , Ohio, GC. 
SCARMAZZO, Louis P .. Pfc., 155 Albion Ave., Paterson, N. J., GC. 
FIFTH ROW: 
SCH NABEL, Arthur, Pfc. , 106 Lincoln Rd. , Franklin Square, L. 1., N. Y. 
SEITHER, Lloyd, Pfc., 2821 Annunciation St., New Orleans. La., GC. 
SHAW, Joseph J., Pic., 15035 St. Mary's, Detroit , Mich. 
SH IFFLETT, Hobert, Pfc ., Rt. 2, Standardville , Va. , PH , GC. 
SH ULTZ, Calv in , Pfc. , Swedenborg , M o. 
SIXTH ROW: 
WRIGHT, Albert, Pfc., Rt. 5, Shelby, N. C., PH, GC. 
WALKER. John K., Pic. , Rt . 2, Winfield , Ala. 
A NGELO , Joe, Pvt., 558 Andrews Ave., Youngstown, Ohio, GC. 
B.ISH, Charles R .. Pvt., 321 S. Hill St. , Hobart, Okla. 
BR EECHER, Morton R., Pvt., 2326 21st St., Astoria , L. 1., N . Y. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
MAPLES, Charles M., Pvt ., Rt. 5, Knoxville , ien n. 
McCOY, Paul G., Pvt ., 761 Pennsylvania St. , Gary, Ind. 
MOORE, Thomas D. , Pvt .. Rt. I, Arkansas City, Kan. 
MORR IS, Donald J., Pvt., 521 Pearl St. , Columbus, Ind. 
NASH, Kenneth , Pvt. , 1010 Stat e, Springfield , Mo. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
Q UIG LEY, Robert N ., Pvt., 2070 Valentine Ave ., Bronx, N . Y., GC. 
SIMONCELLI , Joseph, Pvt., Mad ison High St. , S. Bound Brook, N. J·., 
GC. 
WALCZAK, Joseph, Pvt., 703 W. Spring St., Utica, N . Y. , GC. 
WASHBURN , Reuben, Pvt. , 408 W. Colonia l Drive, Orlando, Fla. 
LODDIE M. WILLIAMS 
Captain 
Commanding Officer 
B A 
RAYMOND J. KEIRN 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Officer 
T T 
HAROLD A. DUNHAM 
Second Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
E 
BEN L. PFEFFERLE 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observer and 
Air Observer 
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FIRST ROW : 
SANTULLI , Frank J., i;'Sgt., 711 McKinley St., Peekskill, 
N.Y .. GC. 
CO HILAS, Ste li os, S/Sgt ., 479 Donner Ave., Monessen. Pa .. 
GC. 
HOFFMAN, Nathan, S/Sgt ., 779 Troy Ave. , Brooklyn, N. Y., 
GC. 
SAMMON . Raymond E., S/Sgt ., 1346 E. 56th St., Brooklyn, 
N.Y., GC. 
ZAVI LI NSKY, Louis S., S/Sgt ., 1815 D St., N.E .. Washing-
ton, D. C .. GC . 
SMITH, 0. D., Sgt., 905 E. Comb Ave., Midd lesborc. 
Ky., GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
CONNORS, Jack W Sgt., 212 Highland Ave.. Sa lem, 
Mass., GC. 
HINES, Harley S., Sqt ., 629 Main St .. Charlotte. Mich., GC. 
LEONE, Frank A ., Sgt., 627 W. 16th St., Erie, Pa ., GC. 
MARTIN, John M .. Sgt., Rt. I, Clinton, Ohio GC, PH. 
SETZKO, Frank A., ·Sgt., Rt. 5 Medina, Ohi0, GC. 
BLAISDELL, Vernon L., T/4, Highland, Micr., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
JAMES, Howard 0., T/4, 19 S. 9th St ., Wilm ing ton, N. C., 
GC. 
ASHLEY, Cecil J., Cpl ., Nineveh, Ind., GC, BS. 
COURREG ES, Wayne A .. Cpl., 815 Frio St., Houston, 
Tex ., GC . 
DeLAY. Julian R., Cpl .. Rt. I , Watkinsvil le, Ga., GC. 
DOYL E, Howard F., Cpl ., 811 Gra nt St., Camden, N. J., 
GC. 
FL EETWOOD, Edgar S., Cpl ., Mashulaville, Miss. GC, BS. 
FOURTH ROW: 
KORAN, James F., Cpl., River Road, Roseton, N. Y., GC. 
LINDAHL, Carl H., Cpl ., 183 Summer St., Bradford, Pa ., 
GC. 
PAV LOFF, Sam N., Cpl., 828 Louisiana Ave ., Shreveport, 
La., GC. 
RANKIN , Raymond J., Cpl., 227 Washington St ., New-
burgh. N. Y., GC. 
SCHEID ER, Lewis W., Cpl ., 215 Lexington Ave., Buffalv, 
N.Y., GC. 
SCHOEBER LEIN, Wi lliam M., Cpl., 115 Stedman St., Syra -
cuse, N. Y., GC . 
FIFTH ROW: 
SHA RP, Char les J., Cpl., Amanda , Ohio, GC. 
SHOOK, James B., Cpl., Rt. I, Brevard, N. C., GC. 
SP EN C ER, Robert E. , Cpl., Box 396, Rt. 2, Crewe. Va .. GC. 
VA N N, Claude, Cpl., Rt. I, Durham, N. C., GC, BS. 
FREER, Walter R., T/5, 40 Wakeman Ave., Newark. N. J., 
GC. 
HURD, David F., T/5, 204 Wa lter St., Martin sville, Va., GC. 
* 
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HARMON HOWARD 
Second Lieutenant 
Motor Officer 
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FIR.ST ROW: 
JORDAN, Reed S., T/5, New Glasgow, Va., GC. 
KINNER, Donald E., T/5, 5004 43 Rd., S., Seattle, Wash., 
GC. 
LOPER, Marvin F., T/5, 23 Park St., North Warren, Pa., GC. 
ROBINSON, Elmer E., T/5, Murray, Tex., GC. 
SUSSMAN, Saul, T/5, 130 Washington St., Norwich, Conn., 
GC. PH. 
TRUDEAU, Nathaniel M., T/5, 25 Chicomansett Village, Wil-
liamansett, Mass., GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
WILCOX, Howard J., T/5, 101 Beakeley, Peoria, Ill., GC. 
ALBRIGHT, Walter M., Pic., Box 1253, Pepperell, Ala., GC. 
ALVAREZ, Fernando A., Pfc., 611 Whitehead St Key 
West, Fla. 
BREISCH, William W., Pfc., 22B Hamilton Ave., Bethele-
hem, Pa. GC. 
COMSTOCK,' Stanley M., Pfc., IBIB Myrtle St., Sioux City, 
Iowa, GC. 
DECKER, William H., Pic., 154 Six Ave ., Hawthorne, N. J., 
GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
FOEG LE, Edward J., Pfc., 1773 Queen City Ave. , Cincin-
nati. Ohio, GC. 
FOX, Charles R., Pfc ., Manito, Ill., GC. 
FUL LAM, Frederick J., Pic., Saint James, L. 1., N. Y., 
GC. 
GASPER$, Thomas. Pic., Rt. 2, Ironton, Ohio, GC. 
GJ LLEY, William E., Pvt., 351 Pryor St., S.W., Atlanta, Ga., 
GC. 
GODFREY, Willard D., Pfc., Warrenton, Va., GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
HALPIN, James P., Pic., 1063 Eddy St., Providence, R. 1., 
GC. 
HELTON. David E., Pfc., 209 Cedar, Bluefield , W. Va., 
GC. 
HORN Max, Pfc., 167 Ridge St .. New York, N. Y., GC. 
HUDSON, Russell A., Pic., Box IB2, Ralls, Tex., GC. 
JAUREQUI, Ray, Pfc., 1908 Pennsylvania Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif., GC. 
KEATH, Daries, Pic., 933 Fairground Ave., Greensboro, 
N.C., GC. 
FIFTH ROW: 
KUPCZAK, Ben, Pfc., 2009 S. 18th St. , Chicago, Ill., GC. 
MARTOCCIA, Frank J., Pic., 367 Henry St., Orange, N. J., 
GC. 
McGRATH, Robert L., Pic., 680 S. Duncan, Los Angeles, 
Calif .. GC. 
MILLIRON, Harold J., Pic. 1138 N. Sixth St., Quincy, Ill., 
GC. 
MITCHELL, Carl V., Pic., 220B High Point Rd., Greens-
boro, N. C ., GC. 
RAITT, Dale B., Pic., 335 Oak St., Ainsworth, Neb., GC. 
SIXTH ROW: 
RHINEHART. James B., Pic., 1727 Harvard St., Alexandria, 
La., GC. 
SCHULER, Fred. W., Pfc., 17 Front St., Frankfort, Ky. 
SITZLER, Frederick W., Pic., 27-09 43rd Ave., Long Island, 
N.Y., GC. 
STERN, Mike, Pfc., 813 S. Fourth St., Ironton, Ohio, GC. 
SWI N I UCH, Vincent, Pic., 4225 W. Kamerlwg Ave.. Chi-
cago, Ill., GC. 
THOMAS, Merton W .. Pfc ., Rt. I, Newport, N. H., GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
TODD, Frank B., Pic., 210 E. Ohio Ave., Deland, Fla., GC. 
TOTORAITIS, Joe R., Pic., 1714 Center Ave ., Grand Rapids, 
Mich., GC. 
VANDERLAAN, Lester, Pic.. Rt. I, Lak<;, Mich .. GC. 
VAN METER, Joseph R., Pfc., 918 lmngton Ave., South 
Bend, Ind. 
USSERY, Robert L., Pfc., Rt. 3. Mount Gilead, N. C., GC. 
VETTRAINO, Domenic, Pic., 1911 S. 16th St., Philadelphia, 
Pa., GC. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
WASSERMAN, Samuel, Pic., 967 Aldus St., Bronx, N. Y., 
GC. 
WI LLI AMS, Fred W., Jr., Pic., Spokane, Wash., GC. 
JOHNSON, Fred E., Pvt., 1606 Ferndale Ave., Petersburg, 
\'(1. 
r.~HS. Luis D., Pvt., 4100 E. 46th St., Des Moines, Iowa. 
SM ITH , Frankie, Pvt., Box 142. Eureka, Kan. 
TROYA, A., Pvt., Box 56, Leechburg, Pa. 
AARNI K. KARIKKA 
Major 
S-3 
J'OSEPH R. RECTOR 
Captain 
S-4 
JOHN C. NICKERSON, JR. 
lieutenant Colonel 
Commanding 
RALPH M. WILTSIE 
Major 
Executive Officer 
ELY B. SCHOENDORF 
Captain 
S-2 
LEWIS L. ATKINSON 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
EDGAR H. GREENLAND 
First Lieutenant 
Survey Officer 
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CONRAD M. BAHNSON 
Captain 
Battalion Surgeon 
HERBERT H. NICHTER 
First Lieutenant 
Liaison Officer 
56TH FIELD ARTILLERY 
BATTALION 
* 
PAUL J. DAY 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
FRED A. GRUBER 
Second Lieutenant 
Air Observer and 
Motor Officer 
JOHN B. MURNIGHAN 
Captain 
Liaison Officer 
RALPH G. BURKrlART 
Warrant Officer (jg) 
Personnel Officer 
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FIRST ROW: 
DeMAYO, Carmine P., M/S<;~t., 822 Volley Srook Avo., 
Lyndhurst, N. J. 
BOGUCKI, W. J .. T/Sgt .. 1537 Louis St .. Camden, N. J., 
GC. 
FEINBERG, Max E •. T/Sgt., 36 Devoe Ave., Yonkers, N. Y., 
GC. 
PERRY, C. J., T/Sgt., SH Harrison St., Port Clinton, Ohio, 
GC. 
BYRNES, E. H., S/Sgt., P. 0. 64, Sparki ll, N. Y. 
DYKEMAN, W., S/Sgt., 272 Main St .. Johnson City, N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
HARBURGER. Wil liam, S/Sgt .. 220 Nesbit Terroco, Irving-
ton, N. J .. GC. 
ZANDER, L., S/Sgt .. 339 W. 85th St .. New York, N. Y. 
HAGG ERTY, Joseph F., T/3, 43 State St., Oss ining, N. Y., 
GC. 
EKEL BERRY, James E., Sgt., 73 E. Winter St., Delaware, 
Ohio, GC. 
MARTI N, Jack C .. Sgt .. 130-48-116th St., Ozone Pork, Lon<;~ 
Is land, N. Y. 
MERTZ, Edward. Sgt .. 74 Dewey St., Etno, Po. 
THIRD ROW: 
OTT, Peter J ., Sgt., 1447 First Ave., New York, N. Y. 
SMERAGLIA, Frank A., S<;~t., 344 . Madison St .. Sharon, 
Po. , 
WOL I'SCHMIDT, William S., Sgt., E. Broad St., Millvil le, 
N. J., BS. 
COO LEY, Clifford R., T/4, 60 Church St., Spring Vo lley, 
N.Y., GC. 
HUGHES. John R .. T/4, Rt. I, Elon College, N. C. 
LANDA, Joseph L., T/4, 167 Malta St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 
GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
LO ESER, Alfred, T/4, 495 W. End Ave., New York, N. Y., 
GC. 
RODR IGUEZ, F. A., T/4, 118 N. Laredo St .. San Antonio, 
Tex. 
STE INER, Martin, T/4, 4751 N. Morvine St., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
THOMPSON, Harold V., T/4, 18 Arch St., Cumberland, 
Md., GC. 
AND ERSON, Ol lie N .. Cpl., Rt. 2, Ashland City, Tenn., 
GC. 
BUCK, Quentin, Cpl., 174 Montgomery, Kahoka, Mo., GC. 
FIFTH ROW: 
SUTER, Harvey J., Cpl., 118 E. 21st St .. Holland, Mich., 
GC. 
INCOLLINGO, James J., Cpl .. 821 N. Sixth St .. Philadel-
phia. Pa. 
JACKSON, Jack, Cpl., St. Francis. Ark., GC. 
LeBE LOA, James. Cpl., 37 Arlington Ave., Jersey City, 
N. J. 
LEWIS, William C., Cpl .. 117 S. Ridge St., Danville, Vo. 
MANCUSO, Michel E., Cpl., 426 Worth ~t., Kenner, La. 
SIXTH ROW: 
BOK, Julius, Cpl., 222 Eagle Rock Ave, Roseland, N. Y. 
HEADQUARTERS 
BATTERY 
FIRST ROW: 
NOVAK, Nicho las P., Cpl., 105 Garden St., Sayre, Pa. 
PATTI , 0. L., Cpl., 184 Melrose St .. Brooklyn, N. Y., GC. 
PELLEGRINO, Tony P., Cpl., 322 E. Mechanic St., Phila-
de lphia, Pa., GC. 
PETRILLO, Adam S., Cpl., 40 1 E. 107th St., New York, 
N. Y., GC. 
PETTY, George, Cpl., Mooresburg, Tenn ., GC. 
PHEI.PS, Max, Cpl., 22 16 Grand Ave., Long Beach, Calif., 
GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
POSE, Paul , Cpl ., 189 Atlan ti c Ave., Brook lyn, N. Y., GC. 
RAUSEO, Anthony R., Cpl ., 88 Frederick Ave.. Medford, 
Mass., GC. 
SAD LE R, Ra leigh B., Cpl., 1938 Daniel St., Roanoke Rapids, 
N.C. 
STEDMAN, Arthur, Cpl., 150 Morton Pl., New York, N. Y. 
WILLIAMS, Lonnie A., Cp l., Gracev i lle, Fla., PH . 
WRIGHT, Wi l liam J., Cpl., 258 42nd St., Pittsburgh, Pa., 
BS. 
THIRD ROW: 
BEARDEN, H. A., T/5, Rt. I, Gadsden, Alo. 
ECENRODE, Monroe M., T/5, 116 E. Main St., Lititz, Pa. 
HARRIS, Wayne E., T/5, Rt. I , Etta, Miss., GC. 
LEUTH EN, Buel F., T/5, 4-B Dixon St., Ft. Leonard Wood, 
Mo. 
McCOY, Richard H .. T/5, 214 W. Washington St., Lexing· 
ton, Va., GC. 
NASC<?, Rosario, T/5, 21 1 Cope land Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J., 
G, .. 
FOURTH ROW: 
NORUM, Walter, T/5, Luger Route, Phillips, Wis., GC. 
!<OWE. Walter R., T/5, Rt. 2, W . Middlesex, Pa. 
SM ITH, Daniel H., T/5, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
TROLLINGER, Paul M., T/5 , 905 Dillard St., Greensboro. 
N.C. 
ANDERSON, Stan ley, Pfc., 1930 88th St., Woodhaven L. 1., 
N. \. 
BROWN, Fred, Pfc., 1831 Jennings St., Beth lecoem, Pa. 
FIFTH ROW: 
CLA I R, James J., Pfc., 24 Savannah E., Detroit, Mich .. GC. 
DEY EAR, Donald G ., He., Watertown, N. Y. 
EL LIS, William J., Pfc., 1725 17th Ave, Meridian, Miss., 
GC. 
HENNE:SSY, Wi ll iam R .. Pfc., 1850 New York Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y., PH. 
H INTON, Char les, Pfc., 1512 Crosby St.. Shreveport, La. 
LORELLO, Frank, Pfc., Hillsville, Pa ., GC. 
SIXTH ROW: 
McCARTHY, Terence, Pfc .. 4b8 Main St., Haverhill, Mass. 
PLANMAN, Reino V., Pfc., 1362 Cleve land, Chicago, Ill. 
SMI TH, Arthur J., Pfc., 709 Carolina St., Gary, Ind ., GC. 
SOW ELL, Jessie. Pfc., Stella Rt., Florala, Ala. 
STAHL, Lloyd R., Pfc., Birch Ave., AlexanJria, Minn. 
TRIPP, Morris D., Pfc ., 225 Harrison St., Racine, Wis. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
VOJACEK , Va lerian, Pfc., 24 16 S. Drake Ave ., C:1 icago, 
Ill. 
WA LLIN GFOR D, Phillip D., Pfc .. 1823-A N. E. Weidler, 
Port land, Ore. 
ZAJONCZKOSKI, Theodore F., Pfc., 86 Ernest St., Ro-
chester, N. Y. , GC. 
BOUDREAUX, Sid ney P., Pvt., I Texas Lane, Marrero, La., 
GC. 
DIENER, Conrad, Pvt. , 380 E. Ave ., Perth Amboy, N. J., 
EDWARDS, Theo R., Pvt., Bigbay, Mich. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
MOUNT, J. C ., Pvt. , Brantley, Ala. 
SAG ER , Harold, Pvt., 30-73 35th St., Ast oria, L. 1., N. Y. 
SHUTl , John M., Pvt., Box 492, Guntersvill e, A la. 
WINBORNE. H. S., Pvt ., Rt. 2, Tarboro, N.C. 
MEDICAL DETACHMENT 
LANIN, Edward L., T/3, 5408 Montgomery Ave., Phi la-
delph ia, Pa., GC. . 
LASSAK, Frank, Cpl., R.F.D., Box 11 6, Lrll y, Pa., GC. 
NINTH R.OW: 
McCABE, Clair P., T/5, 908 Main St., Lilly, Pa., GC. 
BEARDEN, David C. , Pfc. , 583 17th St., Oakland, Calif. 
CARR, John B., Pfc. , 1103 Elm Ave., W. Co lli ngswood, 
N. J., BS ( 1). 
MONCRIEF, Henry C., Pfc., 1104 W. Main St., Denison, 
Tex. 
RODKEY, Samuel, Pfc., Swope St., Brisbin, Pa., GC, PH (1). 
* 
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HAROLD F. MILLER 
First Lieutenant 
Ammunition Train Commt.nder 
JO HN F. HEFFE RNAN 
Chief Warrant Officer 
Supply Officer 
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FIRST ROW; 
RADOSKY, Chester, lst/Sgt. , 144 Garden St.. lockport, 
N.Y .. GC. 
BICKEL, Henry J., M/Sgt., 566 Central Ave .. Albany, N. Y. 
DONOHUE, W. A .. T/Sgt., ·saddle River, N. J., GC. 
BA IN . Raymond W., S/Sgt., 6617 22nd Ave., Kenosha, Wis., 
GC. 
BAST IDA, Peter J., S/Sgt., Box 86, Mountain City. Nev., 
GC. 
BEAUCHEMIN . Robert. S/Sgt .. Saranac, N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
BLASZUK, Joh n G .. Sgt., Rt. 2, Elverson. Pa. 
CH ELOHA, Carl C., Sgt., Rt. 4, Co lumbus. Nebr., GC. 
DiCOLLI , Anthony, Sgt., 1515 S. Iseminger St .. Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
JED INAK, Albert J., Sgt., 411 Braddcck Ave. , Braddock, 
Pa., GC. 
JONES, Paul D., Sgt., 37 Lewis St .. Anderson, S. C., GC. 
MICELI, Gaspar R., Sgt., 140-18 58th Rd., Flu•hing, l. 1., 
N.Y., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
SHELTON, Carl V., Sgt., 1075 E. Franklin, Pomona, Calif., 
GC. 
BAUER, Alvin A., T/4, 3454 N. Richard St .. Milwaukee, Wis., 
GC. 
ALBANO, A. M., Cpl., 1483 Sterling Pl., Brook lyn, N. Y. 
LAMPKA, R. W ., Cpl., 28 Wagner Ave., Buffalo, N . Y. 
RUZIN. Bernard A., Cpl., 301 Elrino St., Baltimore, Md., 
GC. 
WEST. l eo C., Cpl .. Troy, W.Va., GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
YE LLEN, Robert R., Cpl., 98 Naubuc Ave., Glastonbury, 
Conn., GC. 
BEASLEY. Troy, T/5, 220 S. Roundtree St., Metter, Ga. 
BUONO, Albert, T/5, 1117 Broadway, Rensselaer, N. Y. 
CAP PARELLI, Frank S., T/5, ~19 Baldwin Ave., Jersey 
City, N. J. 
CONSHICK, Walter, T/5. II W. Sherry St., Shenandoah, 
Pa., GC. 
HILLER, James A .. T/5. Ca:houn Citv. Miss .. GC. 
s E R u I 
* 
FIRST ROW: 
MIOSEK, Joseph P., T/5 , 5 Porteus St., Little Falls. N. Y., 
GC. 
MENHORN, William, T/ 5, Rt. I , Meyersdale, Pa., GC. 
ACERRANO, Vincenzo, Pic .. SO·A Aberdeen St., Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 
ARICO, Joseph A., Pic., 142 Sumner Ave., Plai nfie ld, N . J. 
BRAUNER, Jack, Pfc., 1891 50th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
BROTHERS. Gerald L., Pic., 1621 Laurel St., Wilmington, 
Del. , GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
BUTLER, Leslie C., Pic., Rt. 3, Box 289, Vienna, Va., GC. 
DeMARTIN I, Albert, Pic., 26 Madison St., New York, N. Y. 
DONATO, Joseph, Pfc., 27 Rose St., South River, N. J., 
GC. 
DESTEFANIS, Francesco, Pic., 368 W. 50th St., New York, 
N. Y. 
G LOVER, Benjamin F., Pic., Sox 311, Granitev ill e, S. C. 
GO LDBERG, Albert, Pic., 442 69th St., Arverne, L. 1., 
N. Y., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
JO NES, Willie, Pic., 305 E. Granv ille St., Taroboro, N. C. 
KAMPHUES, Kenneth, Pic., 1115 E. Lewis St., Ft. Wayne, 
Ind., GC. 
KEETON, Frank L. , Pic. , 1812 Clark St., Omaha, Neb. 
KLI MCH OK, Edward, Pic., Rt. 2, Cal l icoon, N. Y., GC. 
KOONS, John, Pic., 93 N . Hartland St ., Middleport. N. Y. 
LAPINSKI, Michael, Pfc., 1207 W. Market, Bloomington, 
Ill., GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
MOLLOY, John D., Pic., Woodbury Road, Woodbury, L. 1., 
N.Y., GC. 
MURPHY, Francis, Pic., 1579 Metropolitan Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
NOV ELLO, Frank C., Pic., 1134 Carpenter, Phi lade lphia, 
Pa., GC. 
RO ETS, Francis A., Pic., 349 N. Cleveland, Wichita, Kan., 
GC. 
ROUPE, Jake, Pic., Crumple r, N. C. 
SP EN C ER, Donald C., Pic., 89 Indian Hill s Trail, Louis· 
vi lle, Ky., GC. 
FIFTH ROW: 
CARPENTER , Robert L., Pvt., Denver, Col., GC. 
DONATELLI, ·Anthony J., Pvt., 558 Thames St., Groton, 
Conn. 
HORNEY, Richard K., Pvt .. Plymouth, Ill. 
SUTTERFIELD , Vernon, Pvt., 1535 Wellston Pl., St. Louis, 
Mo. 
VARGAS, Reyes, Pvt. , 1157 Herald St., Redlonds, Calif. 
c E B A T T E R y 
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FRANK S. CARTER 
Captain 
Commarding 
B 
DELBERT V. BARRETT 
First Li eutenant 
Reco nnaissan ce Officer 
A T 
HARRY E. DAUME, JR . 
First Lieutenant 
Fo rwa rd Obse rver 
T E 
DAVID S. KATZ 
First Lieutenant 
Forward Observe r 
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THADEUS S. ZAPALSKI 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Officer 
y 
H RST ROW: 
MARTIN DEL CONTE 
Second Lieutenant 
Forward Observer and 
Motor Officer 
A 
HOBSON, Lloyd E., 1/Sgt., 3600 E. Clay St., Richmond, Va., 
EAM E (4), GC . 
BELL, H. P., Jr .. S/Sgt., Currie, N. C. 
HANNAN, Tom. S/Sgt., 2607 Chr istian St ., Phi ladelphia. 
Pa ., EAME (4) , GC. 
MOLNAR. Julius, S/Sgt., 826 S. Main St., Ph i llipsburg, 
N. J. 
A LB I ETZ, Emil J., Sgt .. 7204 Jenwood Ave., Jennings, Mo., 
EAM E (2), GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
EI NEMANN, Ju lius, Sgt., 74-62 77th Rd. , Glendale, N. Y. 
FODOR, Charles, Sgt., 4426 Cann ister St., E. Chicago, 
Ind., EAME (4). GC. 
MORS E, K. H., Sgt.. Box 26, Broadford, Pa., EAME (4), 
GC. 
PICC IONE, Carmen, Sgt., 320 Gilbert St., Utica, N. Y. 
RASCO E. Aubrey, Sgt. , Rt. 2. Box 156, Mansfield, La . 
S:::: HEXNID ER, A. V., Sgt., Rt. 2. Box 505, Lake Charles, 
La. 
THIRD ROW: 
BEAV ERS , R., T/4, Apache. Okla ., EAME (2), GC. 
COOK, Robert R .. T/4 , Rt. I, Republic, Ohio, EAME (2), 
GC. 
LY NCH, Wayne K., T/4. Onslow, Iowa, EAME (4), GC. 
McC-'\RTH Y, Da niel P., T/4 , 313 Milford, E. Lansing. Mich., 
EA ME (2), GC. 
ROBERTS, Charles E. , T/4, Pine Grove, W. Va., EAME (2), 
GC. 
AD'-MS, Dorman. Cpl., 658 Green Lane, E. Liverpool, 
Oh io. 
FOURTH ROW: 
BOW LI NG. Harvey, Cpl., 745 Adams, Memphis, Tenn., 
EAM E (2). GC. 
BRADLEY, Floyd, Cpl., Rt. 3, Franklin, N.C. 
BURKE, Theodore W., Cpl., 1065 Jacques Ave.. Rahway, 
N. J. 
COMUSKY, Charles, Cpl.. 102 E. First St., New York, 
N. Y. 
FLEMING. F. -P., Cpl., Jacksonville, Ark., EAME (2), GC. 
GARRISON, Elbert, Cpl., Tremont, Miss., EAME (4), GC. 
FIFTH ROW: 
JONES, William D., Cpl., Rt. I, Carrollton, Ala. 
PETITT I, Joseph, Cpl., 296 Willard St., W. Quincy, Mass .. 
EAME (2), GC. 
RI LEY, Broadie G., Cpl ., Haw River, N.C. 
SARGENT, George, Cpl., Harrisonburg, La. 
SHELTON, Lloyd, Cpl., Box 566, Lake Providence, La. 
BATTERY A 
* 
FIRST ROW: 
WATERFIELD, Gene, Cpl., New Franklin, Mo., EAME (2). 
GC. 
WORTHING, Lyman, Cpl., Rt. I, Woodruff, Wis., EAME 
(4). GC. 
ACIEGO, Joseph R., T/5, 89 Pineapple St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
BR ITT, Samue l S., T/5, 708 N. Washington St., Shelby, 
N. C. 
DEW ING, Edmund R., Jr., T/5, 200 Grove St., Wellesley, 
Mass., EAM E (2). BS. GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
McCOY, Robert L., T/5, 406 35th St., Beaver Falls, Pa., 
EAME (2). GC. 
SCOTT, Robert D., T/5, Etta. Miss. . 
VIV LAMORE, Robert, T/5, 7 Lafayette St .. Norwood, N. Y., 
EAME (4), GC. 
A IELLO, Alfred J., Pic., 24-10 46th St .. Long Island City, 
N.Y. 
AMBERG, Jack. Pic., 815 W. Harvey, Wellington, Kans., 
EAME (4), BS, GC, PH. 
BARNES , Robert M., Pic., Clayton, N. C. 
THIRD ROW: 
BELLEW, Robert E., Pic., 7705 45th Ave., Elmhurst, L. 1., 
N.Y., EAME (4), GC. 
CHURCH, Edward M., Pic., 1102 E. Second St .. Hastings, 
Minn. , EAM E (4), GC, BS, 
CICCHETT I, John L., Pic., 616 Washington St., Trenton, 
N. J. 
CIORRA, Charles A .. Pic., 20 Orphan St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
CLIFTON, Ade ll, Pic., Rt. 2, Box 8-9, Creswell, N. C. 
EWASK IW, Lloyd, Pic., Rt. I, Box 475, Niles. Ohio. 
FOURTH ROW: 
FERRERI, Vincent A., Pic .. 1281 Bushwi-ck Ave., Brooklyn, 
N.Y., EAME (2). PH. 
GARDNER, Francis, Pic., 62 Partridge Ave., Somerville, 
Mass., EAME (4), GC. 
GRAHL, Charles R., Pic., 3920 Cass Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, 
EAME (4) 
GRAY, Samuel, Pic., Gravel Switch, Ky., EAME (2), GC. 
HASKINS, Thomas F., Pic., 169 Pennsylvania Ave., Pitts-
burgh, Pa., EAME (4), GC. 
HUNTE R, James W., Pic., 1648 Seventh St .. Portsmouth, 
Ohio. 
FIFTH ROW: 
KUZMISKY, George, Pic., 555 Walnut St., Freeland, Pa., 
EAME (2). 
LA IRD, Ray, Pic., Rt. I Box 57, Holden, La ., EAME (4). 
GC. 
LUKISH, Francis J., Pic., 11 110 N. Second St., Catasauqua, 
Pa. 
McD ERMOTT, John H., Pic., 726 Walnut St., Roye rsford, 
Pa., EAME (4), BS, GC, PH. 
MEDN ICK, Jack J., Pic., 14 E. Chestnut St., Chicago, Ill., 
EAME (2)', GC. 
NANCE, John L., Pic., Ashland, Miss. 
SIXTH ROW: 
N EALY, Harry l., Pic . 2022 South St., Lake Charles, La. 
ONDRICK, William J., Pic., 1364 Goettman St., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., EAME (4), GC. 
OPRY, Milton, Pic., Fenton, La. 
PICARD, Leonie, Pic. , Milton, La. 
QUE EN, Rube n, Pic., Volney, Va., EAME (2). GC. 
REJRAT, Joseph J., Pic., 1002 S, Washington, Scranton. 
Pa., EAME (4), GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
ROB ERTSON, Huey B., Pic., A rchie, La. 
SAN DERS, Herbert L., Pic., Rt. I, Box 108, Holden, La. 
SEARS, Newton, Pic., Angier, N. C., EAME (4). GC. 
SIMMONS, Otha, Pic., Rt. I, Lewisville, Ark. 
SLATON, Dow, Pic., Apt. 120, Courtland Downs, Court-
land, Ala. 
fYLER, James W., Pic., 6204 Derby Ave. Welston, Mo., 
EAME (2). 
EIGHTH ROW: 
WARING, Wayne, H ., Pic., Rt. 2, Linesville, Pa., EAME 
(4). GC. 
ZIEN TARA, Joseph J., Pic., 1975 S. Fourth St., Milwaukee, 
Wis .. BS (2), GC. 
ARTALE, John, Pvt., 2260 Murray Hill Rd., Cleveland, 
. Ohio, EAME (4). PH, GC. 
DiSALVO, Ange lo, Pvt., 1159 Arnow Ave., Bronx, N. Y., 
EAME (4), GC. 
JANOTT I, Thomas J., Pvt., 368 Rodney St ., Brooklyn, N. Y., 
EAME (2). 
LAB UE, John, Pvt., 1800 Ninth Ave., S., Birmingham, Ala. 
LOVETT, Theo J., Pvt., Rt. 3, Haleyville, Ala. 
MATH IESON, B. T., Pvt., 1929 E. Buchanan St., Phoenix, 
Ariz. , EAM E (2). 
OATES, De lbert H., Pvt., Box 194, Rt. 3, Jefferson, Tex., 
EAME (1) . 
ROB ERTS. Tomm ie, Pvt., Colfax, La. 
RYA N, Clifford G., Pvt., 77 Moorehouse, Hazel Park, 
Mich ., EAME (1). 
* 
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AUL W. WILDERSON , JR. 
Captain 
Commanding Officer 
T T 
ROY W . COFFMAN 
First Lieutenant 
Moto r Transportati on Offi cer 
E 
JAMES L. McLAUGHLIN 
Fi rst Lieutenant 
Forward Observer 
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FIRST ROW: 
BRADY, Carl, lst/Sgt., 421 W. Tenn Eyck St., Watertown, 
N. Y. 
HUDSON, Charles, S/Sgt .. 225 W. First St., Rushvil le, Ind ., 
GC. 
PATTON, Martin J., S/Sgt.. 1024 McPherson Ave., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio , GC. 
SMIT H, Ansel, S/Sgt., Brownsburg, Ind ., GC. 
CHYCZ EWSKI, Charles, Sgt., 61-19 56th Dr., Maspeth, L. 1., 
N. Y. 
CORB ELETTA, Don J ., Sgt., 8920 Aubrey Ave ., G lendale, 
L. I. N. Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
CZERN IEWSKI, Vincent A., Sgt., 103 Dillaye Ave., Syra-
cuse, N.Y., GC. 
PFLUEGER, George L., Sgt., 6406 Marchand St., Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 
CLARK, Lee 0., T/4, Rt. 5. Tyl er , Tex .. GC. 
GE ITNER, Robert M., T/ 4, 622 Washi ngton St., St. Marys, 
Pa., GC. 
HUNT, Clyde F., T/4, 807 E. Main St., Norma n, Okla., BS. 
PETERI, Leonard J., T/ 4, Rt. 4, Wooster, Oh io, GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
CRETTER, Raymond A ., Cpl., 24 Pilling St., Brooklyn, 
N . Y. 
EMORE, Thomas, Cpl., Rt. 4, Lexington, Va., GC. 
GROSS, Raymond, Cpl., 744 S. Eighth St., Lincoln, Neb., 
GC. 
JORDAN, Tom J., Cpl., 1941 S. Auburn Ave., Cinc innati , 
Ohio. GC. 
LEV ITT, Harlan Y., Cpl., 746 Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo., GC. 
NICHOLSON, Gerald B., Court St., W. Union, W. Va., 
GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
PA LORI, V., Cpl., 1803 E. Columbus Dr., Tampa, Fla., 
BS. 
THOMPSON, James T., Cpl., 694 Addie St., N.W., At-
lanta Ga. 
VOGEL, 'p, H., Cpl., Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind., 
GC. 
WORRELL, James D., Cpl., Rt. 3, Lillington, N. C. 
CASTELLANO, Thomas, T/ 5, 9531 Fourth Ave., Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 
B A T T 
FIRST ROW: 
KINCAID, Dorris A., T/5, 304 Scott Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 
MU.LLIGAN, Thomas D., T/5, I Koch St., New Rochelle, N. Y., GC. 
ROCCO, Joseph, T/5, IS Bartholdi Ave., Jersey City, N. J., GC, BS. 
TKACSIK, John R., T/5, 101 Eighth Ave., McKeesport, Pa., GC. 
VAUGHN, Kirby, Jr., T/5, Snow Hill, N.C. 
SECOND ROW: 
AMICO, Frank J., Pfc., 112 McKibben St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
ANTONELLI, Albert J., Pic., 62 Sterling Pl., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
BERTRAND, Ralph E., Pic., 455 Portage St., Watertown, N. Y. 
BROWN, Rodney C., Pic., 1103 N. Broadway, Santa Ana, Calif. 
CRACHIOLA, V. J., Pic., 814 40th St .. Brooklyn, N.Y. 
THI RD ROW: 
CROUSE, Lewis W., Pic., Mount Airy, Md., GC. 
DeCESARO, Adolph W., Pic., 7707 lOth Ave., Kenosha, Wis. 
DeHART, Jesse G., Pic., Boulevard Branch, Box 33, Leaksville, N. C. 
FISCHER, Walter, Pic., 149 Frederick Ave., Babylon, L. 1., N. Y. 
GIAMPAGLIA, Anthony, Pfc., 332 Palisade Ave., Cliffside, N. J .. GC. 
FOURTH ROW: 
GOODSON, Roy L., Pfc., P. 0. Box 324, Silver City, N. Mex. 
GRAVETTE, William E., Pic., Rt. 5, Box 94, Birmingham, Ala. 
HEHERT, Simeon, Pic., Maurice, La. 
HERRON, Robert E., Pic., 207 Peete St .. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
JAKUBIAK, Charles J., Pic., 4744 Tacony St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
FIFTH ROW: 
KELLER, Francis F., Pic., Secaucus, N.J., GC. 
LEVINE, Haro ld, Pic., 502 Cortelyou Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
PARLATO, Edward P., Pic., 1700 Taylor Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 
RILEY, Harold, Pic., 259 Wa lnut St., Slatington, Pa. 
SOBCZAK, Walter A., Pic., 1747 Hamilton St., To ledo, Ohio. 
SIXTH ROW: 
THOMAS, Joseph C., Pic., Box 152, Baldwin. Fla. 
TOKARZ, Joseph W., Pic., Rt. 4, Auburn, N. Y. 
WILSON, Roy D., Pic., Rt. 3, Huntingdon, Tenn., GC. 
WRIGHT, Thomas R. , Pic., Box 458, Wake Forest, N.C. 
ZNA IDA, Irving, Pic., 1635 Queen Ave., N., Minneapolis , Minn., GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
ALLEN, John K., Pvt., Murphy, N.C. 
BILDSTEIN, Edward F., Lost Creek, W. Va. 
BOYLES, J. S., Pvt., 401 E. Jefferson, Hugo, Okla. 
BUMPUS, Leonard G., Pvt., Rt. I, Cygnet, Ohio, GC. 
LAFFERTY, Donn E., Pvt., Box 163, Suttons Bay, Mich. 
EIGHTH ROW: 
SELLERS, Maynord, Pvt., 205 S. Michigan St., DePere, Wis. 
SOUTHARD, Earl B., Pvt., Chesapeake City, Md. 
STRICKLAND, Warren M., Pvt., 1340 Peri St., Opa Locka, Fla. 
E R y B 
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ALEXANDER F. FRIDKIS 
First Lieutenant 
Executive Officer 
T E 
W . A. GOULD 
Second Lieutenant 
Reconnaissance Officer 
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FIRST ROW: 
BOLOGNA. Wi lbur, 1/Sgt., 325 Centro! Ave., Holedon, 
N.J. 
BURKE, Chorles, S/Sgt., Box IM. Buno, Tex., BS, GC. 
CUSANO. Edword M., S/Sgt., 97 Gravesend Neek Rd., 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
DEGENHARDT, Gotth old, S/Sgt., 104 W. 174th St., Bronx, 
N . Y. 
RANKIN, J. F., S/Sgt., 324 Liberty St., Shoron. Po., GC. 
ASCOLI, D. A., Sgt., 232 Von Horne St., Jersey City, 
N.J .. GC. 
SECOND ROW: 
DARRAH, Frank, Sgt. , Codyvi ll e, N. Y. 
DOUGHERTY, Clarence, Sgt., 174 S Ave., Poughkeepsie, 
N. Y. 
GAULT, Glen I., Sgt., Rt. 2. Powell Station, Tenn., GC. 
HOUTS. Clarence, Sgt., 2208 Seventh Terrace, N. , Api.-A , 
Birmingham, Ala. 
MURPHY, William P., Sgt., 33 Dovenport St., Hornell, 
N. Y. 
D'ALEXAN DER, Anthony, T/4 , 706 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 
Ill ., GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
HAYS, Hurley, T/ 4, 193 N. Adolph Ave .. Akron, Oh io, GG. 
JONES, Joseph A., T/ 4. 916 W. Mocon St., Decatur, Ill. , 
GC. 
HENDS. Bill, T/ 4, Port Henry, N.Y. 
WETZEL, Louis, T/4, 1507 Morket St. , Ashland. Pa., GC. 
BRAN ICK, Mike, <:pl., 81 Grand Ave., Johnson City, N. Y., 
GC. BS. 
CAMPB ELL, Willi~m, Cpl. , 114 Fenner Ave., C lifton, N. J. 
FOURTH ROW: 
CLOER, William H .. Cpl ., 
COWLEY, Charles, Cpl., 
CHALLAN, Henry ~ -. Cpl., 
N. Y. 
Box 14, Copper Hill, Tenn. 
Pittsboro, Ind., GC. 
146 Duffy Ave., Hicksvi lle, L. 1., 
DANKO, Steve, Cpl., Rt. 2, Kotonah, N. Y. 
DOWDLE, John, C:pl. , 69-23 Coldwell Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 
HAYNES, David T .. Cpl., 819 S. Church St., Solisbury, 
N.C., GC. 
BATTERY C 
* FIRST ROW: 
JOHNSON, Charle• Cpl., 106 Water St., Tarboro, N. C., 
BS. GC. 
LEONE, Joe, Cpl. , '05 -37th St., Union City, N. J., GC. 
WELlNER, Howard J., Cpl., 181 Broadway, Newark, N. J. 
BROWNING, Erne<' W., T/5 , 2398 McCroskey Ave., Knox-
viii~. Tenn . 
CEGLOWSKI. Stanlev T/5, 64-01 56th Ave., Maspeth, L 1., 
N y 
GRUBESI.CH. Anthonv, T/5, 34-56 33rd St. Astoria, L. I. 
N.Y. 
SECOND ROW: 
MASSENGILL, Erbie E., T/5, Rt. 3. Corinth, Miss., GC. 
KIRBY, Alex 1., T/5 Rt. 2, Coward, S. C ., GC. 
ORANG E, Virg i l W .. T/5, Rt. I, Box 204, Roanoke, Va., 
GC. 
PETREE, Edwar<:l V .. T IS, 224 Miller Ave., Knoxvil le, Tenn., 
GC. 
REID, Roy L .. T/5, 4 Curtis St., Rock Hill, S. C. 
ROOK, Wa lter B., T/5. E. Main St., Spencer, Ohio, GC. 
THIRD ROW: 
WHITEMAN, Wilbu1 F., T/5 , 1010 Pollock Ave., New 
Castle, Pa .. GC. 
ARMSTRONG, Frank ~~-. Pfc., 123 W. 29th St., Wilming-
ton. Del. 
BR IDGEMAN. Edward, Pfc., 1152 W. Airline Ave., Gastonia, 
N.C. 
CA RLSON , Arthur, Pk, 610 N. E. Third St., Faribault, 
Minn., GC. 
CARY Howard , Pfc. , Rt. I, Winder, Ga. 
COYNE, James F., Pk., 86-54 91st St., Woodhaven, N. Y. 
FOURTH ROW : 
CUICWIK, Lucian, Pfc., 25-29 44th St., Astor ia, L. I N.Y. 
DeCHIR ICO, Dan, Pfc., 142 Sullivan St .. New York, N. Y. 
DIETZOLD, Fred, Pfc., 1461 Liberty, Union , N. J., GC. 
DOMHOFF, Jerry, Pfc. , 84-09 60th Dr., Elmhurst, L. 1., 
N. Y. 
DZWELISKI , Peter, Pfc., 57 Charles St. Springfield, Mass., 
GC. 
EAGAN. ~d ward J., P'c., 65-26 79th Pl., Midd levillage, 
N.Y. 
FIFTH ROW: 
HARTMAN. Wi lli am F., Pic ., 917 Second St., Reading, Ohio, 
GC, 
INGRAM, Jack, Pfc .. Li ttle Rock, Ark. 
LAN DRY, Gabriel L., 805 Jackson Ave., New Orleans. La. 
McCAN, Marion B., Pfc., Rt . 3, Box 162, Alexandria, La . 
MILLER, Joseph C., Pfc., 820 Lafayette St., Bridgeport, 
Conn. 
MURPHY, Francis, Pfc .. 70 Delawanna Ave .. Delawanna, 
N.J., GC. 
SIXTH ROW: 
NEWCOMB, Joseph A., Pfc., 2426 University Ave., New 
York , N. Y., GC. 
OTT, Paul, Pic., Gaston , Ore . 
ROOT, James D., Pfc., Rt. 2, Box 833, Miami, Fla., GC. 
SHEPTUCK, Wa iter, Pfc., 810 McDonough St., New York, 
N. Y. 
SHKORUPA, Ernest A., Pfc., 2928 Dan Ave ., Hamtramck, 
Mich. 
STAFFORD, Lincol n. Pfc .. Waterville, N. Y. GC. 
SEVENTH ROW: 
STARGELL, James , Pic., S. Adair St., Greenfield, Iowa, GC. 
TELLEFSEN, Arnold, Pic., 189-03 90th Ave., Hollis, L. 1., 
N. Y., PH. GC. 
THORNBURG, Richard 0., Pic., 421 Water St., Huntington, 
W.Va., GC. 
TURNER, Wilgus, Pfc., Houston, Ky., GC. 
WAGENSE IL. Arthur F., Pfc., SIS 82nd St., N. Bergen, 
N J .. GC. 
WEEKS, Alvin L., Pfc., Rt. I, Ackerman, Miss. 
EIGHTH ROW : 
EZELL, A. C .. Pvt .. 349-B Baldwin Ave., Chickasaw, Ala. 
FRASCHILLA, J. V., Pvt., 68 18 lOth Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
HART, Jun1us A., Pvt., 222 S. Orange, Lafayette , La. 
KOSINSKI, Norbert R., Pvt., 3102 Haussen St., Chicago, 
Il l. 
OCHODN ICKI, John, Pvt., 429 Columbia St., Hudson, Ky. 
ROCHA, Theodore, Pvt., 431 E. Richard Ave., Kingsvi ll e, 
Tex. 
NINTH ROW: 
SANCHEZ, Carlos C., Pvt., N. 124th, St Just, Puerto Rico. 
SICHEL, Fred A., Pvt, 43 N. Pine Ave., Alba ny, N. Y. 
TURNER, Arthur, Pvt. , 148 Violet St., Johnstown, Pa. 
WILK IN SON, James J., Pvt., Rt. S, Wilmington, Ohio. 
* * 
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